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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN DIVISION
JOHN DOE MC-1,

Case No. 2:20-CV-10568

Plaintiff,

Hon. Paul D. Borman
Hon. Elizabeth A. Stafford

v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
AND THE REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
(official capacity only),
Defendants.
________________________________/
PLAINTIFF JOHN DOE MC-1’S EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO TAKE THE DEPOSITION AND PRESERVE
THE TESTIMONY OF TOM EASTHOPE PRIOR TO THE
PARTIES’ FED. R. CIV. P. 26(f) CONFERENCE
ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED
Plaintiff, John Doe MC-1 (“Plaintiff”), by and through his attorneys, Michael
A. Cox, Jackie Cook and The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC, as well as David J. Shea
and Shea Law Firm PLLC, and for his Emergency Motion for Leave to Take the
Deposition and Preserve the Testimony of Tom Easthope Prior to the Parties’ Fed.
R. Civ. P. 26(f) Conference, pursuant to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26(d)(1)
and 30(a)(2)(A)(iii), states as follows:
1.

Plaintiff filed his Complaint along with the other plaintiffs who have
1
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sued the University of Michigan (“UM”) and the Regents of the University of
Michigan (“Regents”), collectively referred to as “Defendants,” for the horrific
sexually abusive acts committed by former UM physician Robert Anderson
(“Anderson”) against UM’s own student athlete plaintiffs.
2.

UM is responsible for Plaintiff’s damages stemming from Anderson’s

sexual assaults on UM’s campus, as UM placed vulnerable student athletes, like
Plaintiff, in Anderson’s care despite knowing he was a sexual predator.
3.

This is a civil action against Defendants for declaratory, injunctive,

equitable, and monetary relief for injuries sustained by Plaintiff as a result of the
acts, conduct, and omissions of Defendants in their official capacity, and their
respective employees, representatives, and agents relating to sexual assault, abuse,
molestation, and nonconsensual sexual touching and harassment by Anderson
against Plaintiff while a UM student.
4.

On November 6, 2018, UM Public Safety and Security Detective Mark

West interviewed Tom Easthope, UM’s former Vice President of Student Life. After
West told Easthope that he was investigating inappropriate behavior between
Anderson and a patient, Easthope told West, “I bet there are over 100 people that
could be on that list.”
5.

Easthope stated, among other things, that he fired Anderson from UM’s

Student Health Services (“UHS”) “40-50 years ago” for “fooling around in the exam
2
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room with boy patients.”
6.

Easthope, who is 87 years old, is one of very few living former UM

administrators with personal knowledge, from as early as 1979, of Anderson’s abuse
and is still alive to testify to central topics to this litigation including, among other
things: (1) Easthope’s discussion(s) with Anderson in which only he and Anderson
participated; (2) the reasons Easthope believed Anderson should be fired from UM;
(3) the reasons Easthope believed there were so many survivors of Anderson’s
abuse; (4) how Easthope knew that Anderson “fool[ed] around in the exam room
with boy patients;” (5) what Easthope did to apprise responsible persons at UM of
Anderson’s conduct; (6) Defendants’ failure to act on and/or investigate complaints
against Anderson; (7) Anderson’s transfer to the Athletic Department instead of
termination from UM as Easthope attempted; (8) Easthope’s knowledge of the
Defendants’ publishing in the President’s Annual Report false information that
Anderson resigned, rather than was fired from UHS by Easthope; (9) Defendants’
concealment of Anderson’s abuse; and (10) that Anderson was a “big shot” at UM,
and so former Athletic Director Don Canham “worked out a deal” to move Anderson
full-time to the Athletic Department after being fired by Easthope.
7.

Last year West noted in his report that there are at least 18 UM

administrative, medical, and sports figures, “people with a connection” with
Anderson, who are now deceased and cannot be interviewed. Indeed, Anderson
3
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himself is also deceased.
8.

Plaintiff moves under Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26(d)(1) and

30(a)(2)(A)(iii) for expedited discovery to take the deposition of this crucial witness,
Easthope, to preserve his testimony before the parties’ Rule 26(f) conference and
within 14 days of an Order granting this Motion.
9.

Plaintiff’s motion should be granted for the following three reasons:
a. Easthope has essential evidence or unique knowledge that is critical
to the case and that cannot be obtained from other witnesses because
many of them are already deceased.1
b. Easthope’s advanced age of 87 years old justifies an early deposition
to preserve his testimony.2
c. Defendants will not be prejudiced by Easthope’s early deposition

1

See United States v. Int'l Longshoremen's Ass'n, No. 07-CV-053212-ILG-VVP,
2007 WL 2782761, at *1 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 2007)(“essential evidence to provide,
and whether there are other sources for that evidence.”); see also Snow Covered
Capital, LLC v. Weidner, No. 19-CV-00595-JAD-NJK, 2019 WL 2648799, at *3
(D. Nev. June 26, 2019)(“has unique knowledge or that his testimony will not be
duplicative of other deposition testimony.”); see also McNulty v. Reddy Ice
Holdings, Inc., No. 08-CV-13178, 2010 WL 3834634, at *2 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 27,
2010) (Borman, J.) (the witness’ testimony is “critical to the defense in the instant
case.”).
2

In re Chiquita Brands Int'l, Inc., No. 07-CV-60821, 2015 WL 12601043, at *6–7
(S.D. Fla. Apr. 7, 2015) (“[T]he age of a proposed deponent is a highly relevant
factor in determining whether there is a sufficient reason to perpetuate testimony
[when] the preservation request is made … for expedited discovery under Rule
26(d).”).
4
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because (i) they had access to him for decades, first as an employee
and now as a retiree, and (ii) Easthope voluntarily interviewed with
West about Anderson’s activities and UM’s reaction to those
activities in November 2018.3
10.

In further support of this Emergency Motion, Plaintiff relies on the

attached brief and accompanying exhibits.
11.

As Local Rule 7.1 requires, Plaintiff’s counsel contacted Defense

counsel on April 15, 2020 to ask whether counsel would concur in this motion.4
Defense counsel declined to concur in this motion. On April 16, 2020, Plaintiff’s
counsel repeated his request to Defense counsel for concurrence in the relief
requested in this motion and was once again refused.5
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Honorable Court enter
an Order that Tom Easthope may be deposed before the parties’ Rule 26(f)
conference and within 14 days of entry of the Order or as soon as the witness may
be served with a subpoena and/or deposition notice and his appearance at the
deposition scheduled.
See Snow Covered Capital, 2019 WL 2648799, at *3 (“The prejudice from
conducting a blind deposition is heightened by the shortened notice to opposing
counsel of the deposition…”).
3

4

Exhibit 1: Cox to Bush and Linkous email, 4/15/2020, 7:48 pm.

5

Exhibit 2: Cox to Bush and Linkous email, 4/16/2020, 12:25 pm, and Bush
Response to Cox, 4/16/2020, 1:55 pm.
5
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Respectfully submitted,
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC

Dated: April 17, 2020

By /s/ Michael A. Cox
Michael A. Cox (P43039)
Jackie J. Cook (P68781)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120E
Livonia, MI 48152
Telephone: (734) 591-4002

Shea Law Firm PLLC

Dated: April 17, 2020

By /s/ David J. Shea
David J. Shea (P41399)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
26100 American Dr., Ste. 200
Southfield, MI 48034
Telephone: (248) 354-0224
david.shea@sadplaw.com

6
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN DIVISION
JOHN DOE MC-1,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2:20-CV-10568
Hon. Paul D. Borman
Hon. Elizabeth A. Stafford

v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
AND THE REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
(official capacity only),
Defendants.
________________________________/
BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF JOHN DOE MC-1’S EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE THE DEPOSITION AND PRESERVE
THE TESTIMONY OF TOM EASTHOPE PRIOR TO THE PARTIES’
FED. R. CIV. P. 26(f) CONFERENCE
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CONCISE STATEMENT OF ISSUE PRESENTED
Tom Easthope, UM’s former Vice President of Student Life, who is 87 years
old, is one of very few living former UM administrators with personal knowledge,
from as early as 1979, of Dr. Robert Anderson’s abuse and is still alive to testify to
critical topics to this litigation such as Anderson’s sexual abuse of hundreds of male
students, Defendants’ concealment of that abuse, and Defendants’ failure to act on
and/or investigate complaints against Anderson.
At least three reasons justify expediting discovery to take Easthope’s
deposition. First, Easthope has essential evidence or unique knowledge that is
critical to the case that cannot be obtained from other witnesses because most, if not
all, of them are already deceased. Second, Easthope’s advanced age of 87 years old
alone justifies an early deposition to preserve his testimony. Third, Defendants will
not be prejudiced by Easthope’s early deposition because (a) they had access to him
for decades, first as an employee and now as a retiree, and (b) Easthope voluntarily
interviewed with UM Public Safety and Security Detective West about Anderson’s
activities and UM’s reaction to those activities in November 2018.
Under these circumstances, should the Court, pursuant to Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure 26(d)(1) and 30(a)(2)(A)(iii), enter an Order expediting discovery
allowing Plaintiff to take Easthope’s deposition before the parties’ Rule 26(f)
conference and within 14 days of entry of its Order?
ii
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CONTROLLING OR MOST APPROPRIATE AUTHORITY
Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(d)(1)
Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A)(iii)
McNulty v. Reddy Ice Holdings, Inc., No. 08-CV-13178, 2010 WL 3834634 (E.D.
Mich. Sept. 27, 2010) (Borman, J.)
In re Chiquita Brands Int'l, Inc., No. 07-CV-60821, 2015 WL 12601043 (S.D. Fla.
Apr. 7, 2015)

iv
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STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS
UM has known for decades that former UM physician Robert Anderson was
sexually abusing male student athletes under the guise of medical treatment and did
nothing about it. Because UM took no action to investigate the complaints from
students that began as early as 1968 and took no corrective actions even after Tom
Easthope’s attempted firing of Anderson in 1979, UM allowed Anderson to continue
assaulting, abusing and molesting students and student-athletes for decades.
I.

A July 2018 complaint from a former UM student athlete to current
Athletic Director Warde Manuel prompted UM Public Safety and
Security Detective Mark West to investigate Anderson’s sexual abuse of
UM’s male student athletes.
Over 20 months ago, on July 18, 2018, according to UM Public Safety and

Security Detective Mark West, a former UM student-athlete wrestler named Tad
DeLuca, who attended UM between 1972 and 1976, mailed a letter to current UM
Athletic Director Warde Manuel complaining that DeLuca was sexually abused
during the course of medical treatments by Anderson.6 “Manual (sic) then forwarded
this letter to representatives at the University of Michigan General Counsel’s office,
who forwarded the letter to [UM’s Office of Institutional Equity (“OIE”)], ...”7

6

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 10/3/2018, 11:26 am, at WCP000006-9.
7

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 10/3/2018, 11:26 am, at WCP000003.
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On October 3, 2018, West began investigating DeLuca’s allegations against
Anderson.8 Between October 3, 2018 and November 6, 2018, among other things,
West: (1) interviewed Deluca and confirmed his allegations against Anderson;9 (2)
learned from DeLuca that other sports athletes, including football players and crosscountry runners called Anderson, “Dr. Drop your drawers Anderson;”10 (3)
interviewed Anderson’s successor at the Student Health Services (previously known
as UHS), Dr. Ernst, who told West “he (Dr. Ernst) has heard rumors about Dr.
Anderson throughout his years, one being he performed more exams on males than
necessary;”11 and (4) interviewed another former wrestler who told West that
Anderson masturbated the wrestler during medical examinations.12
II.

Detective West discovered that Tom Easthope, a retired UM
administrator, was a key witness because Easthope fired Anderson as
director of UM’s Health Services in 1979 after learning that Anderson
sexually abused boy patients during his physical exams.
On November 6, 2018, West interviewed Easthope. Easthope was the Vice

President of Student Life at UM, and so supervised Anderson while Anderson was

8

Id.

9

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 10/8/2018, 11:46 am, at WCP000004.
10

Id.

11

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 10/8/2018, 11:46 am, at WCP000005.
12

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 10/16/2018, 8:33 am, at WCP000011.
2
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the director of UM’s UHS. After West told Easthope that he was investigating
inappropriate behavior between Anderson and a patient, Easthope told West, “I bet
there are over 100 people that could be on that list.”13 Easthope described Anderson
as a “big shot” at UM, while Easthope was then still fairly new in his position.14
Easthope told West that he remembered a local activist approached him 40-50 years
ago and told him that several people that were in the gay community said to the
activist that they were assaulted by Anderson.15 Easthope remembered that “fooling
around with boys in the exam rooms” was the phrase the activist used.16
Easthope also told West that he fired Anderson from UHS for “fooling around
in the exam room with boy patients.”17
Within a day or two after the Easthope interview, West told the UM’s General
Counsel’s office about his investigation into Anderson: “A couple of days later
(after 11/5/18) Associate General Counsel Diane [sic] Winiarski contacted me to ask
what I was looking for in reference to Dr. Robert Anderson. I explained about his
demotion from Health Services, and about the senior University official was able to

13

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 11/6/2018 10:56 am, at WCP000017.
14

Id.

15

Id.

16

Id.

17

Id.
3
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tell me of his release ‘due to fooling around with boys in the exam rooms.’”18 Thus,
UM’s General Counsel knew about the investigation into Anderson’s abuse of male
student athletes in November 2018, that Easthope was a key witness, and was able
to prepare for this eventual case since then.
III.

UM fraudulently concealed (with Anderson’s assent) Anderson’s
predatory sexual conduct against student male athletes.
Despite the fact that Easthope fired Anderson for sexually assaulting male

student patients during physical exams in 1979, UM allowed Anderson to continue
sexually abusing students by transferring him to UM’s Athletic Department to treat
student athletes. According to longtime UM athletic trainer Russell Miller, the then
Athletic Director, Don Canham, a legendary and powerful figure at the UM,
“worked out a deal” to bring Anderson over to the Athletic Department despite
Easthope’s termination of Anderson.19 Like Easthope, Canham is an important
witness to what and why Anderson was fired at the UHS for sexually predatory
conduct, but then foisted on athletes who were required to see him to play and keep
their scholarships. But Canham is now deceased and cannot be questioned.20 And

18

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 11/19/2018, 11:26 am at WCP000051.
19

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 11/9/2018, 9:23 am, at WCP000032.
20

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 4/23/2019, 1:40 pm, at WCP000084.
4
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so Easthope’s importance to the fact-inquiry here – already meaningful on its own
merits – is strengthened and heightened. Easthope is likely to have information on,
among other things: (1) Anderson’s transfer to the Athletic Department instead of
being fired; (2) whatever conversations Easthope may have had with Canham; and
(3) what Easthope reported about Anderson’s conduct to Canham or other
responsible UM officials.
Not only did UM allow Anderson to continue sexually assaulting students,
UM failed to warn other students and actually covered up Anderson’s assaults. For
instance, UM praised Anderson in the published Acknowledgement preface of
Volume III of the annual President’s Report of The University of Michigan for 19791980:
The University Health Service staff wish to acknowledge
the 11 years of leadership provided by Robert E.
Anderson, M.D. In January of 1980, Anderson resigned as
Director of the University Health Service to devote more
time to his clinical field of urology/andrology and athletic
medicine…his many contributions to health care are
acknowledged…The University Health Service staff wish
to thank Anderson for his years of leadership and to
dedicate the Annual Report to him. 21
As this information came directly from the UHS, a department supervised by
Easthope, Easthope is likely to have information about, among other things: (1) who

Exhibit 4: Excerpt from Volume III of the annual President’s Report of The
University of Michigan for 1979-1980.
21

5
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else knew about the firing of Dr. Anderson; (2) who decided to praise Dr. Anderson
after the firing for sexually predatory conduct; (3) who decided to publish to the UM
community this lie about Anderson’s separation from UHS and why?; (4) were
Athletic Director Canham or other members or coaches within the Athletic
Department told that the publication was a lie.
III.

Many critical witnesses to Anderson’s abuse, UM’s failure to investigate,
UM’s failure to take corrective action, and UM’s fraudulent concealment
are already deceased.
During West’s investigation of Anderson, he noted at least 18 UM

administrative, medical, and sports figures, “people with a connection” with
Anderson, who are now deceased and cannot be interviewed. These include former
Athletic Director Canham, numerous athletic department officials, the three faculty
doctors and the five registered nurses who presumably worked with or around
Anderson at Student Health Services (also known as UHS).22 So, Easthope, who is
already 87 years old, is one of very few living former UM administrators and
employees with personal knowledge, from as early as the 1970s, of Anderson’s
abuse and is still alive to testify regarding critical topics in this litigation such as
Anderson’s sexual abuse of male students; Defendants’ executives’ concealment of
Anderson’s sexually abusive acts; failure to act on and/or investigate complaints

22

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 4/23/19 10:17 am, at WCP000084.
6
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against Anderson; and Easthope’s direct conversation(s) with Anderson between
only the two of them—of which only Easthope is still living.
IV.

UM is finally forced to go public with Anderson’s abuse after 19 months
of stalling its disclosure to the public and its former athletes.
Defendants stonewalled any exposure of Anderson’s abuse to the public or

media, and even the victims of Anderson’s abuse. By way of illustration, on August
21, 2019, 13 months after DeLuca’s letter to Athletic Director Manuel, West
received an email from his supervisor that was forwarded from “Dave Masson,
general counsel for the University of Michigan.”23 This email was entitled
“Anderson’s Boys, My Michigan Me-Too Moment, 1971” and was sent three days
earlier by Robert Julian Stone, a UM graduate who was sexually assaulted by
Anderson in 1971.24 West notes in his report that he “was not able to track down”
Stone to interview him. 25
Six months, later in February of 2020, after not hearing from UM about its
investigation into Anderson, Stone reached out to The Detroit News because he
feared UM was doing nothing: “Stone told the News one of the reasons he came

23

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 8/22/2019, 1:40 pm, at WCP000085.
24

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, at WCP000087-89.
25

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 1:40 pm, at WCP000085.
7
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forward was that he heard there were other alleged victims and he feared the
university and the prosecutor could keep the case open indefinitely, and no one
would ever know about the allegations against Anderson.”26 Indeed, UM did not
inform the public or its former athletes about the sexual abuse by Anderson until
February 19, 2020, 19 hours after The Detroit News began asking questions about
Anderson.27 As Stone noted, “The reason I called (The News) worked…I just wasn’t
willing to sit here and be stonewalled by these people indefinitely.”28
V.

Defendants continue to pursue their intentional strategy to delay any
factual investigation into Anderson’s abuse.
As explained in more detail in Plaintiff’s Response and Brief in Support of its

Response to Defendants’ Motion to Consolidate Cases and For Ordered Filing of a
Master Complaint, filed concurrently with this Emergency Motion, Defendants’
strategy is to delay any answer or responsive motion until, at least, September 16,
2020—a full two years and two months after the DeLuca letter and 22 months after
West gave the General Counsel’s office a briefing on the extent of Anderson’s acts
on which Plaintiff’s Complaint (and currently 37 other complaints) are based.29

Exhibit 5: “UM knew of sex abuse reports against doctor 19 months before going
public” Kim Kozlowski, The Detroit News, 2/19/2020.
26

27

Id.

28

Id.

29

Exhibit 6: Bush to Shea and Cox email, 3/18/20, 2:25 pm, with attachment of
proposed “Does Tolling Agreement”.
8
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Even so, in the interest of comity and professionalism, Plaintiff’s counsel offered to
Defendants multiple extensions in exchange for a meeting and limited discovery,
specifically the deposition of Easthope: “We will grant the additional 60‐day
extension, subject to a productive, transparent meeting in April, and subject to your
client’s agreement to limited discovery: the depositions of Tom Easthope and
Detective West. Not to be redundant, but this would greatly assist us in settling the
case(s).”30 Defendants never answered Plaintiff’s proposal or responded to
Plaintiff’s request to depose Easthope.
Defendants also asked for an extension based on the current coronavirus
situation31 even though a Rule 12 motion to dismiss is not fact-dependent and thus
can be researched, prepared, and filed remotely based on Plaintiff’s currently filed
complaint.32 Defendants further delayed this matter by filing their Motion to
Consolidate even though Plaintiff agreed to the relief stated in motion’s caption:
consolidation of all plaintiff cases in front of Judge Borman (which was already
occurring through sua sponte orders of the other judges of the Eastern District) and
the filing of a master long-form complaint.33 Indeed, Plaintiff even offered to file

30

Exhibit 7: Cox to Bush email, 3/19/20, 12:25 pm; see also Exhibit 9: Cook to
Linkous email, 4/2/20 3:39 pm.
31

Exhibit 7: Bush to Cox email, 3/19/20, 7:42 am.

32

Exhibit 8: Cox to Bush email, 3/27/20, 7:07 pm.

33

Exhibit 9: Cook to Linkous email, 4/2/20 3:39 pm, with proposed stipulated
9
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the master long-form complaint within four days.34 However, Plaintiff cannot agree
to the actual reason for Defendants’ actions: indefinite delay. See Defendants’
request for relief at section (e) (“The Court will thereafter set the matter for status
conference – at which time, the parties will discuss…the University’s time and
method of response…) and section (f) (“All prior briefing schedules and response
dates in the individual actions are vacated…”).
Allowing further delay by Defendants only exacerbates the current unfair
advantage enjoyed by Defendants as it relates to both discovery in this litigation, and
ultimately, the conduct of any trial.

Defendants knew about the Anderson

allegations in July 2018 and spent 19 months conducting internal investigations and
fact finding while keeping it a secret from alumni and the public, and more
importantly, the student athlete plaintiffs, including Plaintiff, who were abused by
Anderson. Defendants know that their own investigator, West, over 8 months ago,
bemoaned the death of, at least 18 UM employed witnesses who he thought could
shed light on the matters at issue here,35 and know that Easthope, a key witness, is
well into his Eighties.
When The Detroit News exposed the abuse by Anderson on February 19,
“Order to Consolidate Cases”.
34

Id.

35

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 4/23/2019, 1:40 pm, at WCP000084.
10
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2020, Defendants were effectively 19 months ahead of Plaintiff in fact finding and
discovery. And the UM’s General Counsel’s Office – if not even UM’s outside
counsel – must have already interviewed Easthope many times already to prepare
for this anticipated litigation.36 At the same time Defendants ignored Plaintiff’s
request to depose Easthope to stall and stymie Plaintiff’s factual case.
ARGUMENT
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(d)(1) provides that “[a] party may not seek
discovery from any source before the parties have conferred as required by Rule
26(f), except ... when authorized by these rules, by stipulation, or by court order.”37
If, as is the case here, the plaintiff has filed suit but discovery has not
commenced under Rule 26(d), because the parties have not conducted a Rule 26(f)
conference, then Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 30(a)(2)(A)(iii) allows a party to
take a deposition before the parties’ Rule 26(f) conference with leave of the Court:
WHEN A DEPOSITION MAY BE TAKEN. With Leave.
A party must obtain leave of court, and the court must
grant leave to the extent consistent with Rule 26(b)(1) and
(2): … (A) if the parties have not stipulated to the
deposition and: … (iii) the party seeks to take the

After receiving no response from Defendants to Plaintiff’s request for an early
deposition of Easthope, Plaintiff’s counsel reached out to Easthope at his two
residences to see if he would voluntarily meet with Plaintiff’s counsel, as he had
with UM. No response from Easthope was received. See Exhibit 10: Cox to
Easthope letter, 4/2/20, with Federal Express documents.
36

37

Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(d)(1).
11
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deposition before the time specified in Rule 26(d), ….38
“In reviewing such requests [for a court order authorizing early discovery],
courts typically impose a good cause standard. … Good cause may be found where
the plaintiff’s need for expedited discovery outweighs the possible prejudice or
hardship to the defendant.”39 Good cause exists for an early deposition where “there
is a danger that the testimony will be lost by delay.”40 A party’s motion for leave to
take deposition should be granted where the Court, “weighing all of the
circumstances, concludes that the interests of justice support the granting of [the]
motion.”41
I.

Easthope has essential evidence or unique knowledge that is critical to the
case that is not available from other witnesses because they are deceased.
Courts grant leave for early depositions before the parties’ Rule 26(f)

conference where the witness has essential evidence or unique knowledge that is

38

Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A)(iii).

39

Lashuay v. Delilne, No. 17-CV-13581, 2018 WL 317856, at *3 (E.D. Mich. Jan.
8, 2018) (Appendix 1); see also Westfield Ins. Co. v. Pavex Corp., No. 17-CV14042, 2017 WL 6407459, at *2 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 15, 2017) (“A party seeking
expedited discovery in advance of a Rule 26(f) conference has the burden of showing
good cause or need in order to justify deviation from the normal timing of
discovery.”) (Appendix 2).
40

Respecki v. Baum, No. 13-CV-13399, 2013 WL 4584714, at *2 (E.D. Mich. Aug.
28, 2013) (Appendix 3).
41

McNulty v. Reddy Ice Holdings, Inc., No. 08-CV-13178, 2010 WL 3834634, at *2
(E.D. Mich. Sept. 27, 2010) (Borman, J.). (Appendix 4).
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critical to the case and cannot be garnered from other witnesses.42
In the McNulty case, this Court granted a motion to depose an elderly
defendant – a witness who was 13 years younger than Easthope—where “the [first
defendant’s] only direct response to Plaintiff’s claims … rest on [the elderly
defendant’s] alleged statements.”43 Plaintiff’s claims were based on statements that
“involved only the two individuals” (plaintiff and the elderly defendant).44 Thus,
this Court found “a critical need to take and preserve [the elderly defendant’s]
testimony.”45
In this case, Easthope, as the Vice President of Student Life at UM, had
supervisory oversight of the UHS and had knowledge that Anderson was “fooling
around with boys in the exam room.” Easthope had direct conversations with
Anderson, with no one else present, about Anderson’s abuse of young men in
medical exam rooms (in a manner similar to the conduct alleged in this Complaint),

42

See United States v. Int'l Longshoremen's Ass'n, No. 07-CV-053212-ILG-VVP,
2007 WL 2782761, at *1 (E.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 2007) (“might have essential evidence
to provide, and whether there are other sources for that evidence.”) (Appendix 5);
see also Snow Covered Capital, LLC v. Weidner, No. 19-CV-00595-JAD-NJK, 2019
WL 2648799, at *3 (D. Nev. June 26, 2019) (“unique knowledge or that his
testimony will not be duplicative of other deposition testimony.”) (Appendix 6); see
also McNulty, 2010 WL 3834634, at *2 (the witness’ testimony is “critical to the
defense in the instant case.”).
43

McNulty, 2010 WL 3834634, at *2.

44

Id. (emphasis added).

45

Id.
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was able to hear Anderson’s response or lack of response. And so Easthope, as in
the McNulty case, had a conversation with Anderson that “involved only the two
individuals.” In this way, Easthope possesses essential evidence and unique
knowledge of Anderson’s abuse of male students, and of UM’s cover up of that
abuse or, at least, the failure to act on that abuse, that is critical to prove UM’s
liability based on facts that no other witness will have.
Easthope is the only person who can testify as to what actions he personally
took, if any, to report Anderson’s activities to other responsible persons at UM and
to make sure that Anderson never again had contact with UM students and athletes.
Easthope is the only person who is uniquely able to testify to his discussion with
Anderson and his reasons why he believed UM should have terminated Anderson as
early as 1979—which would have prevented the sexual abuse of many male student
athletes at UM, including Plaintiff.
Easthope also has essential evidence and unique knowledge of Defendants’
fraudulent concealment, Defendants’ failure to carry out their duties to investigate
and take corrective action (Count I), Defendants’ deliberately exposure of Plaintiff
to a dangerous sexual predator (Count II), Defendants’ failure to protect Plaintiff
from the invasion of bodily integrity through sexual assault, abuse, or molestation
(Count III), and Defendants’ failure to train and supervise their employees, agents,
and/or representatives including Anderson and all faculty and staff (Count IV).
14
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For example, after Easthope thought he fired Anderson, former Athletic
Director Canham (now deceased), “worked out a deal” to bring Anderson over to
the Athletic Department.46 Indeed, UM went so far as to overtly and fraudulently
conceal (with Anderson’s assent) Anderson’s predatory sexual conduct against
college age males and intentionally conceal the reason for Anderson’s
termination/demotion, by praising Anderson in the published Acknowledgement
preface of Volume III of the annual President’s Report.47
Easthope can likely testify, as no one else can: (1) that Defendants knew that
Easthope fired Anderson for his sexual assaults on male students, and (2) what
Easthope knew about Anderson’s termination being changed to a written demotion
in his human resources file, through the efforts of Canham and other “V.P.s”, so that
Anderson could go to the Athletic Department. Indeed, Easthope is the only known
UM administrator to take Anderson’s sexual abuse seriously and attempt to fire him.
Thus, as this Court found in the McNulty case, this Court should again find “a critical
need to take and preserve [Easthope’s] testimony.”

46

Exhibit 3: Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West, Case No.
1890303861, 11/9/2018, 9:23 am, at WCP000032 & 4/23/2019, 1:40 pm, at
WCP000084.
Exhibit 4: Excerpt from Volume III of the annual President’s Report of The
University of Michigan for 1979-1980.
47
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Easthope’s advanced age of 87 years old justifies an early deposition to
preserve his testimony.
“[T]he age of a proposed deponent is a highly relevant factor in determining

whether there is a sufficient reason to perpetuate testimony [where] the preservation
request is made … for expedited discovery under Rule 26(d).”48 “Regardless of
specific ailments or physical vulnerabilities, advanced age carries an increased risk
that a witness will be unavailable at the time of trial; for this reason, a witness of
advanced age may be an appropriate subject for preservation testimony.”49
Easthope, who is 87 years old, is significantly older than the deponents in the
Penn Mutual, Chiquita Brands, McNulty, and Texaco cases, where the ages of those
deponents – 80, 79, 74, and 71, respectively, – led those courts to order depositions
to preserve the testimony of critical witnesses.50
48

In re Chiquita Brands Int'l, Inc., No. 07-60821-CV, 2015 WL 12601043, at *6–7
(S.D. Fla. Apr. 7, 2015) (79-year-old witness) (Appendix 7).
49

Chiquita Brands, 2015 WL 12601043, at *6–7; see also Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co
v. United States, 68 F.3d 1371, 1375 (D.C. Cir. 1995) (allowing a Rule 27(a) presuit deposition to perpetuate testimony of 80-year old witness whose age
“present[ed] a significant risk that he will be unavailable to testify by the time of
trial.”); see also Texaco Inc. v. Borda, 383 F.2d 607, 609 (3d Cir. 1967) (granting
writ of mandamus directing district court to allow Rule 27(a) pre-suit deposition
where “It would be ignoring the facts of life to say that a 71-year old witness will
be available, to give his deposition or testimony, at an undeterminable future date”)
(emphasis added); see also McNulty, 2010 WL 3834634, at *1 (“There is a
documented significant necessity to take Mr. Corbin’s deposition in the near future
to preserve his testimony. Mr. Corbin is 74 years old, but more significantly, suffers
from serious medical problems, some life threatening.”) (emphasis added).
50

While Defendants did not concur to this motion, after an initial refusal to concur,
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In the Chiquita Brands case, the court viewed the witness’ advanced age (79
years) against the backdrop that the litigation was not likely to advance to trial for
another two years.51 By that time, the witness would be 81 years old and “it would
be unduly risky to assume that no limitation of age or intervening infirmity might
impede the ability of plaintiff’s to take [the witness’] deposition testimony in the
ordinary course before trial.”52 Therefore, the Chiquita Brands court found that the
advanced age of the witness— “[r]egardless of specific ailments or physical
vulnerabilities”—was alone a sufficient basis to support the taking of expedited
deposition testimony from him and granted the plaintiffs’ request to take expedited
preservation testimony from the witness.53
Here, Mr. Easthope, a crucial witness, is already 87 years old. Easthope’s
age alone is justification for the Court to grant Plaintiff’s request for expedited
discovery to take Easthope’s deposition now in order to preserve his testimony in
case he is unavailable for deposition in the ordinary course of discovery or for trial.
This justification is strengthened by the exclusive and critical nature of the evidence

defense counsel agreed to reconsider Plaintiff’s motion, based solely on the age of
Mr. Easthope. Exhibit 2: Cox to Bush and Linkous email, 4/16/2020, 12:25 pm,
and Bush response to Cox, 4/16/2020, 1:55 pm.
51

Chiquita Brands, 2015 WL 12601043, at *7.

52

Id.

53

Id.
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that Easthope alone offers toward the establishment of the facts in this litigation.
As set forth above, among other things, Easthope’s testimony will include: (1)
Easthope’s discussion(s) with Anderson in which only he and Anderson participated;
(2) the reasons Easthope believed Anderson should be fired from UM; (3) the
reasons Easthope believed there were many survivors of Anderson’s abuse; (4) how
Easthope knew that Anderson “fool[ed] around in the exam room with boy patients;”
(5) what Easthope did to apprise responsible persons at UM of Anderson’s conduct;
(6) Defendants’ failure to act on and/or investigate complaints against Anderson; (7)
Anderson’s transfer to the Athletic Department instead of termination from UM as
Easthope attempted to effectuate Anderson’s termination; (8) Easthope’s knowledge
of the Defendants’ publishing in the President’s Annual Report false information
that Anderson resigned, rather than was fired from UHS by Easthope; (9)
Defendants’ concealment of Anderson’s abuse; and (10) that Anderson was a “big
shot” at UM, and so former Athletic Director Don Canham “worked out a deal” to
move Anderson full-time to the Athletic Department after being fired by Easthope.
Given that Easthope is nearly 90 years old now, there is no doubt that there is a
significant risk that he will be unavailable at the time of trial and so it appropriate to
grant Plaintiffs’ request to take expedited testimony from Easthope to preserve
crucial and relevant evidence.

18
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Defendants will not be prejudiced by Easthope’s early deposition because
they have been investigating Anderson’s abuse for 19 months and knew
since at least November 6, 2018 that Easthope is a critical witness.
Defendants will not be prejudiced by Easthope’s early deposition as they had

access to him for decades, as an employee and retiree, and certainly had access to
the subject matter of his possible testimony, since his voluntary witness statement to
West on November 6, 2018.54 In fact, in contrast to the Snow Covered Capital case,
UM has greater knowledge about Easthope’s potential testimony than Plaintiff’s
counsel.
Defendants (and their General Counsel) knew about Anderson allegations in
July 2018 and spent 19 months conducting internal investigations and fact finding
while keeping it a secret from alumni and the public, and more importantly, the
student athlete plaintiffs, including Plaintiff, who were abused by Anderson. Indeed,
it is likely that Defendants’ General Counsel already interviewed Easthope about his
voluntary statements to West and his personal knowledge of the facts of this case in
anticipation of this litigation. At the same time Defendants ignored Plaintiff’s
request to depose Easthope.55 Additionally, Plaintiff’s counsel reached out to

See Snow Covered Capital, 2019 WL 2648799, at *3 (“The prejudice from
conducting a blind deposition is heightened by the shortened notice to opposing
counsel of the deposition…”).
54

55

Exhibit 7: Cox to Bush, 3/19/20, 12:25 pm; see also Exhibit 9: Cook to Linkous
email, 4/2/20 3:39 pm.
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Easthope for a phone call but received no response from him. Defendants had
adequate time to prepare their defense including preparing for the deposition of
Easthope and cannot allege any prejudice from an early deposition of Easthope.
CONCLUSION
Plaintiff respectfully requests that this Honorable Court enter an Order that
Mr. Easthope may be deposed within 14 days of entry of the Order or as soon as the
witness may be served with a subpoena and/or deposition notice and his appearance
at the deposition scheduled.
Respectfully submitted,

Dated: April 17, 2020

The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
By /s/ Michael A. Cox
Michael A. Cox (P43039)
Jackie J. Cook (P68781)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120E
Livonia, MI 48152
Telephone: (734) 591-4002

Dated: April 17, 2020

Shea Law Firm PLLC
By /s/ David J. Shea
David J. Shea (P41399)
Attorneys for Plaintiff
26100 American Dr., Ste. 200
Southfield, MI 48034
Telephone: (248) 354-0224
david.shea@sadplaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on April 17, 2020, I electronically filed the foregoing
document with the Clerk of the Court through the CM/ECF system, which will send
notices of electronic filing to all counsel of record.
/s/ Mihaela Iosif
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
Livonia, MI 48152
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN DIVISION
JOHN DOE MC-1,

Case No. 2:20-CV-10568

Plaintiff,

Hon. Paul D. Borman
Hon. Elizabeth A. Stafford

v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
AND THE REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
(official capacity only),
Defendants.
________________________________/
PLAINTIFF JOHN DOE MC-1’S EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO TAKE THE DEPOSITION AND PRESERVE
THE TESTIMONY OF TOM EASTHOPE PRIOR TO THE
PARTIES’ FED. R. CIV. P. 26(f) CONFERENCE

INDEX OF EXHIBITS
Exhibit 1

Cox to Bush and Linkous email, 4/15/2020, 7:48 pm

Exhibit 2

Cox & Bush and Linkous email chain, 4/16/2020

Exhibit 3

Excerpt from Report of UM Public Safety Det. Mark West,
Case No. 1890303861

Exhibit 4

Excerpt from Volume III of the President’s Annual Report of
The University of Michigan for 1979-1980
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Exhibit 5

“UM knew of sex abuse reports against doctor 19 months before
going public” Kim Kozlowski, The Detroit News, 2/19/2020

Exhibit 6

Bush to Shea and Cox email, 3/18/20, 2:25 pm, with attachment
of proposed “Does Tolling Agreement”

Exhibit 7

Cox to Bush email, 3/19/20, 12:25 pm

Exhibit 8

Cox to Bush email, 3/27/20, 7:07 pm

Exhibit 9

Cook to Linkous email, 4/2/20 3:39 pm, with proposed
stipulated “Order to Consolidate Cases”

Exhibit 10

Cox to Easthope letter, 4/2/20 & Federal Express receipts
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Michael Cox
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Cox
Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7:48 PM
Linkous, Derek; Jackie Cook; Cheryl A. Bush (bush@bsplaw.com)
David Shea; Bush, Cheryl; Douglas, Stephanie; Michael Cox
Second request to depose Mr. Easthope and request for concurrence

Cheryl and Derek:
On March 19th, we asked your agreement to permit us to depose Mr. Easthope regarding his knowledge of Dr.
Anderson’s acts, among other things, as alleged in our complaint(s). That was asked in the context of your asking us for
a delay in filing your response to our complaint(s). You did not agree. Nonetheless, in the interests of comity and
collegiality, we still granted your request for more time.
In that same spirit of comity and collegiality, I am now again requesting your agreement to our deposing Mr.
Easthope. As you know, he is a critical witness regarding our claims. He was already interviewed by Det West, and I
have to believe he was already interviewed by UM’s GC’s office. Given that, I am asking you to agree to a stipulated
order to present to Judge Borman that would allow us to depose him within 30 days.
Please let us know tomorrow by 4 pm if you agree and we can present a motion for a stipulate order to Judge Borman.
Thanks, Mike Cox

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006
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Michael Cox
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Thursday, April 16, 2020 1:55 PM
Michael Cox; Jackie Cook; David Shea
Douglas, Stephanie; Linkous, Derek
RE: The actual (or rough, subject to typos) brief.

Mike,
Thanks for sending. I now understand that you are concerned about the age of Mr. Easthope.
I’m talking with my client.
Cheryl

From: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>
Cc: Douglas, Stephanie <douglas@bsplaw.com>; Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>; Michael Cox
<mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: The actual (or rough, subject to typos) brief.
We will not file until at least 5 pm to give you time to look at, and perhaps, reconsider your “no” and agree to stipulate.
Mike

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006
From: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 16, 2020 11:56 AM
To: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; David Shea
<david.shea@sadplaw.com>
Cc: Douglas, Stephanie <douglas@bsplaw.com>; Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>
Subject: Re: Second request to depose Mr. Easthope and request for concurrence

Mike,
1
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Thank you for continuing to work with us on finding a way forward.
Back in March (in the email below), you offered us an extension to July 2 to respond to your complaint. You
conditioned that offer on, among other things, an immediate deposition of Mr. Easthope. You felt the deposition
“would greatly assist us in settling the case(s).”
As our recent motion to consolidate explained, we think that conducting discovery in dozens of cases on an ad hoc
basis is not the right approach for anyone and not a productive way to work toward settlement.
Instead, we believe that the best way to resolve this and other case‐management issues in these numerous cases is
with a status conference with the Court. That ensures that everything progresses in an orderly fashion and mitigates
any concerns of unfair treatment among the survivors, both your clients and others. It also avoids duplicative,
inconsistent, and needlessly costly discovery in the various cases.
We therefore cannot agree to a deposition of Mr. Easthope at this time. The deposition should not move forward until
the Court or Rule 26(d)(1) say it should.
Thank you,
Cheryl

Cheryl A. Bush
Founding Member | Bush Seyferth PLLC
100 West Big Beaver Road, Suite 400
Troy, MI 48084
Tel/Fax: 248.822.7801 | Cell: 248.709.1683

V-card | Email | www.bsplaw.com

From: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:25 PM
To: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; Douglas, Stephanie
<douglas@bsplaw.com>; Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>; Carone, Andrea <Carone@bsplaw.com>; Miller, Julie
<miller@bsplaw.com>; Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: Response on Time and Settlement

Cheryl:

I.

30 Extra Days

2
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We will extend the time for responding 30 days, so to May 4, 2020 (since May 3 lands on Sunday), if your client will
agree to executing a Confidentiality and Protective Order in each case for the limited purpose of submitting requests
for medical records that your client will respond to within a reasonable amount of time.

II.

60 or More Extra Days

We are open to discussing the possibility of an additional 60‐day extension, subject to a productive, transparent
meeting with your client in April and subject to your client’s willingness to allow the Anderson victims to engage in
limited discovery to assist in settling the case.

Your client has had unilateral and unfettered access to relevant documents and witnesses for 19 months – since July
18, 2018 – while keeping information about Anderson’s abuse a secret from the public, the Legislature, alumni, and
most importantly, the victims. According to Detective West, the UM General Counsel has been conducting an internal
investigation since then (citing AGC Attorney Winiarski’s investigative activities, for example, in his report). And when
the Board of Regents was advised about the investigation (perhaps as early as the summer of 2018) Ambassador
Weiser had personal knowledge verifying the accusations were valid and true that I am sure he shared with other
Board members, knowledge the Board kept secret for 19 months. Plaintiffs are now 20 months behind your client on
discovery; it is only fair, in the context of this litigation, that Plaintiffs be allowed limited discovery at this
time. Otherwise, we are operating blindly and in a vacuum.

We will grant the additional 60‐day extension, subject to a productive, transparent meeting in April, and subject to your
client’s agreement to limited discovery: the depositions of Tom Easthope and Detective West. Not to be redundant, but
this would greatly assist us in settling the case(s).

When we met with Mr. Lynch on March 4, 2020, he said, UM’s goal was to handle this matter better than MSU is
handling Nassar cases. MSU’s current strategy is to aggressively pursue summary judgment of pending cases and
claims, many of which are valid and timely filed under applicable statutes of limitations, while stonewalling all discovery
attempts. UM has an opportunity to treat its student‐athletes better by avoiding motions for summary judgment and
allowing Plaintiffs limited discovery in order to balance out current inequities of information so that both parties are in
a position to discuss the possibility of settlement, which both you and Mr. Lynch indicated was UM’s goal.

Thanks, Mike
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Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006

From: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, April 15, 2020 7:48 PM
To: Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>; Douglas, Stephanie
<douglas@bsplaw.com>; Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Second request to depose Mr. Easthope and request for concurrence

Cheryl and Derek:

On March 19th, we asked your agreement to permit us to depose Mr. Easthope regarding his knowledge of Dr.
Anderson’s acts, among other things, as alleged in our complaint(s). That was asked in the context of your asking us for
a delay in filing your response to our complaint(s). You did not agree. Nonetheless, in the interests of comity and
collegiality, we still granted your request for more time.

In that same spirit of comity and collegiality, I am now again requesting your agreement to our deposing Mr.
Easthope. As you know, he is a critical witness regarding our claims. He was already interviewed by Det West, and I
have to believe he was already interviewed by UM’s GC’s office. Given that, I am asking you to agree to a stipulated
order to present to Judge Borman that would allow us to depose him within 30 days.

Please let us know tomorrow by 4 pm if you agree and we can present a motion for a stipulate order to Judge Borman.
4
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Thanks, Mike Cox

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006
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Ca.~,;, No. 189030386 l
Case, Sialus Not a Cri:mdOther Service
Rej:,Qrl Dau:/fime: 10/3/2018 11 :16:04 AM

Reporting Officer: West, Mark

FlLE CLASS/OFFENSE:
11003 - CSC First (1st) Degree.-P·enetration Oral/Anal
11007 - CS,C Second (2nd) Degree - Forcible Contact

NATIJRE OF INCIDENT:·
CSC/And_erso_n!DeLuo~es,t
7/18/2018 12:00:00 AM

OCCURR]!:D QN:
( and ·Beti\;een) · '

VENUE: 1239 KIPKE D:R ANN ARBOR, MI CAMPUS SAFETY SERVICES BUIIDING
CITY/TOWNSHIP: 82 - U of M Ann Arbor, Washt.enaw
· :VICTI..\1' OF: l 173 - 11003 - cs·c First (1st} Degree -Penetration OrallA.nal
VICTIM TYPE: Individual

-V'JCTI1\!(
U.ofM Affiliated; N - No
Affiliation Type:
UMID:

Campus Address:
Alcohol/.Drugs:- N - No·
· Affiliation Notes,
RACE: Whlt.e
HGT:

EYES:
SSN:

D.OB:-

AGSIII

SEX:Male.
WGT:
ErH: 0 - Other Ethnicity/National
Origin

JUV:N-No
HAIR:

D.(..N:

DL State:

Circumstances:

ADDRESS INFORMATION:
. .... ·... ·- .. ...·
',

H

Phone Infbrmati.on:

M
VIC

VICTIM OF: H 77 - 11007 - CSC Second (2nd) Degree - Forc-ible Contact
VICTIM TYPE: ~vidual
.

U o:fM Affiliated: N - No,
Atliliation TyPe:
.UMID:
Campus Address:
Alcohol/Drugs: N - No

a ,

001
SEX: Male

AG:4III

'RACE: Unknown

HGT:

WGT:

EYES:
SSN:

DLN:

HAIR:
Circumstances:
Di State:

Affiliation Notes:

nJV:N-No

ETH:

ADD~S INF.OR.¥AUON:
H-Ho
Emru1s:

Phone mfom;1ation:

M
~
f
•,-1.:. Almnni
NO
TES. Umv.en:ii:ty
Q. -Mi,.....gan
- -

VlCTIM'-

U ofM · i.rne, ,. ...
Affiliation Type:

-

---

'.

UMID:
Campus Address:
Afcohol/Dni.gs: Y - Yes

CaseR-eport
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VICTIM OF: 1173 - 11003 - CSC First (1st) Degre.e -P~etrati.on Oral/Anal
VJ.CT.IM: T'YPB; Individual

"

AffiliJltion Nt)-tes:
RACE:White

1·

DO. . . .
S$X:M e

-·
Reporting Officer: West,Mm
Caso No. 18903038(;1
"

Aait···

I

JUV:N-No
Printed: November 26, 2018 11:57 AM
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UM - UNIVERSITY OF
MICHfGAN

CaseNo. 1890303861
Report Date/Time: 10/3/2018 11:26:04 AM:
Reporting Officer: West, Mark

Case Report

HGT:

WGT:
ETH:

EYES:
SSN:

:i1AfR;

qrcum~tapces:
DLState:

DLN:

ADDRESS JNFO'RM./.1.tlOJ:.l':
.
,.
,.. .... • . .
H-~.Honi
_

"

Phone Information:

M-_Mob._J

l

Emails:

_. ·

I

'. .

NOTES:-:U1iivi.frsiiy ofl\fichJga:i1 Almiu.ti

.J

StjSPECT:: Ande.~sof!. Rpl;>:i:m.Edy,:ard.
- -U ofM ~liated: Y - Yes

l

Affi~ir rgcy

iUM

itaff

l Campus Address:
. Alcohol/Drugs: N - No
, Affiliation Notes: Retired Physician

DOB. . . .
RACE:White
HGT:

SEX:~

AGE:90
JUV:N-No

WGT:

HAIR:

EYES:

)t'.frt:, U :.. - Unknown

Circumstances:

SMT:
SSN:
ADDRESS INFORMATION:

DIN:

.-DL State:

~-Hoiq

Phone Inform!'1ti.on:

Emails;.,

/ -o-rH~'B',IT:lTY'.n'JlE,

I U ofM Affiliated:
! Affiliation Type:
1

N - No

UMID:

: CampllS Addressi .
; AlcohoYDrug~: N.: No

' Affiliation NQtes:
AGE;;

-~:.

Mt:E.
~Gj;

'Sax~·

jt_;i_;v,

WGT:

,f,JAfRf

.ti-It:

E~S:
t Facial Jll!.ir::
ISSN:

DLNumber::
· Empfoyer/Schoob
OccupatiowGrad~~
A.p-DRESS INFO[RMA'I'ION.
H-Ho

Complexion:

:;g~i'
:nt

Resident:
DL Country;:

Stattt

-~pi~J~-Ad~s.:

~(iµe'.~ia .',:\

Emafis,
. -·

-~... .

'

M-Mo~

.: . NOTES; .F.~\VJ~ooiisin-Athl~tic P-111,!.iciifu,.

I!

Case Report Rc,partinc, Offi11er: West, Mm·
Piige2 of3
[ C1!Sli:i,,io. 1890303861
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I
UM~ UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN

Case No. l 890303861
Report Date/Time: I0/3/2018 11 :26:.04 AM

Case Report

Reporting Offic~ West, Mouk

iI ;

NARRATIVE:
UM-0118-West, Mark
10/3/2018 12:00:00 AM
NATURE:
Suspicious Circt:1-m.stances.

LOCATION:
The incident(s) occurred at an unknown Universjty of Michigan Canipus location during the years of 197.2-1976.
REPORT RECEIVED:
University of Michigan P()lice Dep11rtment Criminal Investigations Unit Supervisor Lt Paul DeRidder made contact. with Det.ectiv.e Mike
Mathews and I on October 3, 2018. D~Riddc:;r advised tha,t he had been given: information from the Uniyetsity ofMichigan. Office of
fns1;itutional Equity (O,LE) of a ."~ampus Security Authority" (CSA.) report. The r_epo~ was started after information wa~ .r~eived from
alumni - · · ·
·
·
· ·· · ··
,.
·
ad.concerns about medical procedures that he experienced as a student
.athlete bac m e years of 1972-1976. I then:nµ.de contact tvitl;i, P_a¢ Hea_tli~ ~t Q.I.E to obtain more infi:mnation.
..
. INFORMATIONFR-OMPAMHEATLIE:
Heatlie relayed that current {!niversity ofMicp.igan. At~etic Director Warde M~al had rc::ceived a lel;ter in the mail fro
n. • on
July 18th. Manual then forwarded this letter to represen.tativ~ at the University ofMicp.i.gan Gep.e~ Coµns~ls qffi.ce, who forwarded ~e
· 1etter to O.lE., where it was assigned to Heatlie.
_
~am Heatlie said that it h~ been !n ~r work pile sinpe then. He!ltµ~ said that she.had conqipte.d ~ h o toJd her that he would ~e
m Ann Arbor for an appoiDtm.~ a.pd would come and· talk to her. Heatlie relayed what he -had ~ · Heatlie ~aid_ that ~e met w t - v j i o advised that he ~!IS' a ·sto.dent ~thJ~te (wre$tl~) d~72-1976_time span w;id wrestled for
coach Bill Johannesen. Athll?tic Direct~r D o n ~ was m ~~g~ of athle~cs at t;lult
Heatli_e tqat 'Ile ~d c;on;c~!!
about medical examinations at that time, that were perfortned by Univ.etsity of Michigan Atbletics Doc~r Rob<m An~oon.4lllllllid
,ffeatlie·tlrat he was called Dr. "Drop your drawers" Anderson diµing his ~e atMichlg~ bee~ every ~9 you s.aw him ~ v e
·. to 1'Drop your drawers". Heatlie relayed that a compllililt f r o ~ that-no matt~r w_hat you saw Dr. ,A.n4,erson for, you, wo~d get a
'hernia checl; a p r ~ s ~ and a penis examination.
~.• ·
_Hea.tlie told me ~ d e d up losing his_schplarshi.P., an_d la~ hired a \awye
_
11!_119_.!it:lp~getlµs s_(:ho~at~hip
back, even thou he was not allowed back on. tQe,wr~st1·. team. Heatlie s~d that in . ~eting ~~~en,tiened that fellow
athlete
·· ··" ,,
· ·
■■■ all shared ,vith him similar storit:S ofappomtrn.en"t$ with. Dr. Andef$o'1. Heatlie :
th.en tw:ned, over· a 0 page letter ..
wrote to
wres~ coach ~t that time, as well as qorrespondenc,e from the ~thl~tic= director
(Canham) and Coach (Johannesen) to him during the scholarship situation.
I requested that Pam Heatlie st?P any investig;:i.tion that s\le may be conducµng u,ntil :my inv-c;stiga1ion was completed.

I.

~~---M

ms

LEITER ro COACH JOHANNE!i_~
The letter to co-dl3h Johannesen oo._...,pearedto be from the time he was a stu<l;ent athl!=)te at the University ofMichigan,
particularly around the time that~ lost his scbolarsp.p. T~ le~er appeared to be to ,explain to the coaep his <:fisplellSU;l"e .vith the wr~stling
1 team and his medical problems (dislocated elbow). The letter iB hand written, 10 pages long, and is a photo oopy of the original. It is hard
: to read some portions due to these reasons, ~
·1 At one po~on of the paper, Written.in 1he 1970'
. 'tes '1Dr: Drop yot!f pan~ Anderson says that there is no.thing wrong with me'\
· He later wtjtes nsometlring was wrong with Dr.
· n, regardless of what you are there for, he insists that you. "drop your drawers and
· oough".
. I did not locate any additional mentions of Dr. Anderson in the letters.
..
'
.

at

DR. ROBERT ANDERSON':
Dr. Anderson was a team physician with the Athletic Det;,artment at the University of Michigan from 1967 to 1988. ·Se was $o a fa~ultymember with the Internal Medicine portion of the Univemity of Michig:m, and· was the director Student LifeSemces from 1968. to 1980.
Ile died in 2008.

CASE STATUS:
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tatement/West

Entered ~: 10/8/20 I 8 1:46;21

AM

Bntc:red By: UM-0178 _- West, Marlc

Narrative:

SUMMARY:

This report is in reference to .allegations against a former U1;1~\'.ersity_of JyHchigan Do~tor,_

JNF-ORMATION:
I was.able to make telephone contact ~ n 10/8/2018, . .eside

STATEMENTO~

aid that he was a student at the University of Michigan from 1972 to arol!r.td 1976. He was a wrestler on the Univ:ersity-0fMichigaJ?.
Wrestling t1:1am, and went to see pr. Anderson 3 ~es duri;ng-hi:s freshman y ~ that he .~ought treatment due to cold sores and
herpes Qn ~ 1 1 , i , d that thls- was a cotilinon problei;n with b.e4tg. a -wrestl~. ~ said that Dr, Anderson checked hi.s face, and
genitals for wliat be thought were herpes symptoms, but also checked him for a hernia and a prostate check. He c§aid that he did not remember
if Dr. Anderson told him why he ch~ck~ for ~e hetnJ_a or prostate, hut that a11 !='- 17 Y!li'-I old ~e did riot thinkhe w.oiµd h~ve as~ed q~estio,µs.
not remember being seen by Dr; Anderson his sophomore year (1973?), but went and saw him his Junior year dµ~ t!l .an elbow.
· qislocation. He said~ he remembered the pro~dru:e being the-same, in that.bis e!-ho'Y was l_go~ed 3ct, and then thy g~talcheck for herpes;
the hernia check, and pro~te checkbcing dl:>Iie: He .said that he .did notknow-wh.y·he would haye Jmd the hernia or prpstate c;heck for llilelbow injucy.
·

~ e n t o ~ i n his late,r ye~s ~
football p l a y e r ~
~m.eµibered cross country atlilet

w~en:~_atjll~l;~'. he live4 witb:~4i_er a,thletes a,bove l;he Qolf Course pro shop. He said that
oth made c01lllnents at the ttme about "Dr. Drop your drawers Ande,rsont• and.
layin~ that Dr. Anderson asked him ifhe ~d "Any homosexual tendencies".

tlll

sa~d that-in J'!]ly 9f August 9fthis ~ . he r-eccived a telep]J,one.call from his ~end..,,,,,He said tha:
.
University ofM:iphigan Stud.ell); Athlete and was also the W.restling ~oatj:t at th~ Qniv~ity_,ofillinois for ~0 ye~; ~Ie-sai;4· ...
asked him what he thought of the "Larry N~sat" news and mentioned-that itso'Qildedlike Df. Anderson allovet ~aai'n.
w~ s U t p r i s e d , ~ n!{~mention,~4 Dr:•
be(q~e t.o hhn.
·
·
··

And~~

aid that Ii~ would be willing to allow his medical .records' be wm.!;l!i oyer to me sp· ~t I could ~vestigatc., thj:Si incident,.as lie was
hoping to learn. more about other :incidents involving Dr. Anderson.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Pam H-eatlie :from O.I.E called ·me on October lro, 2018 and said:that,slie was in a n:u,eting with-Dr. Robi::rt ;limsrand I;lr. Ern$t had 1l1en1f_opeq '
to her that he had hem-d that they were looking at Dr. And.e~on for some past complaints. .. Heatlie said-that she did not mentiOE the inc:ident, ·
and was surprised when he brougb.tit up. Heatlie said that Dr. Emst is the minent direi;:to,r of Studeat H-ealth Sertices, and had he~d rumors
about Dr. An.den;on in the past. Heallie said that Ernst.may have information 1hat oould assist this investigation.

'""

Officer:
Nao:ative
Pasre 1 of2

Ente.red ~y; uM-0178 - West, Mark
:

CascNo,:

Printed: Novffllber 5, :Wi&-

1.890303861

8:27AM
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Case No. 182~~ .
Subject 98~S!atement/West
&!teredOn:
· Entere,:i'By;

I0/8/2018 11:46:21 AM
QM·0l 18 - West, Mark

. STATEI\,fENT OF DR. ROBERT ERNST:
Ernst ·was contacted by,email and called i;ne fmm Washi,.ngton D.C., as he was there on business, Ernst said that he was the currerlf Director of
Health Se.vices and had talked to Teresa Oesterle from DPSif who ba4 toI4 lµm about the investita!iQn. Dr. En1St ~a,id that~ })ad ncv~r
known Dr. Anderson, l;iut rather heard nun.ors throughout the years about the doctor.

Dr. Ernst said that he was a University of Michigan Student, starting in 19.87, and ilid his residency here in 1991. He said that he has worked
various capacities with~ the Univl?rsity. Dr. Ernst said that he has heard rumor~ ab<?ut Dr. Ande1;s◊n thr:oughout hjs_years, olie 'being that
he performed mor..e exanl$ on males than' necessary. He said that he never hear-d anything more than that. I asked him as. a doctor if there
would be a reason to conduct a prostare exam for a subject with an elbow.or cold sorefhe,~es compJaw,t and~~ did 'not know of any reason.
He said that herpes is a disease that is spread by contact, and there would bo no casual contact with the anal or rectal area other than by sexual
contact
,in

·Dr. Ernst said that B:ea1th Services at the University ofMicliigan transferred their patient records 1o "Mi Chart" in 2012; and·t1:iat all records
before that are stqred by?, c-9mpany called "µ-onMo.untain" ~ the locale are~ HI?' thought that tµey wou\d have medical TeCQ)'.'~ fyom the
1972 era ·stored there. He put me in touch ,,vith Dawn Weir and Fran Palms at the Uruyersity ofM-ichiif'Il Health Services to assist me in
ga~ering those doc~ents..

MEDICAL RELE.AB_E:
I was able~~ fi_i1 out ~µe ~~ release form (both siqes) and emailed •
·
me to obt.am his medical records from. 1972 to 1976.

. . . _ f o r bis sigDB;tµi;e. He s.el;it it b~c;ik signed, authorizing

CASE STATUS:

Open.

Officer
Na.native

Paite2of2

Entered By: t,'M-Ol. 7-S • West, Marlc
C=No.

1890303861

Printed: l{ovembct S, 2-0188:Z7AM
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I!
July IS, 2018

Warde 'Manuel
Athletic Director
University of Michigan
l 000 South State Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2201

:

;

Dear Mr. Manue~
I started this a few months .ago, but it became bogg;d dovro and CUTflbersom~. ~o l am rewriting
this in a shorter bullet point form to hetp me t-0 make my point as clear-and· concise- as 1 cim; and to help
you ...the re-.ader... sift through tjtis.mes~ I am writing to inforf(l the Unlversity o(MichiganAthl~ic
Department about something-that happened to me in the 1970\s. Yep, that is a lo11g time a_go.
There are two aspects of this !etter.
l) The University of Michigan wrestling team doctor felt my penis, and testicles, apd inserted
his finger-into my-rectum .too many times for it to have been considered diagnostic... or
tberapeutic... for the conditions ar.d injuries that I had.
2) The second aspect is that the doctor's actions initiated a cascade of events that were far
mor~ diffi~tllt for me to .deal witQ at t~at time in my life.

- ~ the University of Michigan from 1972 to 197'fi I w.as. retruited for wre.st11ng out of
- , g o t a 1'full rlde.'~ I graduated in 1976.
..., ·During tbe first few months of the wrestling-season i-n 1972. I contracted a form of herpes
common to wrestling. My face broke out in cold sor:es and they were constantly crusted,
scabbed or oozing. r \¥as told to go see Dr. Anderson_. tbe team doctor.

Dr. Anderson looked the cold sores over and then checked my penis for herpes sores. There
were none. Checking the penis didn't really concern me as I knew at the time that some forms
ofnerpes manifest themselves there. I had to cough twice. ·tOQ. I had i couple of hernias as a.
kid and Wit's used to my family doctor checld11g for them. Dr. Arul.erson then put on a latex
glove and conducted a prostate exam. I was 17 years oJd, and I didn't know what to make of1t.
-

I .saw Dr. Anderson s~veral times for the facial herpes ~nd there were repeated p~is. h~ia
and prostate checks. i didn1t like it, but I didn't really pay much attention to-it. Hew.as the
doctor and it never occurred to me that he was enjoying what l w~ ~t

Over time,;, my cold sores sabaided a bit and I didn't see Dr. Anderson for a while.
-

It was 1974 and I was 19 1md in my junior year, My elbow started dislocating during wrestling
practice. Again, I was stnt to Dr. Artderson who examined the elbow and continued, with 1:iis
penis, hernia and prostate ei1tecks.

-

I found i~ strange t~at I needed a penis and hemi!l check. ..plus a rubber glove: qheclc for when
my elbow had dislocated, but I never really gave it much thought.
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One day a roommate and I were talking with a. football player who lived down the hall from.
.u.s. ,Somehow thf: football player ~tarted talking about Dr. ",Prop Your Drawers" Anderson. To
put it mildly, I was shocked. The fuotbafl player related how be went in.for something like a
badly, bruised shoulder and grit ''the glove" AAA. prostate exam. He also mentioned· similar
incidents that other athletes had encountered.
A few weeks later my roommate told me about a cross country runner b~ knew in oae of his
classes whose times wete slowing down. This runner was sent by his co.ach to Dr: Anderson
and he had t() cough. get the penis check, and the rubber glove. This athlete also got questions
1-ike •··any homosexual tendencies?'' IneidentaHy, this cross country runner had long. flowing
blond hair,
-

Meanwhile, the w&.y the training department taped my elbow for practice didn't help at alL It
basically turned my left arm into an immovable club bent at a 30 degree angle. A few minutes
into practice every day my left r.and w~ swollen l~ke ·a red balloon because of the taping. The
train1vr, Lindsey McClain told me that the blood w'as flowing into my band, but was unable to
le?,ve b~ause of the taping, so ~e told me to go back to see Dr.•-'\nderson. No way was that
going to happen.
Also. Lindsay McClain had told one of his staff about my elbow prior toan ultrasound
$C'Ssion, and told the as-si:stant that t bad a "nurse maid" problem.. I was furious and
embmassed. My elbow came out of socket and it hurt, but it was implied that it was atl in. my
head. In m,y mind Dr_ Anderson-was a pervert and Lindsay and my coach were assholes. It
wasn't unti.l about 10 years ago that I learned that the way my elbow was dislocating was
caned "nurse maid's elbow." My apologies to Lindsay. but the damage was done.
I didn't go bat:~ to see pr. Anderson and I quit getting my armed raped, and therefore spent the
rest of the ;west ling season trying to keep my elbow from dislocating. In order to keep my
elbow from dislocating, I had to do less with my left .ann. f.beca.me a: very-cautious one armed
wr:es_tler. from a po_ach1s point i;>f Vie\14 I slacked off. I didn't know what else to do. Ye:p, I was
worth less to the team.

-

As I mentioned, I was 19 years old at this time. I was embarrassed. This caused probl-ems that
I didn't know how to deal with. I didn't dare talk about them~

-

The elbow came out a couple of times while sleeping. It often c8n')e out when doin_g things
lilFe changing spa,rk plugs in my car. sv.ringing a baseball hat, etc. Once it came out at dinner
trying to outdraw my roommate ibr the last roll on the table.

....

The season ended. I went home for the summer. Coach Bill Johannesen sent me a letter that hit
me pretty hard for uwasting"• my junior year. 1n my mind at the time. he hit ju st about every
point that could shame antl embarrass mi!:

ms letter c.ame as a, .bit-of s: shock because ~r the elbow had dislocated the first tim~ Coach
fohanne~n bad pretty mucli ignored me and had said.. ..over a period of several months... only
8 ,words ta me. Seriou.s:ly.
-

Coach· Johannesen even sent a copy of his letter to ,my hi_gh school wrestling coach. This
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action: was particularly devastating as I held iny former coach in very high regard... a.nd·still do
tqday. (My high school coach will get a copy of this letter,) Not only had I let me Michigan
wrestling team down, r had let my ·high school coach do\\'.n. too. I was very, very ash.a.med and
embarrassed. Also, Ihave avoided my high school coach for over 40 years because of Coach
Jolta,nnesen's letter,
I was furious and in the early summer pf i 975, I fired back a lengtqy a.rid angry letter ip which
I left out very little. I was 20 years old when I \VTote this letter. I mentioned my elbow
dislrn::-ating. the bed wetting. the troub[e $leep1ng 1 was having. I mentioned Dr. Drop Thur
Dn:rwers.Anderson 1n that letter. 1 stand by everything I wrote in that letter, I haven't looked at
it.for decades, but a r..opy of that letter is buried somewhere in !ID unmarked box: in the barn.
-

Goac:h Ja hannesen took _av,,ay· my "fuil ride" and removed me from the team.

-

I appealed to coach Johannesen for reinstatement to the the team. He refused.

-

I appealed to Athletic Director Don Canham for reinstatement. He ha.d a copy of my letter and
_had to have been a.ware of my allegations against Dr. Anderson. He sent me a letter refbsing to

reinstate me. ! think iris 1n the barn, too,

... I was·no longer on th:e wrestling team when I found out that Coach Johannesen cherry picked
part:s qf·my letter and read tllern totally -OUt ~f co~text to the wrestling team at a meeting in the
tali of 1975.,:the-start ofmy senior year~ I was ·humiliated. My roommates came home from
'the meeting vlsibly ups~. They told me about some ofthe things he-said, but,refused to talk
about others. In those few minutes in front of my friends and teamma(es, the coach stripped
!i,i1ay everything I had ever been. Because l "would be a ·negative influence" ori my ·wrestler
roommates, Coach Johannesen tri_ed to get tl1e lease broken for my friends/roommates and get
them to move out. E v e ~ r i e d to talk them 'into moving oot-ofthe apartment,
Luckily, my friends retu--:'"e'lt~. I cannot emphasize how important t.qa.t was- at the
tlme. They knew who I was. I still talk to, and -often see, these two guys today.
..

I hired a lawyer and appealed to the members of the Boatd oflrtterrollegiate Athletics. I had a
meeting with them.'f was so ashamed and upset that I could b~ely get any wor4s out of my
mouth, The bo.ard w,:mbers all had a copy ofmy letter that m.entioned Dr. Drop Your Drawers
Anderson, The Boa.rd ofintercoUegiateAthletics reinstated my scho!arship and returned me to
the team. I declined to go back 10 the team and Coach Johannesen, but they let me keep the
"full tide." Humiliation and embmassment were a large part of why I refused to go back to•
ilie team, plus I w~ tired of my elbow oombtg out of socket Dislocated elbows ·hurt.

-

There has been an underlying sense of guilt and shame that bas lingered for years. It was never
debi1itatlng. but it sure as hell bung ~ d in the bade of my mlnd. A story on NPR about the
MSU gymnasts reignited tbe memories of this~

Summruy;
1 'bullet pointed a period of my lire tlmt was extremely difficult The embarrassment of.the
p!ffl{s checks, having to couglt while Dr. Anderson cb.eoked my 'hernias and especial1y the
repeated finger insertions into m.y rectum greatly influenced the tone of the angry letter [ sent
to the coach that got roe booted '(roro the wrestling team and took away my scholarship for a
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while.
-

Dr. Anderson's actions, coupled with a periodically. dislocating elbow; led to a series of events
that: caused Coach Johann.esi;:n to respond in a totally incorrect way towards an angry letter
written by an immature, and upset, 20 year old boy. Tbe 20 }'eat old boy... me... was totaUy
unequipped to deal with any ofthis. Please <lo not read any pity into this. I am merely stating
a fuct.
The removal from the- team when I was 20 years old took away the only identity I had ever
had until that point in time, lt embarrassed the hell out of me in front of my wrestling friends
on the- Michigan team. and around the country, I stut feel inferior around them and I have a
gnawing.urge to explain and apologize to them. I avoid many of them as much as possible. In
Februa:ry.1nm into one of my former teammate~ I hadn't seen in 40years or so, and felt a
wave of shame come over me, I actually stammered while trying to talk to him about nothing,
I know that I made no sense.
·
··

-

Luckily, my wrestler roommates did not abandon me during the 197 5-76 school year.

-

The wrestling coach, athletic director and the Board ofintercollegiate Athletics were rnformed
about Dr. Anderson..

- Dr. Anderson V/$1 \ookiog for a ~spqnse. th.a! I never gave ~ him.
.. Coach Johannesen was a.n. dipshit then. ~d probably still is toqay, Souy about this, but I had
to state this.
'""' I was kicked off of the team. my scholarship was terminated and I was denigrated in front of
my teammates by- a person in the position of authority...representing The University 9f
Michigan .. .for being-unable to deal wi:th... and complaining about ..a periodically dislocating
eibow...and a non-diagnostic, non-therapeutic grabbing of my penis, .testicles, and the rubber
gloved finger being inserted into my .rectum by the team ,doctor.

-

I am fully aware that it was the I9-70's: and it was an e.ntirely different world then. I am afao
aware that 40 plus y~ars is an ~emely long time ?go, I expect nothing.. I. want nothing._ [ just
feet the need to re;port thls. Also, I am fully aware that many peopie in the i;utrent UM Athletic
Department were very young at the time. or not even born yet
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Snbject98O0~-Circumstan..-rest
Entered On: 10/16/2018 8:33:30 AM

.1$Itercdl3.y:

UM-Ol78 - West, Jvia~k

Narr~tiv.e:

.SUMMARY:
;" This report is in refeieru::~ to: former. University ofMichi~an Doctor R~bert AndeISon and allegations of sexµal n'µsconduct.

INFORMATION:
At the st.art of this investigation, Detective Wke Mathews contacted Pamela Ba.con at the Michigan LARA (licensing and regulatory affairs)
ofn.cet.o see if
compl!lints had bee,n filed against Dr. AndeJ"So.n. It was learned t!iat th~r~ was a complaint of s~xual-91sconduct file.d ou
· 5113/1994 and clo~ed on 3/1.6/1995. The reco~qs for l;his were purged after 7 y~s, but Bacon told Mathews that she would see what she
·· coufd find out about i~ _Bacon then sup~1ied·Mathews with the name o . · - · · · ·
long with an. address and telephone number.
She had conta
nd he welcome~ the call by this agency,,

any

tJ ] JI
I made telephone <;O_ntacl llf'.l IJ on l 0/15/i0 l 8.

II

STATEMENT OF-

Ctn•

l mtto4uet;d, my$elllllllan4.he srtld "I llJII. glad sci:m.eone 6:ilally {; ¢d to looldnto this". I:~l
be would feel cort1fortable
· •
said that he was-a ~ent at-the University of Michigan and that the

talking to me· about•t~pened and he said that~ Yf
i.t_icident took place between tbe ye,ars of 1973 and 197

~layed thatli~·wenHb the \JJliversity health ~ty, and·ancotdin_g to the
description he _gave, we determined that'it was University ofMicbigan Health Services on Fletcher.Sti:eet. He said that be went there for a
wu~~ ph:xsi~al,.~d.,
... _l;>ere~$at~ ~as a Sa~~y, 3:6 fl)~. ~~~is~to_ld ~ th~ ~r. ~~~on. ~d-~t generaily wo~ o~ Satuaj.ays:,
but agreed ~-fit.biin. ,_:,
_ -d _thatDr, Anderso~ "'fondled ms gemtals" ~ the. e~~tion. I clarified ~ t b i s <:mtldhave
· beeµ. a herru,a·c~~i,..•., _ _
li¢ "yo;u ~on't ~i;:rstand,, he :fpndle',i my genitals UDtil fluid came on,t!l.

,
aid that~ w:as, a yo~g_ kid at that time, ~d ~~'t kn:ow what tocdo. He.~ tliat Dr: ~~~rson44 notappe!'f tQ rea(?t to this, 11or did ,
he say anythin~. He said that he dealt with this. for years, but finally filed the complaint because ''I oouidn't live with. ni'yself".
I. informed him that we were looking into this, and he·$irid'tbat he would be willmg to talk to ~ ~ He was to-14 qf tb:e PiiSSing of Or;
Amlerson.

CASE STATUS:
Open.
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Narrative
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Case No,• 18903038-61
Subject

98007/CSCl'EJ\STHOPE!BRIGGSf.lpDEL
B'WEST
En!eredQi): 11(6/2018 10:56:58 AM
EnteredB}~ UM-0178 - West, Mark

Officer Narrative

Narrativez

SUMMARY:

This report is in reference to a Criminal Sexual Conduct (CSC) investigation mvolvirtg former U'hlversity of Michigan Physician Dr. Robert
Ande-rson.

INFORMATION:
. Tom Easthope was the-fonner Vice President of Student L~fe at the University ofM;i~higan. Sln~nt Health-Services fell under the control of
Student Life. Macy fo Despreez is currently in charge of the University of Michigan Wellness· and had heard rumors :from her father, Tom
Easthope, in ;regards to Anderson. She was able to give me his contact infonnation. Detective Ryan Cavanaugh· ~nd I :were able to resppnd to
his. residence today, N.;ivember 6,2018, and talkto him.

$TA1'.EMENT OF TOM: EASfflOPE:

r•d

: I talked to Tom Easthope at his residence. His w i f : e ~ also prese:U!P .
that she was aware ofthe
information about Anderson, as. it has bothered her b.us~and and he talked to her al:l_out it-0n ~erent occasiops.
Easthope relayed that he was the Vice P~ident o_f Stu.dent Life.at the University of-Michl~ an4 piew Dr. ·Robe11cAnderson, He said that
Roqert Amforaon was the director ofm;altb. Services during b4.time, and thathe. had stories to tell about"Bob"; I told him that we were.
fu.vestigating "inappropriate behavior'' involving Dr. Anderson and a pa,tient and he replied "I ~et there~ pve;- l00·p~le that CQUld be on.
~at_list".

aboutAndcr.fJII

Easth.9-pe said that he·rememtk--~ocal activist. approaching him back "40-50 years ~o" and telling him
. relayed that he had several p~ple that we~ in the ~aycommunity that
~ulted by Dr. ~erson. Easthop~. s_aid tjmt hi?
. rem~~b~ the phrase "foolmg aroun~ with boys m ~ exam~o~' ~ told him. Easthope said that as an acu•J·
fi\nilliar. with. the hQmOse~l COllllllUDlty, and people talked ta him as they trusted him to heJi,,.

t.t~;~~~e

Easthope said that he has trouble remembering .all of the· conversation and circumstances, but said~ he "will never forget walldng across the
campus to H;ealth Services to fir(? Bob". He said_ ~the "'.l!5 ~ly new in. the p~tion. 111:1d that Bop (Pr. Ande~on) was a '1~ig $hot" at the
Univentlty. Eas$.)pe said t)lal: be told Dr. Anderson that he knew he was fooliDg ar.ounti in the exam rooms with the boy patients, and Dr.

Ge>~

Anderson~ust~~ooked.~
him, hut di~ rl ·t ~eny it. _He said that he told ~r. A n d
"Yo~
e r s Go".
~ oB~tb.o~e
n
s~ ~ - h e ~ ~ on _the
spot, ~t bis
· ded mm that he allowed him to resi ismd that her background 1S -m human
resour-ces, and
ei:h" ~~ed that he was allo.wed to ~iga because he was gone that~ day.
aid that f~r a tenninat.ion, th~ is
a long~rpr,OCe$s generaliy.
' ., ' ' ....

an emonanal-fune

~~e thl'lll ~d that he may iiave resigned. but tbat he W.$ go11vas ~ that day; E11.sthop~ said 1hat thmwas
Icir him
and is still in his" conscious at tbi$.time. H:e said tliatAnderson went into.Private Practice after he left Umversit)",-ofh1i~bigm1: Easthope~aid ,
that ·he knew he wa~ in private pµrotic.e, as l:\e bad renewed bis pilo~ l,i.cense sevei:al ye!ITTI ago; and it was Di. Anderson fhatwalked in the
exam room to glv,e him the physical, Basthope said. that it w.as awkward aridlthat "I knew he had better.not touch me". Be said that this
practice was - .the comer ofHuron
River Driv.e !!Dd Clark
in YJWilanti. MI.
.
. __
,.,,_ __ ....
.
... _...............,." ....... .

near

~li~d:By: ·IJM,{i:1 ;,g ...:\,;resi; Mi.rk

taieJ-ii ·.., 890303861. .

,

~

li:~.oo.:.:1'?!<!¥~iJ.ili~1.'f,,.;;lil s..-·

4:4?:P'.M·
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CaseNo.1890303"861
Subject C$C/Anderson/Miller/West
En~ed Ort: 11/9/2018 9:23:25 AM
&.tercel By: UM-0178 - West, Mark

Narrative:

SUMMARY:
. This report is in reference to the Criminal Sexual Coriduct investigation involving former University of Michigan Physician Dr. Robert
Anderson.

n:,.J:f()RMATION:
~ r m i n e that Russell Miller was the athletic trainer during Dr. Anderson's time with Universily of Michigan Athletics. Miller
~ s a i d that he worked with Dr. Anderson, .and that Dr. Anderson was an "Unbelievable Team Doctor" .

.; Miller said. that Dr. Anderson was·the director of Health Services at tl:i.e University of:rvtic~gan, and that then Athletic D:lr!)Gtor CBJ?ham
· :worked out a deal so that be would come over and work with Athletics llS well. Miller said that when he left He!).lth.Services, he opeI\ed.a
private practice; and Canham was able to. get him to come over to the football :team to work. Miller said.that the. team actually had two
phy_sicians. pr. G~rald O'C9M;er w;a~ the Orthopedic SlJ!geon, an<!- "Wouldma1ce a point ofletting Dr. Ande:ra9n know he was the prim~
care physician1•·. He said that Pt. Anderson was· more of an "Internist" working in Internal Medicine. He said lhat to his knowledge Di:.
Anderson was more for Flu, Co1d, and medical t!rings ~uc~ ~ ~
. Mi)ler sajd that he had worked with several d!)ctors over his ~areer, ~ :qtres Dr. An4~n near the IDJ)"Of them.. Miller sai~ ~~ ~ip~ from
the football team. Pr, Ander$0~alsq_~•Wthe,_ptj~.~~ d. rformostofthestaffand theu'
.
He said that the thought-of Dr. Anderso~ kving any investigation done-On
· "Slitters him''. Miller said that. Lao:y Nassar
.a student toifuer of his aO:d he WM .shocked to hear about this~ well.

was

_Miller said that t]ie studeot athle~e:s we.i;i often c01de andjoked about~ wlj.ei;i: seeing the doctor. H~ said that he remembered athletes
askfug him "He isnt going to be using 2 fingers is he?n Miller said ·that lhe students joked about this even though Dr. Anderson did notgive
rectaf exams. He_ said that he hear4 st.atements like this mentioned about ajl dootors, not sp~ifically b~ Anderson. Miller said that ~e never
beard any complaints or 'nicknames about Dr. Anderson. He said that Dr. Andersoii .bad .a well known repu.tation for Athletics. -as he had
· started Athletic Training in the Flint area schools prior to his days at th~ University cif Micbigan. He said that this reputation was wh!i-t made

him an appealing dQctor to Canham:

Officer
Narrative
Page I ofl
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C!UicNo, 1890303861

Officer Narrative

Sub_iect CSO'OGC(Win.iarski/B:oyce/West
Ellt~ed On: U/19/2018 ,'.4:23:19 l;'M

Entereil"By: UM-0178 - West, Mark

Narrative:

.

'

'

SUMlVfARY:

This report is in reference to the CSC investigation involving former University of'Micbi_gan Physician Robert E. Anderson.

· INFORWi.ATION:
On 11/5/2018, I contac~d the General Counsel office at the University of Michi~ to ascertain if they had ~y records pertaining to Robert
Anderson_ I was directed .to paralegal Karen Staszel, who told me that sb.e would research this request and get back with me.

A couple of days later, Associa~ General Counsel Diane Winiarski contacted me to ask what I was looking fur in refureilce t.Q Dr- Robert
Anderson_ I explained about his demotion from Health Services, and about the senior University official that was able to tell me of his release
due to "fooling around with boys in the exam rooms". I requested further paperwork related to this move, as Anderson continued on witl1 his
employment with the University of Michigan after this demotion,_
Winiarski emailed m,~ on 11/19/2018 and told me 1hat she had checked with "DHS, Athletics, and someone formerly with Patient Refa.#ons
and none of those departments bad anything".

-[ have not been-able to loc~~e any additioiµl information r~late_d to Dr. Robert Ande;-son's deµiotion from Health. S~tvicr;:s attbis time.

-CASE STATUS:
'Open.

Officer

Narrative
Page 1 ofl
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1890303861
~.....
··-

CSC/Anders ·

hornas(West

Entered.On:

4/23/2 ·

. 7:09 AM

Ei:itm-ed By:

OM-0178 - West, Mark

This initial i,.--icidellt occurred in ihe eru:ly 1970's, aoc! due to this, seve.ralpeople with a connection are now deceased. These subjects are:

·Dr. Thirza Smith, faculty at Health- Services during Dr, Robert"Anden.on's tenure.
Dt. Albert Gin;, Faculty at Health Services during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.

·Dr. Thomas Holley, Faculty at Health Seivices during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.
Jean Amdt, RN at Health Services during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.
Mary Taylor, R1'1" at Health Services during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.

Bernice Fanning, RN at Health Services during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.
Sima Teadorovic, RN at Health Services during Dr. Robert Anderson's tenure.

· Loi:s Margaret Dick, RN, Nursing services director at Health Services. during Dr. Anderson's tenure.
Evart Ard.is, Health Services Director prior to Dr. Robert An&rson

~lp1t Morto~on, Administrative.~0.llag~ who processed Dr. Anderson's transfer from Healtb:S.ervices to the Hospital.
~athleeJ!. D~emiller, As~i~tant to f~~er President of Student life :El:enry Johnson.

Dr, Gerald O'Conno:i; Fellow Atb).etj:c Dq,artment physician ·that worked with Dr. Ro~ Ande:rson.
DoDJild Caziham;: Forrn~ Athletic Director at the University ofI.Vficbigan

l,,ilyan Dujbrd, fo~e; seq-e!,azy of Donald Cap.l;iam
Glenn. E. "Bo" Scheml,ecbler, Former University ofMjchigl!;ll Football Coach diµing Dr. Robert Anderson's transfer from Health Services
Director.
Tirrel Bm:ton, Assistant Football Coach during the early 1970's.,
Milan Vooletich. Former Assistant Football Coaoh during the early 1970's.
Ale~ Aggse-Fp.i;roer Assi$tant Football Coach dutin.g the early l970's.
These subjects worked with, or for Di". Anderson during tb:e years of his employm.ent and may have btell able to provide det!!ils or information
about ~~se incid:~.-
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CSCtAnderson/~est
Entcr~d On. 8 / 1 2 / 2 ~
Entered By: UM-0178 - West, Mark

1 : •.

~~~ ·2i;~i~~I ~~~~;~ ~~_n&~~:~ i~J~~~igation involving Dr. Robe1i Anderso~.
..

• . -~

. •

•

•

.

i~~1~:~~TIQ~: ::· ·,. : . ,: ' .·:· . '

"

,. ."op.8,J2Ii20l9; C~i~i~•~ilnyt~t)giti~ri~-~~lt\uperyi~9r\t:. p_~4\'.-,Qe;!Udqt;r forwarded me an email he received from Dave Massori, general

'. ; ¢_oi.t_~~I fo~:the__U~i~-~~-sity'l~j-~bi&¥i, -.¥~~on ,had'rec~_ived:~~,e~ail :rr6m Dr. Robert Ernst, current director of the University of Michigan
: , ff¢atth
Service~·. who:had.i:~c~iy~,(~~ ~~all"froin !'- f9rme·~ stuc)ent_c:,fthe_University of Michigan.
·
.
~--~--·.
.
'·.· ' , , ,•.· ~. --~·-•.·; ,• .. · ', .., ... ..., .
.
,.

~

,

'

:. :~h;~ ~~~H-:~~~;;r~~ho;q~.t~~-~~:~;s :~a~hel~~~_ddgre·e from the University ofMichig~ in 1;72 and a Masters Degree
·i 1.~1.1,;\:. ~: ::i· (:·· ,- ): :/L:>_.:,.:'.: .-_:_i ·i :::?:_,.-/.-./.:.: ,.:i ;,
'i;~e':emriu'h~!l.Sis~~d' ~f.~~-~s~t,t-~~. {Jic~!~:~(r,rh~~- h~ ~a~:~ student at the Univ~rsity, and the suspect was identified as Dr.
0 :.

]:3~~0;::\f:}l{}ll·'.;:)f/::;:;\i. ::i.::":l;!){:\i:
:1ls~f'
;fh~-~~i
u~t\i~~~i,k~;~rs~i.: ~~t~. ~}t~[~;~h'~o~e~id.n,w~\~;re~tQr;!!-~d
.~~~~Jo'. M-o~~n~}:~~7
/h.:t~e.

~as

report.

was

I''. This· email
attached to this
The ;mail
~ut a
~e~:hf5i~V!¢~:dep~i:t~i~hvh~~:~;
physici~~ th~pfained thai he was a "young gay man
· jus(c~~~~ t?
~~xu,#lity:'."~n~,l~a~,~~-~~(#i:o~~~tJfi~01~:~~~'~ontrac:ted a s~~sm1tted disease._ He said that.he reached
-~ffnd~
li~'t~~(~~l~-~~::Il~:see Dr: Ande~on._ he'll take car; o f y ~ i d not think he
: .~Q~l~}~_~:/;~'.~~,~-~~q~;,~~;•
~~~~{s~~~~~if _t~~ .~!~~~Jol~-~~:T'~~?~~~-i~e~-~,~,~ office that he (lhend) sent youf
1d :so and was. able to
,·,~l:iµt!JI an apP.!)!ntn,i~nt'.~_µ_ay~·.lat!er.C:. , ....., : , _: .. :, . ,;,:, ., ·. '·:'., :" , :

ieI~~:w}i~ h~i

_o~~,to'.~~ttof~if'tef~~i;fu,~!~

P~s

i~l·~~ ~~~r-;;

ht _

Dr.

, _ . i d that hein~t ~ith Dr. And~i:son in.his office, and they then went_into theeicam room. This was just the 2 of them.
Anderson
' asked him ifhe "pulled back his foreskin and lookfor deposits or discharges"; and then Dr. Anderson "without warning or hesitatiol,l" "opened
· his lab coat and begii.n to re~~ve his belt and u~zip his pan~". · "Dr. Anderson then said "here, let me show you!', "Dr. Anden;on then pulled
down his pants and boxeB, jumped up on the exam table, and began to digital manipulation of his small, uncircumcised penis". Dr. Anderson
. th~n insisted that .J come ovedo the exam table and: he "placed
ha~d on his erect penis and ask~d me to pull back the foreskin. I complied,
an_d then he placed hi~ hand on top· o=fmine arid began moving it up and_down 011_h1s erectio,....aidthathe "wanted to get this over_as
: quickly· as possible, but I was not ·going to allow this to continue without the doclcir's acknowledgement of what was really going on, So I
,: ask~d. Dr. Anderson, ·oo you want to have in orgasm? He replied yes!'.'
. .

my

i

~-~

- o i ~ that h_e
hQ~fi:d and ·d~zed, ~d q~es_tioned how S~ITI~~tiing l1~e that could happ':n to - h ~ i d that ...~: am reach~g o~t
.· fo y~1i (Ernst) with this letter in hopes you will do everything w_ithin your power to make -sure something like this never happens again at_

. Michi~illl". ·.

.

. -

.

.

-

,]CONTACTW

. Qffi~er\,: .·:· ._ ..
Entered By; UM-0178 • West, Mark
: Narrati~ei•· .:
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·:-telephon~{O:n 8/22/20
greed to speak with me and said that he has thought of the incident every since
I wa:s·abJe
i_~- ha~p~p~. an4:tfi~µgli~ it s!-\~~ld b~.~a~~
hat I had read his letter, and he said that he could not give me much more
.. detail th~ ·what:he ha\:i wri~~n;_
went oyer)ti:~ letter with tiim and he said that he could still r{)member the small details of everything .
.',thcit h~d haPP,7n_~_d,,_d~~ ,ro::the s~tes_s 6ft~~;sit......,uld ~emember the family photograph of Anderson's family on the crede~za
b'.ehind him,.do.wn,_ti;i-i:he[argejvindov,rjn his:office;,wiih venetian blinds, overlooking Fletcher Street.

n1ien·

~~~re',i:1p rt .

:id t~~~· 11i~ Jie~-d \:~/Let ~ii-~k t~~~~J~::i)t~nJ~rson .· · ·
;~id th~t-11f(~r g}aduating .fr6m_'~ii'e U~ive~~ity o(ijichlgiin;'· '

t did not hav~ any other information a b o P , . . . . ,

He lost tollch with all of his Michigan friends at that.
'poin{ ~~s'aidjh~t \V~en,he t~"_Wli.y d,i~n•q~.l!,: Wll . _
uld do was shrug his should~;t~aid that he figured that
-sa,id that at that time, homosexuality was still classified as a mental illness by the
all of Anders_on's· gay p~Hentsjust)uid.to'en .. ·:·.
Psy~liiatric As.sodatf9° -:
. id that:And_e~dri:w~uld ;ee hi.:0 whenever he needed after that; and it was strictly professional on
· the i:i~her-;lsit;: _:::· . ::: :, ; ·.. :.'.'.:;:: "··':; · '. ·,;, (,_'. / ···· ·.; ····:·I
·
·

-.Ame;ica~

·: ·.. ·s~id ~~i~t~~;~;~~~~i~a,;-:;e~~~~-~~~ t~~:Un.;~~ti~ of Michigan in.19~3 and the visit on June ;O, 1971 was annotate~ as a

':"VJ? ~~r~~~~ •~~:1 he_ fho~g~(t~)~ -wa,~ 1!-,'cod~-A~d~rs_o~ used for the "special treatment reserved for his gay male pati;mts".

t
h
~i
:
~
;
~~uJ~-:i~~~. ;~;~~~:~i~i£~1:;~c~~~~j:' qnf~hat he
tt· -~1~;~a~ _w~.u\~
~e:
,.. _·. ·_. -~!~

~~

t~?:'e·~~-er~ ~nr~m~ ~I~~· ! . _/,:

~~II _1f

. A~D~:;:~:~~;A~:;;:ff\'.\:\:;::_f: ,: ,': :/\: .
~:~as

...

was not alone, and provided him wjth this case report number.

·

.

-~o(ab;'e.~~~ck~~. . .;~~fti~b-,!.f~~~:~t~~Jtip!; in the state of Michigan an~ multiple al~mni with that name,
• •~
•~ '1,:;, •,::~_:,_r•:,• •, • •.•, ~r.:•::: . '"•
'•<.'
• • ,

, • ~ 'f

.. :~

'

• •,

~

-~

t

•

~}k_~-~-:;~_;;t_·::ru_::_::f_.'._:i·_:':_:___ -:;_:_\:f:
·._ :o_pe_n. "·

.'

'

'

,

.

~

-~

.

-

• ' ,

•

i/;,_;,
'

-~

~

~:.

~

',

>. . -· :~:·_.:~~~

'"
. 1·

:)_-1,_::;_:,•,:::_ \ \ \ :;;~.:, ·-:;:;:'.:·:\':",:_:··, __-_-_ .. · .

·: .'\ ,._. .-. .
~

:~ • ~,:"••~I

~

·:::·:"i:)\;:,l_'.::;:,

.

. .. -...·,-

.. -.',.,
,
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•·Fwd: Dr. Anderson
·· 2 messages

.

;
~

Wed. Aug 21, 2019 at 5:25 PM.

FYI
Sent from my IPhone
Begl.n forwarded message:

M8880rl! -

-~··,·""p

[

From: Dave
Date: AUgust 21, 2019 at 17:11 :16 EDT
To: ~DeRklder, P ~~
Subject: Dr, An
-' · ·
_

Hello Lt DeRidder:
I unders!and 1het recently UMPD was lnvastl:gatlng Issues related to Dr. Robert Anderson (d~ei:I). I am
not sure-if this matter is still an open investigation or not, however I am fatwardlng Iha email below which
appea!J to .be
lo Dr. Anderson. Dave .
.

r•ted

~--=--

:::~~PM
SUbJect. My Ml~hl

To: _ _

i►.:Too moment

Dr~ Robert Ernst and Acting Dean El~zab_eth Cole, .
I am reaching out to you with this letter in hopes you will do everyt.Qlrig within yo_ur.
power to make sure
something
like_ this never happens.
again at Michigan..
.
.
.
.

Bo,.. . .

'

_

Andenon's
My Michigan Me-too Moment,. 1971

Some things yQuneverforgel I was.20. an undeigmduate·in the school of Literature, Science,
.and the Arts, and a young gay manjusfooming to terms ·with his _sexuality. Ami"Arbor was a .
kind and tolerant place for: those of us ·who did not conform to th~ ~er-noima.tivc standards
of the
But
times )!h~ m~ical isiues could ~'out" us mid leave us wln~le/

era.

there w~

. · • . ·,::;•i;· ·_-::._· ..

Dr. Anderson-was the head of the Univeisity of Michigan Student Health Service when I was
an undergraduate and graduate studcni di~. I saw him
times in December. i970 ._
because of the reeurrcnce of a b~le_ .. an acutely painful testicular swelling. I was· sent to
bis .office, I believe, because I dropped in a dead.taint onto the floor ofthe health service while
I was standing in line to check-in to seeaphysicien. The health service rotated students to

several

whatever physician was available when you· anived. I believe they sent me to the head of the
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· . ::;:r,)#;~~~~~~ly~.~-~be4~om .••.·.

' ..-L. _.::·B¥tin'.(~e'.of 1r,:i;,r~·t.61d'by a se~ partner.that he had,a:saoo,udly tnmsmitteddiseaoo>- _:
. . " -:\ ·:'·; ·, . :-:a#~l~~Je<?o.~~)'s~.~ph~~eiari.JJtjs'~'anew -~~eeri_cnce f~me-~dl ~i~!t~~w- - ;
,•

.. · :,-.". -~t.todo~-I:w'as~eJor.th~.suihmer,workiiig·a·FQd~:1mei~=aDeli:Qit_a~ro·~c't(1xy-io ·- ·
:.-'p_iii my~e~_fqfu>µgl;$p~K•ol:f~ui~'t s~ my ~ly physi~~ and the fuctory di4o-'(liav:e ~~

- i_ ·_

,_ :_ ..._. .. -

: >~vai~a~le fc,ef an.~g ~~er:_~·a work injmy._S':) I ~ed o~to ~ few.gay ~aJe ~cl!! jn
· ·- - ·:_~ Amtir w~o weij)tlso-MicJ.ugan stud~ts;_On~-«;>f~ told me/'Go see Dr. And~on;- : :_

. -. : . ·:

was

'Jie•llJiik~ ~:of y~:•~tsiiiig·a pliysiciiµl.ofGlu*e at the healdu~m.ce
flil'Cly·p~~le~ : .
Dr.:Anders~µ was -ih~ :Oirector~f~~-umvemty~s heslth'iiervfoe, imdl cquldn'tjusbiame--.. : - '
~e a:pro~lem.he ~ care of all the_gay:guys on ..
- :. . reque_st hlmi My.~e~«:l'con~~/•rt
· · · -·cmipi,lsi\A..n~·~e ~es~•~ m~~- t]i.Qs1f•wbv.-d:referrals tQ the Dep~ent:of Public H~th. · _ : ·
·· · . · ·. Just call bis qffi.ce,~,te=U_=ihemlsenl-you/• · . ·..
·...
· ' · . _ · · · :_ : · ·

· :.=-. '

_.

<:· :..

w~•t

·:'.: :!:_-~:.·:-:ltt~~iw:~i:~J~:'.~u(}fui{~~w'.w~ ~lse t~'~_.:s~ ~ ~biced th~ca~.'.i-~~:. ·,. :.: .. . .

_.. ·.. : ·; s~~~~t'asto~~~~~he~fw_as_gi~eo ~~ppointm•t~~- Ili-~ A:n~rson ffl'.D days later, on· ·-:- .- · _·
....... - J~t£3_Q~-1~7J~ If~-~~~ mi4:Jhad.t~.drive.:~o~-~~o.itto'Amt)&rbor ~ keep the'·_::. _. . , '

:;

:-, .,- ~po~bjient;;I:"~liougho.~f~~-Q~e-:h?w:driv~. I~µ1~~-~<>~ ~4_unco~~rtabl~ witb my

_· .. , ·

<- · · . _:-, .::..~i-~~o~~'l ha'd;.nev~-1:>~n ~p~s~~ to_ av:~e~a.1 di~~-:antl I ,m,i~ only_re~np.y~gun' ·. -·.

: '. ·.;:···~,a~~et~t;h-~~}.'.\/·<.<·_.:, >:_~-_-:,,_

·.·:;·_· · · _. · ·.

·

.
·

;_·". ·. _..: ·.

-. ' · . :: . :// :--1 ~~~~t~u~jh~;~~~ i,r:~~-~eai~ ~eryici~'.~~ ~i~ ~~- app_o~~~t ree: iien 1 J;i~d~d .
. '·. ,-:- , ' . : . ~c;,(r;>r~:¥4~~tfs~~ ~bfc~\v~ir~ajit~d-p~~eri~y~--~~fro~t9fJbe·~ui~~~•.not-~~;: :; ..
. : :__ . - . , ·.:,;_npm.~e)1•~-en~~~i;l_i4¢ri(if1.oo.~y~~lft~.hi~'r¥~~~n~t:awf'!aited_toJi~ calle~, ·~oon ..·

:-- '..'

.,.

.-

- :_-·

- . : - · -·

.. :·:. /.Qr~·Aµij~~ii,'em:eig~_ft.9~hi,~QffiCC:~d.mo~~one~me.#l . .- . ·· · · : .... · ·. : _,· · .' ··:· ,.

.··< ·.: :-: ·_ ;.·: _.\\--r~{~~~~~:~~:~~~~~;~Q<--~iule-~~~ ~~:b~~:~~ ~~~~~hi~e: i~:co~ o~~-h~:.;· :/__:·_: ;. .
· ,_, .... · ·:_ .streettfoth~_;-{gu~s~e4.hmfto.be:afuut'.forty~years~qld,._[don•~think:)1c~danymemocy:ot :·· · ·: .
. . : - -:,:::',;:D1-b:f'fuJ,D. theJ1ppomtinent.I~ad~~-~~ri~'.ea,:lier.:4tler ~Michigan was~ ands~il(~;a ~ig .-: ·.. : ,. ·. :
·:· : ..· '.,:,: ·schoofigla.twed-$"0urtdtbe:bfiicfas'ha(downat.his de$~'notfofng for.the:fttsttimc'how" ,. -., ·. .- _.
·: ·..:. . : ,: .: :' -~p~'e-ous.anci'~~ll~~p~inted:ihvas'~-riiuch-~~'tiiii>tnc~iof~tl\~pnysiciansThad' , . : '. ':: ..
i

.-.. , - ·.. --:1:onsillted'tQr-routlnei:liealth'matters,lsatm'the·chair iii&onfofliis desic~ Iii iie sat'do'wit'·.' ·.. . . . ,.· .
.,_ · .
;,:om,:~~i~~~~).~g(n,~y~forj~t-~~:~~i,~c~}~~,•e~~-bchin4~. sli~w~g_the · .-_ .-. ·: .·. -.·
··
, .:; -~,:n,H~g-~~-of.~eycta,1~µng~~~t~~~,~:"'~~·~·~~-~e)1~:wire,1'\t~~g~·, . : ·. , . :
, .

.- :- .. ........
wuidow
behind
his..d.esk-':..~. ed,onto
Fl~tcher'St: ab.d
·sun.snamecf.:through
Vcineu~·blinds,as:
_,-,
.... ,.,-·
..............
....
,, .. ,•·,:···.·
.....
· ........ :. -. ·
··, ,"J ha!tiri~ly:'~xpl~ ~mfo~ti:9.!l-! ~~ived frti~·u;iy::spx~p~er~ Dr.-~detlo~. \·'· _: .: . ·. ·... ·
_

. .
:

' ·._ · ·- . , . ,, J.i:s~n~:~i~rfgo(µpfi;om.~IJ'~baii:'~aymg-,.'~t'.~ go·ip.~tbe~)oom.'• : . -:, · _·:_·,;.. .. . _- :

·:,:,:.-. · · ._, ->, :~~~~~:~~;~;~~j~~~=k,·~~"~~~~~~-~d-~~~(~\Q-~-~-s~~~-~~~:~~~~~-.- >:-~ .' ';-- :. . ::.
·. · onlfchair•.Anderson thcnJauncfted 'into 'inlissertation aboutthc s~ptoms of venereal ·disease

··

:

· ... · · ·c~#~-~~~id~~i~>~w~~(~~J~tr~r:Nothinf&~-~~~~--,~~;1:~ii~YCiinof ,:: · : · -

.' , ·:: · .. . ~P,id' 1_¢sp~~-~~;--tbi$Js;~tut~J_~qw.n ~~n.his p~~~op.JQO~ an !l~kW~1ltld '. . . ,• _
.' ·,.
;: . ,un~turifHc.tin~'••no pubowhowto ullbaclc'. m'foreskin'andlook(of: ··.', :__- .. · ·

.· •.. ·. ;: ·":- :, "- "rm·o~q1sec1/~
~.~~;':\::'/(/:.:'\r.i<
1·rq;1t~;-"so tbat~s-no~u-~u~:-· .·:_ •.

rr :.· . · ,·:,;;, . ;.·.

.. .. . , ··. ( ··-' .. .
.,:.;~~'.~~~~\~:~~,~;~~,·~~~~~j~:-~~~~d ~-~~~;~'.~s':: : ... . . . .

. ._. _

. . ,· · belt and);,t~p ~1i'tr~. ~11~:~ '1~.vol1.µ1~."Jet me sb.'3.~ y~~l.He ~ top~l -.:'
·... ' .: . · . down
boxers"'
. ·onfo'the
- ~ tabl~-, andt.....:
.. ' ulation
.. his·
, P,an:ts
.. and
, ....
,J~.
.... .....
~....the
, di~,'tat ~
. - of
. ' ·.
. · · · his smaU.:·1D:\~isedpe,nsJlicontm.ued ta11dog,offering~omeJ1uasi-~c'1 · :-- ·, .': ·. ·' , ·.
. . · · -·. :,·-accompanm,lent hii.mastwbation.''Aadenori insisted I
ovei'-io·tbe exaai'table~ i'stood

for

.

~omc

. . _· ·. ·up.~~bver~~l\e·p~echnj·~~~:~~-~-~~penis.and~#J-me:t~.pullb~k.the( ' ,.
.:

-·.'

~ ~

'~ ':

.

. : >·~·i·'

.~-

• ·:

~

·•· ' /

~

~.

,

..

'

•

~

•• : ',

. •

• '

-:.

'

~~-
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-· . .

·.,: ' <. . · '. ':_

lt '

.

. •

•. '

··

. . :· ' :i~~\icij~~.tt,:t~ &~~{;:~:his lwld:~n·t~ of.•

~tupmd

~d ~~-~~ing .
·: ·_ - . : .. ·:, _· · :. .:·~o~ on biserection. At this point, [ knew exactly whet this was; it was not cducti.ti.onal. Bun
·
. · :~. ·~ p.o~ yet received the medical examination I needed. I had to F this over as quic~y as
... i · ·p·Q!~ibl~, but I was not going to allow this to contimie without the doctor's aelm.owledgement
· ·· .· ·, :. of::whab.y~sreally going on.
• I::,: • • ~-•~~- ,~- [

.=,

• • ~:

So' I; ~~ed _Qr. Anderson, "Do you want to have an orgasm?''

< .. ~. . -~ .!.... ~

-: .

'

·; · ::, .: ','::af_re~H~'.~Y:~f-="

.• .; :·• Ari" ~ _tlii d~r got. the hand-job he was seeking. Afterwards, he quickly stood up, cleaned
··

'·. himself of.f,'~d-~d a c1,1rsmy exam of his patient He took a slide off the tip of my penis
. . . (d~i~ the fucithat there~ no discharge) and he drew blood. Th~ tests would all come

·, ·. .-· - · ..:. back'f'hegative:··· ': , . .; ,: :':

-

·

·· :··: .- -: .. ::_ ·'-:4~i~~~~~::~c;~;-1i:~i~nµiedanddazed.Howcouldsuchathinghappentome,or
· . :·.·.- : ·:~y~ne~' at ~e:sc~QO) ,P~y~?·hv~ not tmumatfa:~ just disgusted. Before leavmg Ann
-~t~lvi$ite~nny fiieild'who ma.de the refemtl to Dr. Anderson. to tell him what happened.
: . "'Wli'fdidn~t youwam·nie'i.' lpro~d. My friend just shrugg~d bis shoulders and looked -.
:a*~Y.i )3y~~tly:~~i~-~~ t.11~- p~c~ ~ll~~. Anderson's gay male patients paid for bis services
_. _•, .. ..:,and, co~d~~iiy;)!\i~ry~*~' simply'~~dµ;ed it. It was 1971; homosexuality was still
. . . · . . ' . ·· .. -,~las~i_ijed ~ ajne~tar i:Q4~ by di~'Ainetjcar:i Psychiatric Assoca~on. We were ''beggars, not

· · .., -.. _: :•, ·c);lo~e,~t ~4 we]~ba(;l'to/"mm~up~)l~~d:~e it.

-... .i ~;,J~~,~·:i~~--~ :t~~~bi~~j:~~\~~~~~~~{w~

-. _; ·•

•

•

. :.. .- _..

-

·

··_

smelly~ witb,ut a sexual
compqn~t:~fter.~,~-lguess yof~d say I_h,ecame o~~ of Anderson's boys. He would see
: --. me'._:~~cn~er,·r~~;_an<;l al.I. t\l~ ~\J~uerit:~\~~ striptly professional.

1_·

.· .., : ·.: . . .~b~-~jr.a:;~~~:~~'.~~~:~~{;i~-~~~;~o~t ~~~t iuhis experience. r
..

._ ·',.

.,~oii~d·# it ha~qi;,Jmu\~ple:l;i~-~ so~~;of Aiid~'& gay patients, or if there WIIS
·opiy <t~e in~4~~tory ~;!~ft 'rot, e~h·-~f,119:~ ~:will nc'irer k;n9w~'.~~~ we mdn•ttallc about

.. .. .. , , ·. ihes'e things'~ tlio~ ~ys.:J.~!>Y.e4'to Si1,11F~cisco aftertmishing·grad~ school at

-

. . ·: · ., ~~higaii:~d)11o'st:th~'gaymenl~-antflov"4.in~~rnagical_cJty.~idnotlive to see old .

.' . .

. t. ·

.,·~~,.lis·:~.Jia'~e•.I"~i~a:~~~ky'~;:~~w.)n~~ ·tf?-'~:iPti1~,fphYcSiC~!IDJfficJw~y·ofthis is not

·. ··. ·~:~r~~;~~~~~~.kri~~- . ~

-· · ·...

_·:·'

. -

µiait:.~d·th~.Qn'.tne·dai:lpQCidypho~i>iec;l~;w~.Di·~~on•~qmwtatiom for my

visit
"·.VDRL''and
tne'~annt).tation"V.D~
Surv;ey"
" of lune
" •• 30.:1971,
_,, lfsbowecJ~tslidene·
...,, ., , ,
,,. .&.
, :
WAJJ'~ . . • , •
, •

:crz:~~i.1i:~~~1toied~

wbi~~ l~o~.as-~e.~~.. th~-docfor~~'~:for.~~ ~ - tre~~~~iescived:t"pr ~ gay -

-

>.· .: : .· ·
·..... _.,: ', : _ ;- . , -ir:ie~~g·a q~p~-~ntjµ~:~encc:~-#. ~,~. But~r-l~~dli"tbrin1iµi)1iC?lfto _

· :·..: . ,:. . . · ~l~vc 1~ ~y ~-e~tly:"l1,'i,e l:~n able to Bit dowru1nd:wrlte it:out. I holdncUll-wiU toward
,:· ·: ·.· · : . thcUiaiversitforDr.A.ndersoa.Iimaginethi:doctor'sclosetedlife·wunotaneasyonc.But.
. : .. ·, · ·. . ·. ~him abuse
forwat4'10•~ort long~suppressed instances of sexual abuse. I
. ' ::: ..... ·, . dQn't dau~t ~~m; P~'Qe you.~¥:~~ YC?JU·O~ "me-too" moment, it changes you. And you

survivors com~
--·; . . . ' ' "~~':~.-.:.,~~;'i_,-·.,:/. ··....: , :': :·: :__. .' .· ·.. :. i ,• :': :·_ :;:..
,

, ~-

'r

.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

The University Health Service staff wish
to acknowledge the 11 years of leadership
provided by Robert E. Anderson, M.D.
In January of 1980, Dr. Anderson resigned
as Director of the University Health Service
to devote more. time to his clinical fields
of urology/andrology and athletic medicine
both here and in private practice. During
his tenure as Director, he energetically
developed many programs--his many contributions
to health care are acknowledged at all levels
of the University conununity.
The University Health Service staff wish to
thank Or. Anderson for his years of leadership
and to dedicate the Annual Report to him.
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UM knew of sex abuse reports against doctor 19 months
before going public
Kim Kozlowski, The Detroit News

Published 10:18 p.m. ET Feb. 19, 2020

The University of Michigan learned about allegations of sexual misconduct by former sports Dr. Robert E. Anderson
(http://www.medicineatmichigan.org/sites/default/files/archives/v2classnotes.pdf)in 2018 — but 19 months passed before UM publicized a hotline,
announced the hiring of an outside investigator and publicly asked for any other potential victims to come forward.
UM announced the moves Wednesday morning — 19 hours after The Detroit News began asking questions about allegations lodged in August by Robert
Julian Stone, (/story/news/local/michigan/2020/02/19/university-michigan-investigates-sex-complaints-against-former-football-doctor/4712724002/) a UM
alum who alleged the late doctor fondled him during a medical exam in 1971.

Robert Julian Stone accused Anderson of sexually assaulting him nearly 50 years ago. (Photo: PDTN)

"The reason I called (The News) worked," Stone said. "I just wasn't willing to sit here and be stonewalled by these people indefinitely."
In a press release issued Wednesday morning, university officials said UM police began an investigation in July 2018 after a former student athlete wrote
to Athletic Director Warde Manuel about alleged abuse during medical exams in the early 1970s.
More:Former University of Michigan team doctor investigated for multiple sex abuse complaints (/story/news/local/michigan/2020/02/19/universitymichigan-investigates-sex-complaints-against-former-football-doctor/4712724002/)
ADVERTISEMENT

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/02/20/um-knew-sex-abuse-reports-doctor-19-months-before-going-public/4809741002/
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UM said the outreach to possible victims it announced Wednesday was part of an independent review by lawyers at the firm of Steptoe & Johnson, which
the university hired in January. The university also said the Washtenaw County Prosecutor's Office finished its review of the case Tuesday and decided
against filing criminal charges.
When asked why UM waited to call for victims until The News asked about Anderson, university spokesman Rick Fitzgerald responded in an email.

"Thanks for asking this important question," Fitzgerald said. "The university took this action based on receipt of an initial review by the external law firm
and the prosecutor's decision Tuesday."
Later, Fitzgerald said: "We made a decision to wait on any additional outreach until the prosecutor made a decision on criminal charges. We would never
want to do anything that would interfere with a police investigation."
The UM police investigation, which Fitzgerald said was completed in April 2019, was sent to the Washtenaw County Prosecutor's office for review.
Chief Assistant Prosecutor Steven Hiller said UM sent the report between May and June.
Two hours after The News asked about the case Wednesday, Hiller said the review had been concluded; in a later email, he said his office finished
reviewing the allegations months ago.
He added that no charges could be filed even if evidence existed because Anderson was deceased and no ancillary charges could be filed against
others because the statute of limitations had expired.
"This office concluded our review of the report sometime last fall," Hiller said. "The review was initially completed some time before that, and then the
matter was looked at again after UMPD submitted an additional report in the late summer or early fall."
The allegations against Anderson became public Wednesday when The News published a story detailing Stone's account of the alleged assault by the
doctor and numerous emails he exchanged with UM officials.
Stone reported his allegations to the university in August, and followed up Jan. 3, asking for his report.
Jesse Johnson, UM police records and evidence manager, told Stone he wouldn't get the report because it was under review by prosecutors, adding
that the report is "extremely large and documents many other victims, and any release will have to be heavily redacted."
"That report could not be released until the Prosecutor's Office has completed its review," Johnson told Stone in an email.
Stone told the News one of the reasons he came forward was that he learned there were other alleged victims and he feared that the university and the
prosecutor could keep the case open indefinitely, and no one would ever know about the allegations against Anderson.
"I want to reach out to all of the other men who were assaulted by this doctor and I want them to step forward, because we're stronger together," Stone
said. "Only if they step forward in a public way can we guarantee the integrity of the case file."
On Wednesday, after Stone's story was published online, he said he got a call from UM police Detective Mark West.

https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/02/20/um-knew-sex-abuse-reports-doctor-19-months-before-going-public/4809741002/
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Stone said West told him he did the right thing by contacting the media because it "forced the hand" of the prosecutor's office, and accusers needed an
update.
"He said I was right in my assumptions that they were just sitting on it and not doing anything," Stone said. "They are now doing something. That can't
undo what happened to me and the other men, so they have to have some sort of face-saving modus operandi in order to make themselves like they are
doing something. That's what they have to do and it's what they should do."
West did not respond Wednesday to phone messages from The News.
Anyone who wants a copy of their report came make a request under the Freedom of Information Act with UM's FOIA office at foia-email@umich.edu.
kkozlowski@detroitnews.com
Read or Share this story: https://www.detroitnews.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/02/20/um-knew-sex-abuse-reports-doctor-19-months-beforegoing-public/4809741002/
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Wednesday, March 18, 2020 2:53 PM
David Shea; Michael Cox
Douglas, Stephanie; Linkous, Derek
proposal
Does MC Tolling Agreement (w- Stay).pdf

I understand that you had requested a tolling agreement. Attached is a proposal.
Talk to you soon.
Cheryl

1
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AGREEMENT
This Agreement is entered into by and between the University of Michigan and its Board
of Regents (collectively, the “University”), and certain individuals who have sued under
litigation pseudonyms as plaintiffs in the lawsuits listed in Exhibit A (collectively, the “Does”).
The Does assert legal claims as to the University for actions arising out of the conduct of
Dr. Robert E. Anderson (collectively, the “Claims”). In consideration of delaying any litigation
over those Claims and out of a desire to investigate and negotiate the Claims to determine a
prudent resolution, the Parties agree as follows:
1.

Tolling Period. The Tolling Period of this Agreement shall be from March 16,

2020 (the “Effective Date”) to September 16, 2020 (the “Expiration Date”).
2.

Tolling. The Parties shall forbear and postpone the filing, commencement, and

prosecution of any legal or equitable action related to the Claims commencing on the Effective
Date and continuing until the Expiration Date. The Tolling Period shall not be included in
computing the applicable statute of limitations for the Claims. Nothing in this Agreement shall
have the effect of reviving any claims that are otherwise barred by any statute of limitations prior
to the Effective Date, or of waiving any defenses.
3.

Stay. The Does have certain Claims pending in the U.S. District Court for the

Eastern District of Michigan. The Does shall seek, and the University shall not oppose, a stay of
any pending Claims until the Expiration Date.
4.

No Admissions. Nothing in this Agreement shall constitute an admission of any

factual matter, or a waiver of any right or defense (except as provided in Section 2). The Parties
agree this Agreement will not be admissible for any purpose other than to rebut a statute-oflimitations defense or to defend against any claim, action, or other proceeding that may be
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initiated by one of the Parties against another in breach of this Agreement or relating to this
Agreement.
5.

Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains all the understandings and

representations between the Parties with respect to its subject matter and supersedes any prior or
contemporaneous understandings, agreements, representations and warranties, both written and
oral, with respect to its subject matter.
6.

Modification. No provision of this Agreement may be amended or modified

unless such amendment or modification is agreed to in writing and signed by the Parties.
7.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts, each of which

shall be deemed an original, but all of which taken together shall constitute one and the same
instrument.
8.

Authority. The Parties represent and warrant that their attorneys each has the

right and authority to execute this Agreement; and that neither Party has sold, assigned,
transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any claim or demand relating to any matter
covered in this Agreement.
9.

Governing Law: Jurisdiction and Venue. This Agreement shall be construed in

accordance with the laws of Michigan without regard to conflicts-of-law principles. Any action
or proceeding by either of the Parties to enforce this Agreement shall be brought only in the
Washtenaw County Circuit Court, State of Michigan or the federal court for the Eastern District
of Michigan. The Parties hereby irrevocably submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts
and waive the defense of inconvenient forum to the maintenance of any such action or
proceeding in such venue.
Signatures on the next page.
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On behalf of the University:

On behalf of the Does:

____________________________________
Cheryl A. Bush

___________________________________
Michael A. Cox

Dated: _________________

Dated: _________________
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EXHIBIT A: List of Lawsuits
1. Doe MC-1 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10568 (E.D. Mich., filed March 4,
2020)
2. Doe MC-2 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10578 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
3. Doe MC-3 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10579 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
4. Doe MC-4 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10582 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
5. Doe MC-5 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10621 (E.D. Mich., filed March 8,
2020)
6. Doe MC-6 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10593 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
7. Doe MC-7 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10580 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
8. Doe MC-8 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10640 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9,
2020)
9. Doe MC-9 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10641 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9,
2020)
10. Doe MC-10 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10617 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6,
2020)
11. Doe MC-11 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10596 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
12. Doe MC-12 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10595 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5,
2020)
13. Doe MC-13 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10614 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6,
2020)
14. Doe MC-14 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10618 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6,
2020)
15. Doe MC-15 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10631 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9,
2020)
16. Doe MC-16 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10622 (E.D. Mich., filed March 8,
2020)
17. Doe MC-17 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10664 (E.D. Mich., filed March 11,
2020)
18. INTENTIONALLY OMITTED (Doe MC-18 hasn’t filed suit)
19. Doe MC-19 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10679 (E.D. Mich., filed March 12,
2020)
20. Doe MC-20 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10693 (E.D. Mich., filed March 13,
2020)
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Jackie Cook
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Michael Cox
Thursday, March 19, 2020 12:25 PM
Bush, Cheryl
David Shea; Jackie Cook; Douglas, Stephanie; Linkous, Derek; Carone, Andrea; Miller, Julie; Michael
Cox
Response on Time and Settlement

Subject:

Cheryl:
I.

30 Extra Days

We will extend the time for responding 30 days, so to May 4, 2020 (since May 3 lands on Sunday), if your client will
agree to executing a Confidentiality and Protective Order in each case for the limited purpose of submitting requests for
medical records that your client will respond to within a reasonable amount of time.
II.

60 or More Extra Days

We are open to discussing the possibility of an additional 60‐day extension, subject to a productive, transparent meeting
with your client in April and subject to your client’s willingness to allow the Anderson victims to engage in limited
discovery to assist in settling the case.
Your client has had unilateral and unfettered access to relevant documents and witnesses for 19 months – since July 18,
2018 – while keeping information about Anderson’s abuse a secret from the public, the Legislature, alumni, and most
importantly, the victims. According to Detective West, the UM General Counsel has been conducting an internal
investigation since then (citing AGC Attorney Winiarski’s investigative activities, for example, in his report). And when
the Board of Regents was advised about the investigation (perhaps as early as the summer of 2018) Ambassador Weiser
had personal knowledge verifying the accusations were valid and true that I am sure he shared with other Board
members, knowledge the Board kept secret for 19 months. Plaintiffs are now 20 months behind your client on
discovery; it is only fair, in the context of this litigation, that Plaintiffs be allowed limited discovery at this
time. Otherwise, we are operating blindly and in a vacuum.
We will grant the additional 60‐day extension, subject to a productive, transparent meeting in April, and subject to your
client’s agreement to limited discovery: the depositions of Tom Easthope and Detective West. Not to be redundant, but
this would greatly assist us in settling the case(s).
When we met with Mr. Lynch on March 4, 2020, he said, UM’s goal was to handle this matter better than MSU is
handling Nassar cases. MSU’s current strategy is to aggressively pursue summary judgment of pending cases and claims,
many of which are valid and timely filed under applicable statutes of limitations, while stonewalling all discovery
attempts. UM has an opportunity to treat its student‐athletes better by avoiding motions for summary judgment and
allowing Plaintiffs limited discovery in order to balance out current inequities of information so that both parties are in a
position to discuss the possibility of settlement, which both you and Mr. Lynch indicated was UM’s goal.
Thanks, Mike

1
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Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006
From: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 19, 2020 7:42 AM
To: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; Douglas, Stephanie
<douglas@bsplaw.com>; Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>; Carone, Andrea <Carone@bsplaw.com>; Miller, Julie
<miller@bsplaw.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Our tentative thoughts on your proposal
Michael and David,
Let me start over on my request for an extension of time to respond to your complaints.
As you know, my client agreed to accept service of your complaints. Responses to the first wave are due April 3.
During this time of pandemic and as a professional courtesy, may my client have an additional 60 days to respond to
your complaints?
Please let me know today.
Stay safe,
Cheryl

From: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:52 PM
To: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; Michael Cox
<mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Our tentative thoughts on your proposal
Please pardon my poor wordsmithing. Point made and taken.
Thanks, Mike

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
2
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Office: 734‐591‐4002
Facsimile: 734 591‐4006
From: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:34 PM
To: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: RE: [EXTERNAL] Our tentative thoughts on your proposal
I will discuss your email with my client.
However, in our discussion, I used the word “response” to your complaint, not “answer.”
From: Michael Cox <mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2020 4:24 PM
To: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>
Cc: David Shea <david.shea@sadplaw.com>; Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>; Michael Cox
<mc@mikecoxlaw.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Our tentative thoughts on your proposal
Cheryl:
Thanks for the call this afternoon. We thought it was helpful.
We understand your need to get up to speed and the need for added time before answering any of our complaints, etc.
Here is where we are tentatively:
1) 30 days, plus 60 days, as a minimum: We think tying an answer date to a yet‐to‐be‐determined scheduling or
calendar conference date is too uncertain. So we would like propose the following: a) We (our firms and/or all
the firms, depending on you/UM) meet with you and UM within 30 or so days, sometime before or by Friday,
April 24th. The point of the meeting would be to see where things are, or more specifically, where UM is. It
would also give you time to get up to speed. According to Parker Sinar, the Denver lawyer, he and Tim Lynch
have already been talking about a mid‐April meeting, so I expect this time frame works. Then based on how that
meeting goes, we could discuss and decide answering our complaints by June 24th or some later date.
2) Limited discovery/FOIA: In conjunction with that, we would like some limited discovery. If it is more palatable,
the discovery could be called FOIA requests where UM decides not to use the “in litigation” exemption. We
believe some limited discovery now can assist us in making more informed decisions earlier, which I expect
would also ultimately expedite the process.
Let us know your thoughts. If these make sense, we can flesh out an agreement and I think we can also resolve the
lesser issue of the state claims as well.
Thanks, Mike

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
3
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Jackie Cook
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Michael Cox
Friday, March 27, 2020 7:07 PM
Bush, Cheryl
David Shea; Jackie Cook; Douglas, Stephanie; Linkous, Derek; Carone, Andrea; Miller, Julie; Michael
Cox
1) One medical point of contact; 2) Your request for an additional 30 days to respond to our
complaints

Dear Cheryl:
1) One medical point of contact: Thanks for assisting with creating a rationale approach to processing our 35 or so
current medical releases. We have already have signed releases based on a generic form that we have used in
other litigation, but if UM requires something different, we can use a different form.
2) Request for additional time beyond May 3rd: Last week, in the spirit of comity and collegiality, we agreed to
extend the time for UM to file an answer or response to our complaints from April 3rd to May 3rd. It is my
understanding from your prior emails that UM has no interest in answering our complaints, but rather, its
strategy is to file a motion for judgment on the pleadings or some other motion based on a defense under Rule
12. As we see it, such a response is not fact‐dependent and thus can be researched, prepared, and filed
remotely based on our currently filed complaints. Thus there is not, at least that I can see presently, any reason
for you to do any of the normal fact investigation that might accompany answering a complaint in accordance
with Rule 8(b). So I view any further time extension as a needless delay of what UM appears to want to do
anyway ‐ seek dismissal of our clients’ meritorious complaints.
If I am mistaken, and UM instead needs more time to properly conduct further fact investigation to meet its
obligations under Rule 8(b), then an extension of 30 more days is appropriate. If that is the case, then we will
agree to an additional 30 days if UM will waive (a) any motions or defenses arguably permissible under Rule 12
and (b) further waive any other motion(s) to dismiss, or otherwise impair or challenge our complaints until
discovery is concluded as ordered in Judge Borman’s eventual scheduling order, and so commit UM to
prospectively only move for dismissal under Rule 56, based on “no genuine dispute as to any material fact” after
the Plaintiffs have had a full opportunity to pursue all discovery permissible under the federal rules.
If that is the case, please let me know and we will draft the appropriate written agreement and waiver to send
to you on Monday.
Thanks, Mike

Michael A. Cox
The Mike Cox Law Firm, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
1
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Jackie Cook
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jackie Cook
Thursday, April 2, 2020 3:39 PM
Linkous, Derek
Bush, Cheryl; Douglas, Stephanie; Michael Cox; David Shea
RE: Doe MC: Motion to Consolidate
Draft 20.04.02 Stip Order re consolidation.docx

Dear Derek:
I was able to talk to Mike and Dave, and so I am able to respond earlier than I initially thought.
Now that I/we have had an opportunity to look and think about your proposed motion, I can say that we think
consolidation in front of Judge Borman and the filing of a long‐form consolidated complaint are both great ideas and we
agree to those wholeheartedly.
You did not send a proposed order, so for clarity sake, I am going over your (a) through (h) points in your conclusion:

(a) We agree with you that under Rule 42(a) it is appropriate to consolidate all the listed cases with the initial
case in front of Judge Borman. As an aside, we expect to file another two or so cases today and we agree
those should be consolidated with the first case in front of Judge Borman;
(b) We agree with the master docket and master file remaining with Judge Borman and the first case;
(c) We agree with the caption being what is currently filed with Judge Borman in Case No. 2:20-cv-10568PDB-EAS. In footnote 1, you suggest that the UM is not a proper defendant; if you can provide us with
the appropriate law on that point, we may be able to agree on your proposed caption before we file our
long-form consolidated complaint on or before April 6, 2020;
(d) As stated above, we agree to file a master long-from complaint with common, cross-complaint
allegations, but we do not need 30 days. We will file that on or by April 6, 2020 and serve UM on that
date.
We do not see the need or efficacy for sections (e) through (h). Rule 12(a) already provides that a defendant must
answer within 21 days, so that date would ordinarily be April 28, 2020, but we would agree in the below
motion/stipulated order to give you an extra week until Monday, May 4, 2020. This would be an extra day over your
current deadline to answer Judge Borman’s first case (the case you propose to use as the master case here), Case No.
2:20‐cv‐10568‐PDB‐EAS, where by agreement of the parties, UM is required to answer the complaint or file a response
date of May 3, 2020.
As you may recall, just last Thursday Ms. Bush asked for additional time beyond UM’s original date of April 3, 2020
(tomorrow) to answer or file a response. And on Friday we gave UM an additional 30 days until May 3, 2020.
Finally, Rule 16 already leaves it to the trial court to decide when and if to have a status conference. And in the
sequence of the federal rules, this rule, Rule 16, is sequentially after pleading rules addressing filing of complaints,
answering complaints or filing dispositive motions under Rule 12, precisely because there is little or no reason to have a
conference until both sides have stated their relative positions by complaint and answer with affirmative defenses, or
the defense moves for summary disposition under Rule 12.
Ms. Bush emphatically told us by telephone and email on March 18, 2020 that UM does not intend to file “answer” but
rather a “response”. (The quotes are from Ms. Bush’s email). So any reference to a “status conference” as proposed in
1
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your subparagraph (3) is patently a delay tactic. The irony is that one of the purposes of a Rule 16 pretrial conference is
“discouraging wasteful pretrial activities.” Fed Rule Civ Pro Rule (a) (3).
From Ms. Bush’s first call with Mr. Cox where she requested a conference date in the fall of 2020, UM’s strategy has
been focused on delay. We cannot agree to further delay, especially because once your Rule 12 motion(s) are disposed
of, we need to get into discovery and preserve testimony as many of the key witnesses here are retired UM employees,
and many are in their 80s or older.
So we do agree with the stated goals of your motion – to consolidate in front of Judge Borman and file a long‐form
complaint for judicial economy – but we cannot agree with the unstated and primary goal of delay.
So we suggest a stipulated order to address your stated goals of consolidation and filing a long form complaint roughly
as follows below (subject to some minor wordsmithing if you agree with us on the substantive points)

ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE CASES
This matter is before the Court upon the stipulation of the parties and Court being duly
advised in the premises:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
a.

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 42(a), the following cases are consolidated for all

pretrial purposes with John Doe MC‐1 v. University of Michigan and the Regents of the University
of Michigan, No. 20‐CV‐10568 (E.D. Mich.):
 Doe MC‐2 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10578 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐3 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10579 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐4 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10582 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐5 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10621 (E.D. Mich., filed March 8, 2020)
 Doe MC‐6 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10593 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐7 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10580 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐8 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10640 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9, 2020)
 Doe MC‐9 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10641 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9, 2020)
2
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 Doe MC‐10 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10617 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6, 2020)
 Doe MC‐11 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10596 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐12 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10595 (E.D. Mich., filed March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC‐13 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10614 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6, 2020)
 Doe MC‐14 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10618 (E.D. Mich., filed March 6, 2020)
 Doe MC‐15 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10631 (E.D. Mich., filed March 9, 2020)
 Doe MC‐16 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10622 (E.D. Mich., filed March 8, 2020)
 Doe MC‐17 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10664 (E.D. Mich., filed March 11, 2020)
 Doe MC‐18 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐ 10715 (E.D. Mich., filed March 17, 2020)
 Doe MC‐19 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10679 (E.D. Mich., filed March 12, 2020)
 Doe MC‐20 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10693 (E.D. Mich., filed March 13, 2020)
 Doe MC‐21 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐ 10731 (E.D. Mich., filed March 18, 2020)
 Doe MC‐22 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐ 10732 (E.D. Mich., filed March 18, 2020)
 Doe MC‐23 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐ 10772 (E.D. Mich., filed March 23, 2020)
 Doe MC‐24 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10771 (E.D. Mich., filed March 23, 2020)
 Doe MC‐25 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10759 (E.D. Mich., filed March 21, 2020)
 Doe MC‐26 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10828 (E.D. Mich., filed March 31, 2020)
 Doe MC‐27 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10785 (E.D. Mich., filed March 26, 2020)
 Doe MC‐28 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10779 (E.D. Mich., filed March 25, 2020)
 Doe MC‐29 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10832 (E.D. Mich., filed March 31, 2020)
3
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 Doe MC‐31 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10832 (E.D. Mich., filed March 30, 2020)
 Doe MC‐32 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20‐CV‐10823 (E.D. Mich., filed March 30, 2020)
The Master Docket and Master File for the Consolidated Action shall remain Civil Action

b.

No. 20‐CV‐10568.

c.

The caption for the Consolidated Action shall become:
JOHN DOE MC‐1 et al
v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN (official capacity only)

d.

No. 2:20‐cv‐10568‐PDB‐EAS

The Doe MC plaintiffs shall file a Master Long‐Form Complaint with the common, cross‐

plaintiff allegations on or by April 6, 2020;
e.

The Defendant(s) shall answer the Master Long‐Form Complaint on or by May 4, 2020,

or file any appropriate motion by that same date;

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:
The Honorable Judge Paul D. Borman
United States District Judge
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Jackie J. Cook

THE MIKE COX LAW FIRM, PLLC
17430 Laurel Park Drive North, Suite 120 E
Livonia, MI 48154
Email: jcook@mikecoxlaw.com
Office: 734‐591‐4002
Bio: http://mikecoxlaw.com/attorneys/jackie‐cook/

From: Linkous, Derek <linkous@bsplaw.com>
Sent: Thursday, April 2, 2020 11:18 AM
To: Jackie Cook <jcook@mikecoxlaw.com>
Cc: Bush, Cheryl <Bush@bsplaw.com>; Douglas, Stephanie <douglas@bsplaw.com>
Subject: Doe MC: Motion to Consolidate
Jackie–
I appreciate you discussing today. As I noted, we are hoping to get this on file today and would appreciate your feedback
by 3:30pm today. Happy to discuss live if useful.
Thanks,
Derek

Derek J. Linkous
Partner | Bush Seyferth PLLC
100 West Big Beaver Road, Suite 400
Troy, MI 48084
Tel/Fax: 248.822.7831 | Cell: 248.730.2375

V-card | Email | www.bsplaw.com

The contents of this email and its attachments are confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, please immediately notify the
sender (by return e-mail or telephone), destroy the original and all copies of this message along with any attachments, and do not disclose, copy,
distribute, or use the contents.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
JOHN DOE MC-1,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 20-cv-10568
Hon. Paul D. Borman

vs.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN (official capacity only),
Jointly and Severally,
Defendants.
STIPULATION FOR ENTRY ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE CASES
The parties, through their respective counsel, stipulate to the entry of the
attached Order.
Michael A. Cox (P43039)
Jackie J. Cook (P68781)
THE MIKE COX LAW FIRM, PLLC
Attorneys for Plaintiff
17430 Laurel Park Dr. N., Ste. 120E
Livonia, MI 48152
734.591.4002
mc@mikecoxlaw.com
Cheryl A. Bush (P37031)
BUSH SEYFERTH PLLC
Attorneys for Defendants
100 W. Big Beaver Rd., Suite 400
Troy, MI 48084
248.822.7800
bush@bsplaw.com

David J. Shea (P41399)
Ashley D. Shea (P82471)
SHEA LAW FIRM, PLLC
Attorneys for Plaintiff
26100 American Dr., Ste. 200
Southfield, MI 48034
248.354.0224
david.shea@sadplaw.com
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
Case No. 20-cv-1056

JOHN DOE MC-1,
Plaintiff,

Hon. Paul D. Borman

vs.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN (official capacity only),
Jointly and Severally,
Defendants.
ORDER TO CONSOLIDATE CASES
This matter is before the Court upon the stipulation of the parties and Court
being duly advised in the premises:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that:
a.

Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 42(a), the following cases are

consolidated for all pretrial purposes with John Doe MC-1 v. University of Michigan
and the Regents of the University of Michigan, No. 20-CV-10568 (E.D. Mich.):
 Doe MC-2 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10578 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-3 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10579 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
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 Doe MC-4 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10582 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-5 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10621 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 8, 2020)
 Doe MC-6 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10593 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-7 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10580 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-8 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10640 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 9, 2020)
 Doe MC-9 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10641 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 9, 2020)
 Doe MC-10 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10617 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 6, 2020)
 Doe MC-11 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10596 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-12 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10595 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 5, 2020)
 Doe MC-13 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10614 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 6, 2020)
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 Doe MC-14 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10618 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 6, 2020)
 Doe MC-15 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10631 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 9, 2020)
 Doe MC-16 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10622 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 8, 2020)
 Doe MC-17 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10664 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 11, 2020)
 Doe MC-18 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV- 10715 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 17, 2020)
 Doe MC-19 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10679 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 12, 2020)
 Doe MC-20 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10693 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 13, 2020)
 Doe MC-21 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV- 10731 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 18, 2020)
 Doe MC-22 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV- 10732 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 18, 2020)
 Doe MC-23 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV- 10772 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 23, 2020)
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 Doe MC-24 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10771 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 23, 2020)
 Doe MC-25 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10759 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 21, 2020)
 Doe MC-26 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10828 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 31, 2020)
 Doe MC-27 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10785 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 26, 2020)
 Doe MC-28 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10779 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 25, 2020)
 Doe MC-29 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10832 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 31, 2020)
 Doe MC-31 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10832 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 30, 2020)
 Doe MC-32 v. Univ. of Michigan et al., No. 20-CV-10823 (E.D. Mich., filed
March 30, 2020)
b.

The Master Docket and Master File for the Consolidated Action shall remain

Civil Action No. 20-CV-10568.
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The caption for the Consolidated Action shall become:

JOHN DOE MC-1 et al
v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF MICHIGAN (official capacity only)
d.
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No. 2:20-cv-10568-PDB-EAS

The Doe MC plaintiffs shall file a Master Long-Form Complaint with the

common, cross-plaintiff allegations on or by April 6, 2020;
e.

The Defendant(s) shall answer the Master Long-Form Complaint on or by

May 4, 20120, or file any appropriate motion by that same date;

IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated:
The Honorable Judge Paul D. Borman
United States District Judge
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Mihaela Iosif
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com
Friday, April 3, 2020 2:01 PM
Mihaela Iosif
FedEx Shipment

Delivered

Your package has been delivered
Tracking #
Ship date:

Delivery date:

Thu, 4/2/2020

Fri, 4/3/2020 2:00 pm

Michael A. Cox, Esq.

Thomas Easthope

THE MIKE COX LAW FIRM
PLLC

Delivered

Livonia, MI 48152
US

Shipment Facts
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.
Tracking number:
Status:

Delivered: 04/03/2020 2:00
PM Signed for By: Signature
not required

Signed for by:

Signature not required

Delivery location:
Delivered to:

Residence

Service type:

FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type:

FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces:

1

Weight:

0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services:

Deliver Weekday
Residential Delivery

Standard transit:

4/3/2020 by 8:00 pm

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 1:01 PM CDT on 04/03/2020.
All weights are estimated.
To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above.
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Mihaela Iosif
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TrackingUpdates@fedex.com
Friday, April 3, 2020 10:48 AM
Mihaela Iosif
FedEx Shipment
Delivered

Your package has been delivered
Tracking #
Ship date:

Delivery date:

Thu, 4/2/2020

Fri, 4/3/2020 10:46 am

Michael A. Cox, Esq.

Thomas Easthope

THE MIKE COX LAW FIRM
PLLC

Delivered

Livonia, MI 48152
US

Shipment Facts
Our records indicate that the following package has been delivered.
Tracking number:
Status:

Delivered: 04/03/2020 10:46
AM Signed for By: Signature
not required

Signed for by:

Signature not required

Delivery location:
Delivered to:

Residence

Service type:

FedEx Standard Overnight®

Packaging type:

FedEx® Envelope

Number of pieces:

1

Weight:

0.50 lb.

Special handling/Services:

Deliver Weekday
Residential Delivery

Standard transit:

4/3/2020 by 8:00 pm

Please do not respond to this message. This email was sent from an unattended mailbox. This report was generated at
approximately 9:48 AM CDT on 04/03/2020.
All weights are estimated.
To track the latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN DIVISION
JOHN DOE MC-1,

Case No. 2:20-CV-10568

Plaintiff,

Hon. Paul D. Borman
Hon. Elizabeth A. Stafford

v.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN,
AND THE REGENTS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
(official capacity only),
Defendants.
________________________________/
PLAINTIFF JOHN DOE MC-1’S EMERGENCY MOTION
FOR LEAVE TO TAKE THE DEPOSITION AND PRESERVE
THE TESTIMONY OF TOM EASTHOPE PRIOR TO THE
PARTIES’ FED. R. CIV. P. 26(f) CONFERENCE

APPENDIX OF UNPUBLISHED CASES
Appendix 1

Lashuay v. Delilne, No. 17-CV-13581, 2018 WL 317856
(E.D. Mich. Jan. 8, 2018)

Appendix 2

Westfield Ins. Co. v. Pavex Corp., No. 17-14042, 2017
WL 6407459 (E.D. Mich. Dec. 15, 2017)

Appendix 3

Respecki v. Baum, No. 13-13399, 2013 WL 4584714
(E.D. Mich. Aug. 28, 2013)

Appendix 4

McNulty v. Reddy Ice Holdings, Inc., No. 08-CV-13178,
1
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2010 WL 3834634 (E.D. Mich. Sept. 27, 2010) (Borman,
J.)
Appendix 5

United States v. Int'l Longshoremen's Ass'n, No. 07-CV053212-ILG-VVP, 2007 WL 2782761 (E.D.N.Y. Sept.
24, 2007)

Appendix 6

Snow Covered Capital, LLC v. Weidner, No. 19-CV00595-JAD-NJK, 2019 WL 2648799 (D. Nev. June 26,
2019)

Appendix 7

In re Chiquita Brands Int'l, Inc., No. 07-60821-CV, 2015
WL 12601043 (S.D. Fla. Apr. 7, 2015)
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Lashuay v. Delilne, Not Reported in Fed. Supp. (2018)

2018 WL 317856
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court, E.D. Michigan,
Northern Division.
David LASHUAY, Plaintiff,
v.
Aimee DELILNE, et al., Defendants.
Case No. 17-cv-13581
|
Signed 01/08/2018
Attorneys and Law Firms
Cynthia Heenan, Constitutional Litigation Associates,
Detroit, MI, for Plaintiff.
John L. Thurber, MI Dept. of Atty. Gen., Lansing, MI,
Carly A. Van Thomme, Ronald W. Chapman, Chapman
Law Group, Troy, MI, for Defendants.

ORDER DENYING WITHOUT PREJUDICE
MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DISCOVERY,
GRANTING MOTION TO STRIKE SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT, STRIKING SECOND
AMENDED COMPLAINT, AND SETTING
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE AN
AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR HEARING

in the complaint). Lashuay seeks leave to take a
deposition and issues subpoenas to identify the proper
parties.
Over the next several weeks, most named Defendants
were served. On December 8, 2017, the served
Defendants filed a motion to dismiss the claims against
them. ECF No. 26. That motion is currently set for
hearing on February 28, 2018. ECF No. 32. On December
27, 2017, Plaintiff filed a second amended complaint.
ECF No. 35. That second amended complaint does not
name new Defendants, but does amend the claims being
advanced. In its reply brief in support of its motion to
dismiss, Defendants noted that the second amended
complaint had been improperly filed because Lashuay had
already amended once as by right. On January 3, 2018,
Lashuay filed a motion for leave to file its second
amended complaint. ECF No. 39. The next day, the
served Defendants filed a motion to strike the previously
filed second amended complaint. ECF No. 40.
In his motion for leave to file a second amended
complaint, Lashuay acknowledges that Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 15(a)(1) only permits one amendment as
of right. By making that admission (and, indeed, filing the
motion for leave to file a second amended complaint),
Lashuay has conceded that the second amended complaint
was improperly filed. The second amended complaint,
ECF No. 35, will be stricken, and Lashuay’s motion for
leave to file a second amended complaint will be
scheduled for hearing.2 If Lashuay’s motion is granted, he
will be directed to refile the second amended complaint.
Additionally, and for the reasons provided below,
Lashuay’s motion for expedited discovery will be denied.

THOMAS L. LUDINGTON, United States District Judge
*1 On November 1, 2017, Plaintiff David Lashuay filed a
complaint against a variety of medical staff and medical
providers alleging that they were deliberately indifferent
to his medical needs while he was incarcerated by the
Michigan Department of Corrections. ECF No. 1. On
November 10, 2017, and before any Defendants were
served, Lashuay filed an amended complaint which made
minor factual clarifications and corrected several clerical
errors. ECF No. 4. On the same day, Lashuay filed two ex
parte motions for leave to commence limited discovery
immediately.1 ECF Nos. 5, 6. In the request, Lashuay
explains that his prefiling investigation did not reveal the
identity of two potential Defendants (named as John Does

I.

A.
Lashuay’s amended complaint alleges that, on July 9,
2014, Lashuay suffered third degree burns on 49% of his
body because of an explosion in Otsego County,
Michigan. Am. Compl. at 10, ECF No. 4. Lashuay was
treated at the Hurley Hospital Burn Unit in Flint Michigan
for many weeks. Id. On October 16, 2014, Lashuay was

© 2020 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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released from Hurley Hospital and into the custody of the
Michigan Department of Corrections. Id. He remained in
MDOC custody until September 1, 2016, when he was
released on parole. Id.
*2 Lashuay’s claims arise out of the MDOC’s alleged
deliberate indifference to his medical needs upon his
release from Hurley Hospital. He contends that, when
released into MDOC custody, “Hurley hospital
recommended additional skin grafts and surgery to release
contractures caused by the burns, with a re-visit at their
Burn Unit in 2 weeks to evaluate for planned surgeries.”
Id. at 10–11.
According to Lashuay, MDOC medical personnel
“assured the Hurley Hospital medical staff that all of
Plaintiff’s medical needs would be met,” but failed to
fulfill that promise. Id. at 11. Specifically, Lashuay
contends that, “[u]pon arrival at [MDOC’s Dwayne
Waters Hospital (DWH) ], Plaintiff had open wounds
requiring daily dressing changes and application of
medications.” Id. Despite his condition, he was “placed in
isolation for 30 days.” Id. He alleges that, during his
incarceration, he received “minimal or no wound care.”
Id. Rather, Lashuay was “required to attend to his daily
wound-care needs, dressing changes and medication
application with no or minimal assistance from healthcare
staff.” Id. He alleges that he was “frequently not provided
with adequate supplies to change his wound dressing and
had to resort to tearing up garbage bags to cover some of
the open wounds.” Id. at 11–12.
Lashuay alleges that “[t]here are numerous notations in
the RN’s and NP and other defendant medical provider
records indicating that Plaintiff was doing his own wound
care and asking for help ‘if needed’ however, [sic] there is
only 1-2 records of any medical provider actually
providing any assistance with wound care.” Id. at 12. The
Defendants “merely documented the existing oozing
wounds, new open wounds, failed skin grafts, and
reopened wounds”; they did not take “any action to
provide wound care, continuing to leave it to Plaintiff
with inadequate supplies.” Id.
Lashuay contends that, as a result of Defendants’ “failure
to provide medically necessary wound care and supplies,”
he suffered medical complications “most or all of which
would not have occurred with professional wound care.”
Id. He further alleges that, as a result of his “continued
and new wounds,” necessary surgery and physical therapy
was delayed and denied. Id. Specifically, Lashuay alleges
that, on or around January 2015, the Hurley Hospital
recommended that he undergo surgery. Id. at 14. Despite
that recommendation, “[i]n January 2015, and continuing

thereafter, Defendants denied Hurley’s recommendation
for surgeries.” Id.
Lashuay now contends that he is “severely disabled in the
use of his right hand and his range of motion in his neck
and other body parts is severely restricted and he suffered
extreme pain throughout his” incarceration “and
continuing to the present.” Id. at 12–13. He alleges that
the “Hurley Burn Clinic professionals” have advised him
that “it is too late for there to be any reasonable chance
that the surgery would help.” Id. at 13.

B.
Because their identities and roles are relevant to
Lashuay’s request for expedited discovery, the
Defendants named in the amended complaint will be
briefly identified. Aimee Delilne “was the first RN to see
Plaintiff upon his arrival at DWH ... and provided nursing
care per records throughout his stay there.” Id. at 2–3.
FNU Trout “was the ‘wound care nurse’ at DWH who
was notified of Plaintiff’s arrival and reportedly evaluated
Plaintiff upon arrival for necessary wound care services.”
Id. at 3. FNU Wetzel “was from physical therapy services
at DWH and reportedly evaluated Plaintiff for physical
therapy needs and prescribed or oversaw Plaintiff’s
physical therapy services while in custody of MDOC.” Id.
Gary Duncan “was one of the 4 providers involved in
Plaintiff’s transfer and intake into DWH and provided or
supervised care on various occasions thereafter.” Id. at
3–4. Mollie Klee, Lorraine Vanbergen, Timothy Zeigler,
and Kimberly Dunning-Meyers provided nursing care to
Lashuay throughout his incarceration. Id. at 4–5. Tana
Hill and Jennifer Wierman provided medical services to
Lashuay and oversaw the nursing care and wound
management efforts. Id. at 4, 7.
*3 Dr. Keith Papendick, the “Regional Medical Director
for Corizon Health and/or the MDOC,” was responsible
for “approving or denying specialty services, such as
physical therapy, assistive or therapeutic devices, surgical
consult and surgery” to MDOC patients. Id. at 5. Scott
Weaver was responsible for “providing physical therapy
services to inmate patients” at DWH. Id. at 6. Danielle
Alford “saw Plaintiff upon admission to DWH and
indicated in her care plan that Plaintiff would provide his
own wound care.” Id. at 6–7. Dr. Terence Whiteman saw
Lashuay when initially incarcerated and “approved
Plaintiff being required to provide his own wound care.”
Id. at 7. Lynn Larson “was involved in responding to

© 2020 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.
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Plaintiff’s requests for recommended surgery and
following upon on or noting the responses thereto by
other Defendants.” Id. at 8. Dr. Muhammad Rais
“oversaw Plaintiff’s care beginning 7/8/15 ... until his
release from MDOC custody.” Id. William Borgerding
“denied Plaintiff pain and burn care medications.” Id. And
Defendant Corizon Health, Inc., “employed or contracted
with some or all of the individual medical providers
named as Defendants.” Id. at 9.
Finally, the amended complaint identifies two John Does.
According to Lashuay, John Doe 1 “is the Chief Medical
Officer for the MDOC ... who is responsible for
approving or denying corrective and reconstructive
surgical procedures and for all other inmate medical
services.” Id. at 6. John Doe 2 is the Assistant Chief
Medical Officer at DWH and “denied or failed to take
adequate measures to provide Plaintiff with medically
necessary surgery, pain management, wound care and
physical therapy.” Id. at 8–9.

II.

infringement and unfair competition.” Id. The Paradise
Valley Holdings opinion also emphasizes that Rule 26(d)
“ ‘protects defendants from unwarily incriminating
themselves before they have a chance to review the facts
of the case and to retain counsel. This important
protection maintains the fairness of civil litigation.’ ” Id.
(quoting Notaro v. Koch, 95 F.R.D. 403, 405 (S.D.N.Y.
1982)). See also USEC Inc. v. Everitt, No. 3:09-CV-4,
2009 WL 152479, at *3 (E.D. Tenn. Jan. 22, 2009)
(adopting the analysis in Paradise Valley Holdings);
Whitfield v. Hochsheid, No. C-1-02-218, 2002 WL
1560267, at *1 (S.D. Ohio July 2, 2002) (imposing a good
cause standard).
Other district courts have also identified certain relevant
factors. In Yokohama Tire Corp. v. Dealers Tire Supply,
Inc., the district court specified four factors:

(1) irreparable injury, (2) some
probability of success on the
merits, (3) some connection
between expedited discovery and
the avoidance of the irreparable
injury, and (4) some evidence that
the injury that will result without
expedited discovery looms greater
than the injury that the defendant
will suffer if the expedited relief is
granted.

A.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(d)(1) provides that
“[a] party may not seek discovery from any source before
the parties have conferred as required by Rule 26(f),
except ... when authorized by these rules, by stipulation,
or by court order.” Lashuay seeks a court order
authorizing early discovery. In reviewing such requests,
courts typically impose a “good cause standard.” 8A
Charles Alan Wright and Arthur R. Miller, 1993
Discovery Moratorium Pending Discovery Plan, Fed.
Prac. & Proc. Juris. § 2046.1 (4d ed.). Neither party has
identified controlling Sixth Circuit precedent. However,
decisions within the circuit provide some guidance. In In
re Paradise Valley Holdings, Inc., the bankruptcy court
explained that “ ‘[g]ood cause may be found where the
plaintiff’s need for expedited discovery outweighs the
possible prejudice or hardship to the defendant.’ ” No.
03-34704, 2005 WL 3841866, at *2 (Bankr. E.D. Tenn.
Dec. 29, 2005) (quoting Metal Bldg. Components, LP v.
Caperton, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 28854, at *10 (D.N.M.
Apr. 2, 2004)). Further, “[g]ood cause is usually found in
cases involving requests for injunctive relief, challenges
to personal jurisdiction, class actions, and claims of

202 F.R.D. 612, 613 (D. Ariz. 2001) (quoting Notaro and
noting that Notaro borrowed the test for granting a
preliminary injunction and applied it to a request for
expedited discovery). Similarly, in Meritain Health Inc. v.
Express Scripts, Inc., the district court enumerated a
different five factors that have relevance:

*4 (1) whether a preliminary
injunction is pending; (2) the
breadth of the discovery requests;
(3) the purpose for requesting the
expedited discovery; (4) the burden
on the defendants to comply with
the requests; and (5) how far in
advance of the typical discovery
process the request was made.

No. 4:12-CV-266 CEJ, 2012 WL 1320147, at *2 (E.D.
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Mo. Apr. 17, 2012) (citing Qwest Comm. Int’l, Inc. v.
WorldQuest Networks, Inc., 213 F.R.D. 418, 419 (D.
Colo. 2003)).

B.
Lashuay’s request for expedited discovery is focused
solely on identifying the two John Does mentioned in his
amended complaint. He asks that the Court permit him to
“immediately take a F.R.Civ.P. 30(b)(6) deposition and
issue subpoenas with short response times in order to
identify the proper parties.” Mot. Exp. Discovery at 3,
ECF No. 6. Lashuay contends that “[n]either the named
nor the as yet unnamed Defendants will be harmed by
granting Plaintiff’s request to proceed immediately with
discovery for the limited purpose of identifying John Doe
Defendants.” Id. The motion identifies only one reason
why the expedited discovery is necessary: “[t]he time for
Plaintiff to identify and substitute actual parties for the
John Does is running.” Id. In his supplemental brief,
Lashuay expands upon the perceived urgency of the
request: “The matter is urgent since the Hurley Hospital
recommendation was affirmed on 12/14/14, when
Defendants sent him there for reevaluation. Subsequently,
the need and recommendation for surgery is noted
repeatedly in Plaintiff’s medical records, but there is no
indication who was responsible for failing or electing not
to follow those recommendations.” Supp. Br. Exp. Disc.
at 5, ECF No. 37.
The parties agree that the statute of limitations for 42
U.S.C. § 1983 causes of action is three years. See Def.
Resp. Mot. Exp. Disc. at 2, ECF No. 30. And Lashuay
appears to be arguing, in vague terms, that waiting until
the typical discovery stage may prevent him from
amending his complaint and identifying the two John
Does. But Lashuay’s cursory briefing on this issue does
not suffice to carry his burden of justifying early
discovery. According to his amended complaint, Lashuay
was not released from MDOC custody until September 1,
2016. Am. Compl. at 10. His claims of mistreatment
appear to span his entire term of incarceration. Thus, the
statute of limitations time bar does not appear to be
imminent.
True, Lashuay’s claims regarding the two John Does
appear to center on a recommendation for surgery which
the Hurley Hospital made in December 2014. Id. at 14.
But he also contends that “[i]n January 2015, and
continuing thereafter, Defendants denied Hurley’s

recommendation for surgeries.” Id. (emphasis added).
Neither party has addressed whether, for statute of
limitations purposes, the MDOC refusal to approve the
surgeries should be construed separately from Lashuay’s
other allegations of mistreatment. Even if they are,
Lashuay’s complaint alleges that refusal was ongoing.
Thus, even focusing solely on the January 2015 surgery
recommendation, the statute of limitations deadline does
not appear to be looming.
In short, Lashuay has not carried his burden of
demonstrating that there is good cause to depart from the
established default timeline for discovery. Lashuay’s
concern regarding he statute of limitations is the only
potentially irreparable injury he identifies. There is no
motion for a preliminary injunction pending, no challenge
to personal jurisdiction, no class action claims, and no
allegations of infringement or unfair competition. Absent
some indication that the statute of limitations deadline is
imminent, then, Lashuay has not identified good cause for
expedited discovery. Lashuay’s motion to commence
limited discovery immediately will be denied without
prejudice. If Lashuay can identify additional evidence
which would satisfy the good cause standard, his request
may be reconsidered.

III.
*5 Accordingly, it is ORDERED that Plaintiff Lashuay’s
motions for leave to commence limited discovery
immediately, ECF Nos. 5, 6, are DENIED without
prejudice.
It is further ORDERED that Plaintiff Lashuay’s motion
for leave to file a second amended complaint, ECF No.
39, is SCHEDULED for hearing on February 28, 2018,
at 4:00 p.m.
It is further ORDERED that Defendants’ motion to strike
the improperly filed second amended complaint, ECF No.
40, is GRANTED.
It is further ORDERED that the improperly filed second
amended complaint, ECF No. 35, is STRICKEN.
All Citations
Not Reported in Fed. Supp., 2018 WL 317856
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Footnotes
1

Because the two motions are materially identical, the first motion, ECF No. 5, will be denied as moot.

2

In their motion to strike the second amended complaint, Defendants allege that Lashuay agreed to withdraw the second
amended complaint. See Mot. Strike at 3, ECF No. 40.

End of Document
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2017 WL 6407459
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court, E.D. Michigan,
Southern Division.
WESTFIELD INSURANCE COMPANY, Plaintiff,
v.
PAVEX CORPORATION, Brian Morrison,
Defendants.
CASE NO. 17-14042
|
Signed 12/15/2017
Attorneys and Law Firms
Mark M. Cunningham, Kerr, Russell, Detroit, MI, for
Plaintiff.

ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND
SETTING HEARING DATE FOR PLAINTIFF’S
MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION [#2]
DENISE PAGE HOOD, Chief Judge
*1 On December 15, 2017, Plaintiff Westfield Insurance
Company (“Westfield”) filed a complaint against
Defendants Pavex Corporation (“Pavex”) and Brian
Morrison (“Morrison”) (collectively, “Defendants”). (Doc
#1) Plaintiff alleges that the Defendants have breached
their Indemnity Agreement with Westfield, and requests
the Court grant certain declaratory and monetary relief.
Now before the Court is Plaintiff’s Motion for a
Temporary Restraining Order and/or Preliminary
Injunction as to Defendants, which Plaintiff also filed on
December 15, 2017. (Doc # 2) For the reasons stated
below, Plaintiff’s Motion for a Temporary Restraining
Order is DENIED, and a hearing for the Motion for
Preliminary Injunction will be held on January 5, 2018 at
9:30 a.m.

I. BACKGROUND
Plaintiff Westfield is an Ohio company. (Doc # 1, Pg ID
1) Defendant Pavex Corporation is a Michigan
corporation. Defendant Brian Morrison is a citizen
residing in the state of Michigan. (Id.) Plaintiff filed its
Complaint on December 15, 2017. (Doc # 1) Plaintiff’s
complaint alleges five-counts for relief, but has brought
the present Motion “to compel the Indemnitors to abide
by their contractual obligations to indemnify, hold
harmless and exonerate Westfield from any and all claims
and to provide Westfield payment necessary to secure
Westfield against potential liability under bonds is
furnished on behalf of one or more of the Indemnitors and
to recover and protect trust funds.” (Doc # 2, Pg ID 8)
Westfield also seeks immediate access to Defendants’
books and records “so that it can evaluate the claims made
by those subcontractors and suppliers who claim Pavex
has failed to pay them; assess it liability and mitigate its
damages.” (Id.)

II. ANALYSIS
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(b) allows the Court to
issue a temporary restraining order without notice to the
opposing party if the following circumstances are met:
(A) specific facts shown by affidavit or by a verified
complaint clearly show that immediate and irreparable
injury, loss, or damage will result to the movant before
the adverse party can be heard in opposition;
(B) the movant’s attorney certifies to the court in
writing any efforts made to give the notice and the
reasons why it should not be required.
Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(b). Rule 65(b) is clear that the possibly
drastic consequences of a restraining order mandate
careful consideration by a trial court faced with such a
request. 1966 Advisory Committee Note to 65(b). Before
a court may issue a temporary restraining order, it should
be assured that the movant has produced compelling
evidence of irreparable and immediate injury and has
exhausted reasonable efforts to give the adverse party
notice. Fuentes v. Shevin, 407 U.S. 67, 92 S.Ct. 1983, 32
L.Ed.2d 556 (1972); Boddie v. Connecticut, 401 U.S. 371,
91 S.Ct. 780, 28 L.Ed.2d 113 (1971); Sniadach v. Family
Finance Corp., 339 U.S. 337 (1969); 11 Wright & Miller,
Federal Practice and Procedure § 2951, at 504–06 (1973).
Other factors such as the likelihood of success on the
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merits, the harm to the nonmoving party and the public
interest may also be considered. 11 Wright & Miller at §
2951, at 507–08; Workman v. Bredesen, 486 F.3d 896,
904–05 (6th Cir. 2007). Regarding the irreparable injury
requirement, it is well established that a plaintiff’s harm is
not irreparable if it is fully compensable by money
damages. Basicomputer Corp. v. Scott, 973 F.2d 507, 511
(6th Cir. 1992). However, an injury is not fully
compensable by money damages if the nature of the
plaintiff’s loss would make damages difficult to calculate.
Id. at 511–12. For example, the Supreme Court has held
that “[t]he loss of First Amendment freedoms, for even
minimal periods of time unquestionably constitutes
irreparable injury.” Elrod v. Burns, 427 U.S. 347, 373, 96
S.Ct. 2673, 49 L.Ed.2d 547 (1976); Newsome v. Norris,
888 F.3d 371, 378 (6th Cir. 1989).
*2 Here, Plaintiff has failed to show that it will be
irreparably harmed absent a temporary restraining order.
Plaintiff has requested that the Court order Defendants to
pay Westfield $741,882.08. (Doc # 2, Pg ID 28) The
Court is satisfied that this request seeks monetary
damages. The Court notes that Plaintiff’s request for
damages to this point evidences a pecuniary loss.
The Court notes that the language used in Plaintiff’s
Motion is entirely compensable by money damages.
Plaintiff requests that this Court enjoin Defendants from
“selling, transferring, disposing of, or liening” various
pecuniary interests including, but not limited to, “personal
property, bonds, securities, companies, and other
investments.” (Doc # 2, Pg ID 29) Plaintiff also requests
that the Court enjoin Defendants from performing various
financial acts. (Id.) The Court is satisfied that these
actions are pecuniary-based and this weighs against
granting Plaintiff’s motion.
In Grupo Mexicano de Desarrolo, S.A. v. Alliance Bond
Fund, Inc., 527 U.S. 308, 119 S.Ct. 1961, 144 L.Ed.2d
319 (1999), the Supreme Court held that the district court
had no authority to issue a preliminary injunction
preventing a defendant from disposing of assets pending
adjudication of a plaintiff’s claim for monetary damages.
Id. at 333. The Grupo Mexicano case involved a breach of
contract claim for money damages by unsecured creditors
of a group of investors who purchased notes involving a
toll road construction. The Supreme Court recognized the
case of the usual preliminary injunction where a plaintiff
seeks to enjoin, pending the outcome of the litigation, an
“action” that a plaintiff claims is unlawful. Id. at 314.
The Supreme Court also noted the difference between that
injunctive relief and a preliminary injunction to protect an
anticipated judgment of the court. Id. at 315. The

Supreme Court stated that if a district court enters a
preliminary injunction to protect assets in anticipation of a
judgment of the court, as opposed to enjoining an “act” by
the defendant, the defendant is harmed by the issuance of
the unauthorized preliminary injunction. Id. at 315.
Plaintiff also request immediate access to the records
which is a term under the Parties’ agreement, which the
Court has yet to determine was breached. This request is
essentially a request for expedited discovery. A party
seeking expedited discovery in advance of a Rule 26(f)
conference has the burden of showing good cause or need
in order to justify deviation from the normal timing of
discovery. See Qwest Communications Int’l, Inc. v.
Worldquest Networks, Inc., 213 F.R.D. 418, 420 (D. Colo.
2003); Diplomat Pharmacy, Inc. v. Humana Health Plan,
Inc., 2008 WL 2923426 (W.D. Mich. Jul. 24, 2008)
(unpublished). Other than preserving the records, Plaintiff
has not sufficiently justified deviation from the normal
timing of discovery. Plaintiff has not carried its burden of
showing good cause or need in order to justify deviation
from the normal timing of discovery. Plaintiff’s request
for immediate access to the records is denied.
Plaintiff seeks an Order to Show Cause to compel
Defendants to appear. However, E.D. Mich. LR 65.1
provides that requests for temporary restraining orders
and for preliminary injunctions must be made by motion
and not by order to show cause.
Regarding equitable relief in the form of constructive
trust, Courts have held that in order to issue an order
freezing certain assets, the court must have sufficient
evidence to show a threat that an individual will dissipate
the assets. Gen. Ret. Sys. of the City of Detroit v. Onyx
Capital Advisors, LLC, 10–CV–11941, 2010 WL
2231885 (E.D. Mich. June 4, 2010) (citing Newby v.
Enron Corporation, 188 F.Supp.2d 684, 707–08 (S.D.
Tex. 2002)). In this case, Plaintiff has not submitted any
evidence that there is a threat that Defendant will
dissipate the assets. Plaintiff’s Motion for Temporary
Restraining Order as to Defendants Pavex and Morrison is
DENIED.

III. CONCLUSION
*3 Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that Plaintiff’s Motion for Temporary
Restraining Order as to Defendants Pavex Corporation
and Brian Morrison (Doc # 2) is DENIED pursuant to
Fed. R. Civ. P. 65(b).
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the hearing for the
Motion for Preliminary Injunction is set for Friday,
January 5, 2018 at 9:30 a.m. Plaintiff must serve a copy
of this Order to Defendants by December 18, 2017. Any
response brief to the motion must be filed by December
26, 2017 and any reply brief must be filed by January 2,
2018.
End of Document

All Citations
Not Reported in Fed. Supp., 2017 WL 6407459
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2013 WL 4584714
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,
Northern Division.
Gerald John RESPECKI, and Laura Respecki,
Plaintiffs,
v.
Doug BAUM, Defendant.
No. 13–13399.
|
Aug. 28, 2013.
Attorneys and Law Firms
Todd H. Nye, Nye & Associates, PLLC, Roscommon,
MI, for Plaintiffs.

ORDER DENYING MOTION TO EXPEDITE
DEPOSITION WITHOUT PREJUDICE
THOMAS L. LUDINGTON, District Judge.
*1 Gerald and Laura Respecki own a house in Grayling,
Michigan, located at 402 Eric Street. On that property, the
Respecki’s amassed a number of vehicles, which the City
of Grayling (the City) did not like. So the City “filed an
action for declaratory and injunctive relief” against the
Respeckis “regarding an alleged public nuisance, in the
form of automobiles and other trash” located on their
property. See Pl.’s Compl. Ex. 3 at 1, ECF No. 1. The
action was filed in Michigan’s Crawford County Circuit
Court on April 8, 2011. Id. at 2.
Before the state-court action resolved, however, it is
alleged that the City of Grayling Police Chief, Doug
Baum, “stated that he would remove the vehicles in
question from [the Respeckis’] property regardless of the
progress of judicial proceedings.” Id.; see also Pl.’s
Compl. Ex. 1, at 2 (“ ‘After 90 days, the vehicles will be
getting towed,’ Baum said. ‘I don’t care where we are at
in court.’ ”). Then, on August 8, 2011, Baum followed
through—“officers from the Grayling police department

entered [the Respeckis’] property and seized several
vehicles in order to abate the nuisance.” Pl.’s Compl. Ex.
3, at 3.
Because the officers acted without a warrant, the
Respeckis requested that the state court “find that the
seizure was unconstitutional, order the vehicles returned,
and award costs[.]” Id. at 1. For the most part, the court
agreed, finding that the warrantless seizure of the
Respeckis’ vehicles violated their Fourth Amendment
rights. The court granted the Respeckis’ motion and
ordered “that the items which were seized ... on August 8,
2011 be returned[.]” Id. at 11. But the court did not award
the requested costs and attorney’s fees. Id.
Now the Respeckis have filed an action in this Court
against Doug Baum in his individual capacity seeking
damages pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. This second case
was filed on August 7, 2013. Two weeks later, the
Respeckis filed two motions: a motion to expedite the
deposition of Gerald Respecki, who is allegedly
“terminally ill with cancer,” Pls.’ Mot. Exp. 2, ECF No. 4,
and an ex-parte motion for immediate consideration of the
motion to expedite Gerald’s deposition, Pls.’ Mot. Imm.
Cons., ECF No. 5. In the second motion, the Respeckis
indicate that “[t]ime is of the essence, because Mr.
Respecki is terminally ill with cancer and has only a few
weeks to several weeks to live [.]” Id. at 1.
Attorney Gus Morris filed an appearance on behalf of
Baum on August 13, 2013 (although Baum has yet to
answer the complaint). Baum responded to the Respeckis’
motion to expedite Gerald’s deposition the same day it
was filed, and indicated that “[o]n the main, [he] does not
object to [the Respeckis’] request for a deposition to
perpetuate [Gerald’s] testimony in the pending action,
subject to two (2) caveats.” Def.’s Resp. 1, ECF No. 6.
Specifically, before relief is granted, Baum asks that the
Respeckis “show[ ] why the requested testimony must be
perpetuated, as well as establishing cause for conducting
discovery outside the bounds of Fed.R.Civ.P. 26.” Id.
(citations omitted). Further, Baum indicates that he “will
be significantly prejudiced if the Court grants [the
Respeckis’] motion” because the case was recently filed,
and there has been no opportunity to investigate the
Respeckis’ claims or to prepare for the proposed
deposition. Id. at 2. So if the motion is granted, and “if
[Gerald] survives,” Baum wants the opportunity “to
depose [Gerald] a second time at a later date in the normal
course of discovery.” Id.
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I
*2 Baum is correct with his first contention—the
Respeckis have not carried their burden to establish that
Gerald’s
testimony
must
be
immediately
perpetuated—and the Respeckis’ motion to expedite
Gerald’s deposition will be denied without prejudice.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 27 relates to depositions
to perpetuate testimony. But the rule only contemplates
such depositions before an action is filed, Fed.R.Civ.P.
27(a), or after judgment pending an appeal, Fed.R.Civ.P.
27(b). Rule 27 does not address motions to perpetuate
testimony filed while an action remains pending before a
district court. Rule 30, on the other hand, allows a party
“to take [a] deposition before the time specified in Rule
26(d)” if the leave of Court is obtained, no matter if the
action has already been filed. Fed.R.Civ.P. 30(a)
(2)(A)(iii).
Yet, regardless of the timing of the Respeckis’ motion, to
secure the relief they request, they must “show that there
is a danger that the testimony will be lost by delay.” May
v. Int’l Bus. Assocs., Inc., 791 F.2d 934, at *1 (6th
Cir.1986) (unpublished) (citing Arizona v. California, 292
U.S. 341, 347–48, 54 S.Ct. 735, 78 L.Ed. 1298 (1934)).
“Mere allegations that witnesses might die or memories
might fade are not sufficient to justify granting the
motion.” May, 791 F.2d at *1 (citations omitted). The
Respeckis’ bare-boned assertions do not satisfy the
required showing for granting their motion, and therefore,
it will be denied without prejudice. Should the Respeckis
End of Document

decide to refile the motion with additional evidentiary
support corroborating Gerald’s medical circumstance, the
Court suggests they adhere closely to the requirements of
Rule 27(a)(1).
Because Baum’s first point is sound, there is no need to
reach his second point at this juncture (the Court
anticipates taking up the question if the Respeckis decide
to refile their motion with adequate factual support).

II
Accordingly, it is ORDERED that the Respeckis’
ex-parte motion for immediate consideration, ECF No. 5,
is GRANTED.
It is further ORDERED that the Respeckis’ motion to
expedite Gerald Respecki’s deposition, ECF No. 4, is
DENIED without prejudice.
All Citations
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2013 WL 4584714
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2010 WL 3834634
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
This decision was reviewed by West editorial
staff and not assigned editorial
enhancements.
United States District Court,
E.D. Michigan,
Southern Division.
Martin G. McNULTY, Plaintiff,
v.
REDDY ICE HOLDINGS, INC., Reddy Ice
Corporation, Arctic Glacier Income Fund, Arctic
Glacier, Inc., Arctic Glacier International, Inc .,
Home City Ice Company, Inc., Keith Corbin,
Charles Knowlton, Joseph Riley, Defendants.
No. 08–CV–13178.
|
Sept. 27, 2010.
Attorneys and Law Firms
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr., Pleasant Ridge, MI, Daniel A.
Kotchen, Daniel L. Low, Kotchen & Low LLP,
Washington, DC, for Plaintiff.
Arthur Thomas O’Reilly, David A. Ettinger, Honigman,
Miller, Schwartz and Cohn LLP, Detroit, MI, David H.
Bamberger, DLA Piper US, LLP, Washington, DC, James
R. Nelson, DLA Piper US, LLP, Dallas, TX, for
Defendants.

ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT ARCTIC
GLACIER’S MOTION FOR LEAVE TO DEPOSE
DEFENDANT KEITH CORBIN
PAUL D. BORMAN, District Judge.
*1 On June 11, 2010, Defendant Arctic Glacier filed a
Motion for Leave to Depose Keith Corbin. (Dkt. No.
188).

On June 25, 2010, Plaintiff McNulty filed a brief in
opposition to the instant motion. (Dkt. No. 189).
On June 29, 2010, Arctic Glacier filed a Reply in Support
of this motion. (Dkt. No. 190).
The Court gave notice of the instant motion to the United
States Department of Justice, which is conducting a
related criminal anti-trust investigation/prosecution,
pursuant to the DOJ’s request in a letter to this Court on
November 20, 2008, that it be given 30 days notice prior
to a deposition to determine whether to formally intervene
“to seek the Court’s assistance in delaying the
deposition.”
On September 8, 2010, the Court held a hearing on the
instant motion. The Government appeared to formally
intervene, requesting that the Court reject Defendant
Arctic Glacier’s motion at this time. Plaintiff joined the
Government’s request.
In addition to the open court proceedings, the
Government requested, and the Court granted the
Government’s request, to discuss its objections in camera
and under seal under Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure
6(e)(2)(B), because the investigation related to an ongoing
federal grand jury proceeding.
Having read the briefings and heard the arguments,, the
Court grants Defendant’s Motion for Leave to Depose
Keith Corbin, effective October 13, 2010 and thereafter.
There is a documented significant necessity to take Mr.
Corbin’s deposition in the near future to preserve his
testimony. Mr. Corbin is 74 years old, but more
significantly, suffers from serious medical problems,
some life threatening. These ailments include an existing
aortic aneurysm, and severe swelling in his legs, which
increases the chances he will develop life-threatening
blood clots. Indeed, Defendant Corbin’s medical
condition led U.S. District Judge Herman Weber to
sentence him to “one day which he has already served”,
essentially probation, after his guilty plea in the criminal
case. U.S. v. Keith Corbin, 09–CR–146 (S.D.OH., Feb. 2,
2010) Sentencing Transcript P.16. Also see Corbin’s
Judgment and Commitment Order, Feb. 2, 2010, P.2.
It is also significant that Mr. Corbin’s testimony is argued
to be critical to the defense in the instant case. Defendants
deny Plaintiff McNulty’s claims, a significant part of
which rest on statements Plaintiff attributes to Defendant
Corbin in a scenario that involved only the two
individuals. Thus, Corbin’s testimony is the only direct
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response to Plaintiff’s claims that rest on Corbin’s alleged
statements.
Although the Government requests that the Court deny
the instant motion at this time, the Court concludes that
the interests of justice mandate the granting of this
motion.
In Texaco v. Borda, 383 F.2d 607, 609 (3d Cir.1967) the
Third Circuit granted a writ of mandamus directing the
district court to allow the plaintiff to depose an elderly
witness. Accord, DRFP, LLC v. Republica Bolivariana de
Venezuela, 2:04–CV–793, 2009 WL 4281261, at * 1
(S.D.Ohio, Nov.24, 2009); Cate v. City of Rockwood,
3:02–CV–611, 2006 WL 1663607, at *1 (E.D.Tenn., June
7, 2006).
*2 The Court notes that the Government’s criminal
investigation has been proceeding for more than two
years. Further, the Government has already indicted,
convicted and sentenced Defendant Corbin.
As a respected jurist noted in an article:

to deny a plaintiff’s discovery or
other pretrial release.

Judge Milton Pollack, Parallel Civil Criminal
Proceedings, 129 F.R .D. 201 (1989). Although the
instant case involves a defendant’s discovery, Judge
Pollack’s logic applies.
Defendant Arctic Glacier and the other defendants who
have joined this motion have established a critical need to
take and preserve Mr. Corbin’s testimony. This “trumps”
the Government’s concerns at this late stage of a very
lengthy criminal investigation.
Accordingly, the Court, weighing all of the
circumstances, concludes that the interests of justice
support the granting of this motion.
SO ORDERED.
All Citations
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2010 WL 3834634

If criminal proceedings are over or
there is no substantial criminal
exposure, the courts are most likely
End of Document
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2007 WL 2782761
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court,
E.D. New York.
UNITED STATES of America, Plaintiff,
v.
INTERNATIONAL LONGSHOREMEN’S
ASSOCIATION, et al., Defendants.
No. CV-05-3212 (ILG)(VVP).
|
Sept. 24, 2007.
Attorneys and Law Firms
Kathleen Anne Nandan, Richard K. Hayes, Zachary A.
Cunha, United States Attorneys Office, Brooklyn, NY, for
Plaintiff.
Howard W. Goldstein, Fried Frank Harris Shriver &
Jacobson, LLP, Mala Ahuja Harker, Paul J. Fishman,
Vanessa Richards, Friedman Kaplan Seiler & Adelman
LLP, Gerald J. McMahon, Law Office of Gerald J.
McMahon, Thomas Aloysius Tormey, Jr., Law Offices of
Thomas A. Tormey Jr., Donato Caruso, James Robert
Campbell, The Lambos Firm, Kevin Marrinan, John P.
Sheridan, Marrinan & Mazzola Marden, P.C., Victor J.
Rocco, Heller Ehrman LLP, John R. Wing, Lee Renzin,
Lankler Siffert & Wohl LLP, James P. Corcoran, George
L. Santangelo, Joseph Aaron Bondy, Don D. Buchwald,
Kelley Drye & Warren, New York, NY, Francis John
Murray, Murray & McCann, Rockville Centre, NY,
Thomas R. Ashley, Newark, NJ, George T. Daggett,
Daggett,Kraemer,Elliades,Vander Wiele & Ursin, Sparta,
NJ, Michael G. Considine, Terence Joseph Gallagher, III,
Day Pitney LLP, Stamford, CT, Robert Henry Bogucki,
Robert H. Bogucki, P.C., Garden City, NY, for
Defendants.

ORDER
VIKTOR V. POHORELSKY, United States Magistrate
Judge.

*1 By letter dated August 22, 2007, the plaintiff has
moved for leave to conduct the deposition de bene esse of
defendant John Bowers, the former President of the
International Longshoremen’s Association (the “ILA”) on
the ground that there is a significant risk that he will be
unavailable for trial given his advanced age of 83 years.
The plaintiff’s application follows closely on the heels of
an Order entered on August 1, 2007 by Judge Glasser
which reinstated the stay of deposition discovery
previously imposed by this court, but then lifted in May
of this year. The plaintiff has seized on one qualification
in Judge Glasser’s Order which left the plaintiff “free to
request the right to take depositions de bene esse of any
witnesses about whom it can demonstrate a good-faith
need for expedited discovery in light of age, health,
fading memory, or any other sufficiently compelling
circumstance.” Order, Aug. 1, 2007, at 8. The application
has been opposed by Bowers, by the ILA and by the
Management-ILA Managed Health Trust Fund and its
Board of Trustees.
The defendant Bowers argues that his advanced age alone
is an insufficient basis for granting the plaintiff’s
application. Judge Glasser’s Order, however, seems to
imply the contrary since it lists age in the disjunctive as
one of the “sufficiently compelling” circumstances that
would justify a de bene esse deposition. And in Texaco,
Inc. v. Borda, 383 F.2d 607, 609 (3rd Cir.1967), the court
of appeals found that age alone was indeed sufficient
justification to order the deposition de bene esse of a
71-year old witness, overturning the district court’s ruling
to the contrary as an abuse of discretion worthy of
mandamus. Similarly, in Penn Mutual Life Ins. Co. v.
United States, 68 F.3d 1371, 1375 (D.C.Cir.1995), the
court found the witness’ age alone a sufficiently
compelling circumstance that required remand for the
district court to consider whether a deposition to
perpetuate testimony should be permitted pursuant to
Rule 27 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Nevertheless, the court declines to grant the plaintiff’s
application at this point. The plaintiff asserts that if
Bowers were to become unavailable, evidence essential to
the plaintiff’s case would be lost and the plaintiff would
be prejudiced. Pl. Letter, Aug. 22, 2007, at 2. The plaintiff
provides no clue, however, what evidence would be lost
and what prejudice would be suffered. The plaintiff cites
only to the deposition de bene esse of George Barone,
who testified in conclusory fashion that Bowers was an
associate of the Genovese family. Barone apparently
provided no details, however, concerning what Bowers
did to assist the Genovese family or otherwise promote
the racketeering enterprise alleged in the complaint, and
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admitted that he himself had met Bowers on only two
occasions, one of which was fleeting and unrelated to
business. There is therefore little to guide the court
concerning the aspects of the plaintiff’s case about which
Bowers might have essential evidence to provide, and
whether there are other sources for that evidence.
Moreover, Bowers has already given testimony under
oath concerning his leadership of the ILA before the
Waterfront Commission, and therefore presumably has
provided information about his role in the activities of the
ILA, including his role in the two racketeering acts with
which he is charged in the indictment. Judge Glasser’s
Order staying discovery was based on the considerable
expense that would be incurred, much of it to the
detriment of the real victims of the wrongs alleged by the
plaintiff, expense that would be avoided if the motions to
dismiss were granted. Without a greater showing of need
and prejudice, the court is reluctant to put the parties to

that expense.

End of Document

© 2020 Thomson Reuters. No claim to original U.S. Government Works.

*2 Accordingly, the plaintiff’s motion is denied, but
without prejudice to renewal upon a sufficiently detailed
showing of need and prejudice. Similarly, any argument
in opposition to a renewed motion which seeks to rest on
the vigor and good health of the defendant Bowers should
be supported by more than an attorney’s statement.
SO ORDERED.
All Citations
Not Reported in F.Supp.2d, 2007 WL 2782761
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2019 WL 2648799
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court, D. Nevada.
SNOW COVERED CAPITAL, LLC, Plaintiff(s),
v.
William WEIDNER, et al., Defendant(s).
Case No.: 2:19-cv-00595-JAD-NJK
|
Signed 06/26/2019
Attorneys and Law Firms
Bob L. Olson, Snell & Wilmer LLP, Las Vegas, NV,
James McCarthy, Jason Paul Fulton, Pro Hac Vice,
Diamond McCarthy LLP, Dallas, TX, Nathan Guy
Kanute, Snell & Wilmer L.L.P., Reno, NV, for
Plaintiff(s).

Order

I. BACKGROUND
This is a civil case arising out of loan agreements for the
now-defunct Lucky Dragon Hotel and Casino. Docket
No. 1. Plaintiff is seeking to recover from Lucky Dragon
and individual guarantors for losses associated with a loan
default. The complaint was filed on April 8, 2019.
Defendants answered the complaint on June 18 and June
19, 2019. Docket Nos. 19, 21, 22. Given that recent
appearance, no discovery conference has taken place
pursuant to Rule 26(f) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure.
Mr. Knott is not a party to this action, but he participated
in the marketing of the Lucky Dragon before and after the
foreclosure of the property. He has been diagnosed with
Stage IV pancreatic cancer and has approximately one
month before he passes away. Knott Decl. (Docket No.
29) ¶ 7. He has already hosted a “final going away party.”
Id. at ¶ 8. Mr. Knott is preparing to enter hospice care. Id.
He has been prescribed medications to help manage his
anticipated pain and to provide him comfort, medications
that will interfere with his ability to testify. Id. at ¶ 9.
Notwithstanding the above, Plaintiff obtained a
declaration from Mr. Knott that he is available on a few
dates to be deposed “[a]ssuming that [his] medical
condition permits.” Id. at ¶ 10.
The instant dispute centers on whether the Court should
allow early discovery for that deposition.2

[Docket Nos. 27, 33]
Nancy J. Koppe, United States Magistrate Judge
*1 Pending before the Court is Plaintiff’s motion for
expedited discovery to take the deposition of nonparty
John Knott prior to the Rule 26(f) conference, which
Plaintiff filed on an emergency basis. Docket No. 27.
Defendants filed a response in opposition. Docket Nos.
32, 34 (joinder), 35 (joinder). Plaintiff filed a reply.
Docket No. 39. Defendants also filed a counter-motion for
protective order. Docket Nos. 33, 34 (joinder), 35
(joinder). Plaintiff filed a response in opposition. Docket
No. 40. These motions are properly resolved without a
hearing. See Local Rule 72-1. For the reasons discussed
below, the motion for expedited discovery is hereby
DENIED and the counter-motion for protective order is
DENIED as unnecessary.1

II. STANDARDS
*2 “A party may not seek discovery from any source
before the parties have conferred as required by Rule
26(f), except in a proceeding exempted from initial
disclosures under Rule 26(a)(1)(B), or when authorized
by these rules, by stipulation, or by court order.” Fed. R.
Civ. P. 26(d); see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A)(iii)
(addressing the need to obtain leave of court for
depositions taken before the Rule 26(d) timeframe). Early
discovery may be permitted by court order upon a
showing of good cause. Am. LegalNet, Inc. v. Davis, 673
F. Supp. 2d 1063, 1066 (C.D. Cal. 2009).3 The party
seeking expedited discovery bears the burden of making
that showing. Id. Because expedited discovery is not the
norm, the movant must make a prima facie showing of
the need for that expedited discovery. Id. A finding of
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good cause may be made where the need for expedited
discovery, in consideration of the administration of
justice, outweighs the prejudice to the responding party.
Id. Court engage in that balancing analysis by evaluating
the reasonableness of the request in light of all the
surrounding circumstances. Id. at 1067.4 At bottom, courts
have “wide discretion” in determining whether the
circumstances justify expedited discovery. Semitool, Inc.
v. Tokyo Electron Am., Inc., 208 F.R.D. 273, 276 (N.D.
Cal. 2002) (citing Little v. City of Seattle, 863 F.2d 681,
685 (9th Cir. 1988)).
Moreover, courts always maintain the discretion, in the
interests of justice, to prevent excessive or burdensome
discovery. American LegalNet, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1067;
see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(a)(2)(A)(iii) (incorporating
limitations on discovery in Rule 26(b)). Courts are more
likely to authorize expedited discovery on specific,
limited topics. See 8A Wright, Miller & Marcus,
FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE, § 2046.1 at
p. 291 (2019 suppl.). On the other hand, courts generally
eschew requests for open-ended discovery at this stage,
such as “a free ranging deposition” for which there is not
sufficient time or information to prepare. Semitool, 208
F.R.D. at 277.

III. ANALYSIS
Plaintiff’s motion fails to show good cause for the relief
requested. As a threshold matter, Plaintiff’s highlight that
Mr. Knott “generous[ly] offer[ed] to testify” and
“volunteered to give his deposition.” See Docket No. 43
at 1. The Court is not privy to Mr. Knott’s beliefs other
than understanding them from his attestations in his
declaration that he “could attend a deposition” and would
be “available” if his medical condition permits. See Knott
Decl. at ¶ 10. These statements do not strike the Court as
someone excited about spending his precious remaining
time being deposed in a civil suit about a loan agreement.
At any rate, the Court is aware that Mr. Knott himself has
not objected to the deposition.
Nonetheless, the remaining circumstances make clear that
allowing expedited discovery to conduct this deposition is
not justified. Most significantly, there has been no
showing that there is any need for the deposition
testimony. The motion identifies certain issues related to
affirmative defenses on which Mr. Knott may have
relevant knowledge. See Docket No. 27 at 5-6. The
motion also indicates that his testimony “may be relevant”
to expert witness opinions. See id. at 6. Problematically,
the motion does not identify any facts or subjects that are

uniquely known to Mr. Knott and cannot be attested to by
other employees or a Rule 30(b)(6) deponent. To the
contrary, Plaintiff conceded during the meet-and-confer
process that “[m]ost if not all of what [Mr. Knott] can
testify to can be covered by other CBRE marketing team
members.” Docket No. 32-3 at 2 (emphasis added).5
Given this concession that deposition testimony can be
obtained from other witnesses, there is no need to proceed
with Mr. Knott’s deposition now. See, e.g., Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(b)(2)(C)(i) (courts should not permit discovery that
“can be obtained from some other source that is more
convenient, less burdensome, or less expensive”).
*3 The Court is also persuaded by Defendants’ argument
that allowing a free-wheeling deposition would be
prejudicial. See, e.g., Resp. at 4, 7-8. Plaintiff contends
that it is proper to conduct this deposition now so that Mr.
Knott’s deposition testimony can be preserved and the
other parties have their own opportunity to examine Mr.
Knott. See Docket No. 27 at 5. At the same time, Plaintiff
has not clearly identified what ground this deposition will
cover. Indeed, Plaintiff represents amazingly in reply that
it still does not know what information it will seek at the
deposition. Docket No. 39 at 5 (“SCC is still determining
how to use its thirty minutes of testimony”). For
depositions taken outside the normal course of discovery,
this alone is highly problematic. Cf. Fed. R. Civ. P.
27(a)(1)(C) (to obtain an order to allow a pre-litigation
deposition to preserve testimony, the movant must
identify “the facts that the petitioner wants to establish by
the proposed testimony and the reasons to perpetuate it”).
The prejudice from conducting a blind deposition is
heightened by the shortened notice to opposing counsel of
the deposition and the very limited time for the deposition
itself.6 Moreover, no discovery has been conducted in this
case, so the parties are unaware what documentary
evidence may bear on the issues that will in fact be
discussed. Defendants cannot examine (or cross-examine)
Mr. Knott effectively without an understanding of the
issues that will be discussed and how discovery that is
obtained bears on the answers provided.
In short, this case involves a nonparty in his final days.
No showing has been made that he has unique knowledge
or that his testimony will not be duplicative of other
deposition testimony. In fact, Plaintiff’s counsel
acknowledges the contrary. No guidance has been
provided as to the testimony that would be covered, and
no discovery has been conducted that would enable
effective examination by opposing counsel. These are not
circumstances that establish good cause for early
discovery to conduct that deposition.
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IV. COUNTER-MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE
ORDER
Defendants have filed a counter-motion for protective
order to preclude the deposition from moving forward.
Docket No. 33 at 9-11. The Court has declined to issue an
order allowing that deposition to move forward. As a
consequence thereof, the deposition cannot take place by
simple operation of the governing rules. Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(d). There is no need for a protective order.

V. CONCLUSION
For the reasons discussed above, the motion to compel is
hereby DENIED. The counter-motion for protective order
is hereby DENIED as moot.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
All Citations
Slip Copy, 2019 WL 2648799

Footnotes
1

The Court issued a minute order denying the motion for expedited discovery on June 25, 2019, indicating that this written order
would follow. See Docket No. 42. The Court will issue a somewhat truncated analysis herein so that its reasoning can be available
to the parties in an accelerated manner.

2

As a threshold matter, the Court notes Defendants’ objections to the timing of this emergency motion. Docket No. 32 at 7. When
an attorney unreasonably delays in filing an emergency motion, the Court may deny the motion outright on that basis. Cardoza v.
Bloomin’ Brands, Inc., 141 F. Supp. 3d 1137, 1143 (D. Nev. 2015). The instant motion was filed at 6:54 p.m. on Friday, June 21,
2019, see Docket No. 27 (notice of electronic filing), and sought the allowance for the deposition to move forward on Tuesday,
June 25, 2019, see Docket No. 27 at 2. The reply acknowledges that simply providing time to resolve the dispute rendered it
impossible for the deposition to move forward on June 25, 2019, which raises the prospect of the deposition occurring even later
within the window of Mr. Knott’s remaining time. See Docket No. 39 at 3. While the Court shares Defendants’ concerns that this
timing was unreasonable, it declines to ultimately weigh in on that issue as the motion fails on its merits at any rate.

3

A request for expedited discovery generally arises in the context of a motion for preliminary injunction or a motion challenging
personal jurisdiction. See El Pollo Loco, S.A. de C.V. v. El Pollo Loco, Inc., 344 F. Supp. 2d 986, 991 (S.D. Tex. 2004); see also Fed. R.
Civ. P. 26, Advisory Committee Notes (1993). Such a request has also arisen in the context of a plaintiff seekign discovery to
identify a doe defendant. See, e.g., Rotten Records, Inc. v Doe, 108 F. Supp. 3d 132, 133 (W.D.N.Y. 2015). Plaintiff has presented
no legal authority regarding a request for expedited discovery to obtain deposition testimony from a terminally-ill nonparty
witness.

4

“Factors commonly considered in determining the reasonableness of expedited discovery include, but are not limited to: (1)
whether a preliminary injunction is pending; (2) the breadth of the discovery requests; (3) the purpose for requesting the
expedited discovery; (4) the burden on the defendants to comply with the requests; and (5) how far in advance of the typical
discovery process the request was made.” American LegalNet, 673 F. Supp. 2d at 1067 (citation and internal quotation omitted).

5

Plaintiff asserts in reply that there is “some truth” to the fact that Mr. Knott may not have any unique knowledge, but insists that
he “may have” knowledge of facts or occurrences on which other representatives of CBRE competently testify. Docket No. 39 at 6
(emphasis added). Plaintiff bears the burden of establishing good cause to justify this deposition, and its speculation that the
deposition may in some unknown manner not duplicate later testimony by other witnesses falls well short of meeting that
burden.

6

Plaintiff proposes a deposition for all four interested parties that covers a total of two hours (i.e., 30 minutes per party). See
Docket No. 27 at 5. The Court certainly appreciates the attempt to limit the burden on Mr. Knott. At the same time, it is unclear
how attorneys working largely in the blind could protect their clients’ interests in 30 minutes.
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2015 WL 12601043
Only the Westlaw citation is currently available.
United States District Court, S.D. Florida.
IN RE: CHIQUITA BRANDS INTERNATIONAL,
INC., Alien Tort Statute and Shareholder
Derivative Litigation
This Document Relates to: ATS Actions
John Doe 1 et al.,
v.
Chiquita Brands International, Inc., et al.,
Jose Leonardo Lopez Valencia, et al.,
v.
Chiquita Brands International, Inc., et al.,
Antonio Gonzalez Carrizosa, et al.,
v.
Chiquita Brands International, Inc., et al.,
CASE NO. 08-01916-MD-MARRA
|
NO. 08-80421-CV-MARRA, No.
08-80508-CV-MARRA
|
07-60821-CV-MARRA
|
Signed 04/07/2015

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ EMERGENCY
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS
TO PERPETUATE TESTIMONY OF ROLDAN
PEREZ, MANGONES LUGO AND RENDON
HERRERA & GRANTING CORRESPONDING
MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF REQUESTS FOR
JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE TO THE REPUBLIC OF
COLUMBIA PURSUANT TO THE HAGUE
EVIDENCE CONVENTION [DE 688]

and

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR
LEAVE TO TAKE DEPOSIITON TO
PERPETUATE TESTIMONY OF CYRUS
FREIDHEIM JR. [DE 687]
KENNETH A. MARRA, United States District Judge
*1 This matter is before the Court on the plaintiffs’
motion to perpetuate the testimony of Cyrus Freidheim,
Jr., former CEO and Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Chiquita Brand International, Inc., based on the
advanced age and importance of the witness [DE 687].
Also before the Court is plaintiffs’ emergency motion to
take preservation depositions of paramilitary witnesses
identified as former commanders in the United
Self-Defense Committees of Columbia (Autodefensas
Unidas de Colombia) (“AUC”), the alliance of right-wing,
government-aligned paramilitary units that allegedly
killed the plaintiffs’ family members, based on the
importance of the witnesses and fear that they will
abscond upon their imminent release from prison before
they can be served with compulsory process to appear
[DE 688].
The latter motion includes an application for issuance of
Letters of Request to the Republic of Columbia to take the
depositions of the three paramilitary witnesses—Roldan
Perez, Mangones Lugo and Rendon Herrera—pursuant to
the Hague Convention of 18 March 1970 on the Taking of
Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial Matters, 23
U.S.T. 2555 (“Hague Evidence Convention”) [DE 688].
Plaintiffs indicate they are seeking the voluntary
cooperation of these witnesses to give testimony, and are
advised by the U.S. State Department that, if the
witnesses agree, plaintiffs will be able to conduct the
depositions in Columbia without the assistance or
participation of any Columbian state official [DE 688-1].
However, plaintiffs are concerned the witnesses may be
released from prison in Columbia where they are
currently confined and disappear before this is
accomplished; therefore, in an “abundance of caution,”
plaintiffs move the Court to issue Requests for Judicial
Assistance to the Republic of Columbia pursuant to the
Hague Evidence Convention as “the proper means to
request Columbia to exercise its compulsory jurisdiction
in order to perpetuate their testimony in this case.”
Given the current procedural posture of the case, the
Court construes both submissions as motions for
expedited discovery under Rule 26 (d) (1), Federal Rules
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of Civil Procedure.

I. Background
The plaintiffs, Columbian nationals and family members
of banana-plantation workers, trade unionists, political
organizers, social activists and other civilians killed by
terrorists in Columbia during the 1990s through
2004—including members of the Autodefensas Unidas de
Colombia (“AUC”) paramilitary organization—brought
this action against defendants Chiquita Brand
International, Inc. and Chiquita Fresh North America,
LLC (cumulatively “Chiquita”) alleging that Chiquita
funded, armed and otherwise supported the AUC in order
to produce bananas in an environment free from labor
opposition and social disturbances, knowing the AUC to
be a violent terrorist organization, in violation of
Colombian law, U.S. law and international law
prohibiting crimes against humanity, extrajudicial killing,
torture, war crimes and other abuses.1
*2 Following the Court’s resolution of Chiquita’s earlier
motion to dismiss, and the subsequent opinion and
mandate of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in its
interlocutory review of that order, the only claims
remaining against Chiquita in the nine groups of Alien
Tort Statute (“ATS”) actions consolidated in this MDL
proceeding are tort claims under Columbian law asserted
under the Court’s diversity jurisdiction. These claims are
currently the subject of Chiquita’s recently filed motion to
dismiss based on forum non conveniens (all claims) and
statute of limitation grounds (New York and District of
Columbia cases only) [DE 741; Case No. 08-MD-01916].
In addition to the Columbian law claims remaining
against Chiquita, the plaintiffs’ most recently amended
complaints in five of the nine ATS actions include claims
under the ATS, Torture Victims Protection Act (TVPA),
state common law, and Colombian law against nine
current or former Chiquita directors, officers or
employees allegedly involved in Chiquita’s decision to
fund the AUC (Cyrus Freidheim,2 Roderick Hills,3 Steven
Warshaw, Fernando Aguirre, Keith Lindner, Charles
Keiser, Robert Olson, William Tsacaslis and Robert
Kistinger).4 These claims are also the subject of a pending
(consolidated) motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b) (6)
[DE 735], supported by individual supplements to the
motion [DE 731-733, 736-740].

parties, the Court suspended all discovery until resolution
of the defendants’ motions to dismiss the plaintiffs’ initial
complaints [DE 66]. The Court ruled on Chiquita’s initial
motions to dismiss in June 2011 and March 2012, and
later certified its rulings to the Eleventh Circuit Court of
Appeals for interlocutory review. After the Eleventh
Circuit granted Chiquita’s petition for review, this Court
entered a general stay of all proceedings until conclusion
of the interlocutory appeal. The general stay order tolled
the defendants’ obligation to respond to plaintiffs’
last-amended complaints until sixty days after the
Eleventh Circuit completed its review, and reserved the
plaintiffs’ right to seek a lift of the stay for purpose of
preserving testimony upon showing of a reasonable basis
to believe that relevant and material testimony might be
lost if not taken during the period of stay.
The general stay remained in effect until January 6, 2015,
when the Eleventh Circuit issued its mandate dismissing
all of the ATS and TVPA claims against Chiquita [DE
693]. Three of the nine ATS plaintiffs’ groups have since
filed the instant discovery motions seeking, first, to
perpetuate the discovery of Cyrus Freidheim—a former
Chiquita executive who allegedly made or participated in
the decision of Chiquita to make secret payments to the
AUC—and second, to perpetuate the testimony of three
high-level commanders in the AUC alleged to have direct
knowledge of Chiquita’s financial support of the AUC or
the murder and torture allegations, or both.
*3 Under the terms of the Court’s original Case
Management Order [DE 141], the stay on discovery
remains in place until resolution of Chiquita’s newly-filed
motion to dismiss the Columbian tort claims on forum
non conveniens grounds, and the individual defendants
newly-filed motions to dismiss the plaintiffs’ common
law, Columbian law and statutory claims under the ATS
and TVPA for failure to state a claim under Rule 12 (b)
(6) [DE 735, 741]. Due to the pendency of these motions,
there has been no Rule 26(f) conference. That is, because
this case remains in the early pleading stages, with a
discovery stay in effect pending disposition of the
defendants’ recently filed motions to dismiss, the parties
have not met and conferred.

II. Discussion

At the outset of this litigation, and by agreement of the
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A. Request to Perpetuate Testimony
Under Rule 26 (d) (1), a party may not seek discovery
from any source before the parties have met and conferred
as required by Rule 26 (f), Fed. R. Civ. P. The rule is
subject to certain exceptions, including a court order
permitting discovery. The Court accordingly treats the
plaintiff’s motions to perpetuate the testimony of Cyrus
Freidman and the three above-named AUC members as
requests to proceed with expedited discovery under Rule
26 (d) (1).
Although the Federal Rules do not provide a standard for
the court to use in exercising its authority to order
expedited discovery under Rule 26 (d), courts have
generally adopted one of two approaches in determining a
party’s entitlement to such discovery: (1) the preliminary
injunction-style analysis set out in Notaro v. Koch, 95
F.R.D. 403 (S.D.N.Y. 1982) or (2) a general “good cause”
or “reasonableness” standard which allows expedited
discovery when the need for it outweighs the prejudice to
the responding party. See e.g. Edgenet, Inc. v. Home
Depot USA, Inc., 259 F.R.D. 385 (E.D. Wis. 2009).
The Notaro approach is the more rigid of the two, and
requires consideration of a set of four factors similar to
the analysis used to justify a decision to grant a
preliminary injunction, i.e. the existence of: (1)
irreparable injury; (2) some probability of success on the
merits; (3) some connection between the expedited
discovery and avoidance of the irreparable injury, and (4)
some evidence that the injury that will result without
expedited discovery is greater than the injury a party will
suffer if the expedited relief is granted. See Edgenet, 259
F.R.D. at 386, citing Notaro, 95 F.R.D. at 405.
In contrast, under the more general “good cause”
standard, which has been adopted by an “increasing
majority” of district courts confronted with the issue, St.
Louis Group, Inc. v. Metals and Additives Corp, 275
F.R.D. 236, 239 (S.D. Tex. 2011), citing Merrill Lynch,
Pierce Fenner & Smith, Inc. v. O’Connor, 194 F.R.D. 618
(N.D. Ill. 2000); Semitool Inc. v. Tokyo Electron Am.,
Inc., 208 F.R.D. 273 (N.D. Cal 2002): Ayyash v. Bank
Al-Madina, 233 F.R.D. 325 (S.D.N.Y. 2005); Dimension
Data North America v. NetStar-1, Inc., 226 F.R.D. 528,
530 (E.D. N.C. 2005), a court must examine the expedited
discovery request “on the entirety of the record to date
and the reasonableness of the request in light of all the
surrounding circumstances.” Ayyash, 233 F.R.D. at 327.
Good cause may be found “where the need for expedited
discovery, in consideration of the administration of
justice, outweighs the prejudice to the responding party.”
Energy Prod. Corp. v. Northfield Ins. Co., 2010 WL
3184232 at *3 (E.D. La. 2010). Good cause has been

found, for example, where there is a showing of
irreparable harm that can be addressed by limited,
expedited discovery, JP Morgan Chase Bank N.A. v.
Reijtenbagh, 615 F. Supp. 2d 278 (S.D.N.Y. 2009);
Ayyash, 233 F.R.D. at 326-27; where failing to allow
expedited discovery would substantially impact the
progress of the case on the court’s docket, Sheridan v.
Oak St. Mortgage, LLC, 244 F.R.D. 520, 522 (E.D. Wis.
2007), or where there is a need to preserve evidence that
may be destroyed before it can be obtained by ordinary
discovery. Monsanto Co. v. Woods, 250 F.R.D. 411, 413
(E.D. Mo. 2008).
*4 Under the general reasonableness approach, the party
requesting expedited discovery has the burden of showing
the existence of good cause, and that the need for the
discovery outweighs any prejudice to the opposing party.
See e.g. Ayyash v. Bank Al-Madina, 233 F.R.D. 325
(S.D.N.Y. 2005); Semitool, Inc. v. Tokyo Electron
America, Inc., 208 F.R.D. 273, 275 (N.D. Cal. 2002). In
assessing good cause, the court should also consider
whether the subject matter of the request is narrowly
tailored in scope.
The Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals has not adopted a
standard for allowing expedited discovery. Noting that
several district courts within the Eleventh Circuit have
expressly used a general “good cause” standard when
confronted with requests for expedited discovery, see e.g.
Tracfone Wireless, Inc. v. Holden Property Services, LLC,
299 F.R.D. 692 (S. D. Fla. 2014); United States v.
Gachette, 2014 WL 5518669 (M.D. Fla. 2014); Dell Inc.
v. Belgiumdomains, LLC, 2007 WL 6862341 (S.D. Fla.
2007), and that other courts have criticized the Notaro
preliminary injunction-style analysis as inconsistent with
Rule 26(d), which requires the Court to consider, among
other things, “the interests of justice,” as well as the
overarching mandate of Rule 1, which requires that the
rules “shall be construed and administered to secure the
just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every
action,” Semitool, 208 F.R.D. at 275-276; OMG Fidelity
Inc. v. Sirious Technologies, Inc., 239 FRD 300 (N.D.N.
Y 2006); Merrill Lynch, 194 F.R.D. at 624; Ayyash, 233
F.R.D. at 326, this court declines to follow Notaro and
instead applies the conventional standard of “good cause”
in evaluating plaintiffs’ request for expedited discovery.
Having done so, the court finds, first, as to plaintiffs’
request to perpetuate the deposition testimony of the three
paramilitary witnesses, that good cause is shown.
Plaintiffs have made a strong showing that the proposed
deponents are individuals with both the incentive and
capacity to disappear after their release from Columbian
prison. As to Roldan Perez, identified as the chief of
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security for the Castano family that ran the AUC, and
who previously testified to having direct knowledge of the
financial arrangements between Chiquita and the AUC,
plaintiffs show that he has confessed to the murder of
Carlos Castano Gil, former chief of the AUC, and
therefore has a strong incentive to go underground after
he is released from prison to avoid retaliation from
Castano supporters. To illustrate the reality of this
prisoner’s incentive to abscond, plaintiffs show that since
demobilization of the AUC in 2007, approximately 1,600
Colombian paramilitary persons have been murdered,
while countless others have simply disappeared from
public view.
As to Rendon Herrera, identified as the commander of the
Elmer Cardenas Bloc of the AUC, and who previously
testified in Columbian judicial proceedings that Chiquita
payments to the AUC directly benefited his unit, plaintiffs
show that Herrera was the earlier subject of an extradition
request from the United States, which was denied based
on a determination by Columbian authorities that his
crimes against the Republic of Columbia were more
serious than his crimes against the United States.
Plaintiffs allege that Herrera has strong incentive to
abscond upon his release from prison either to avoid the
possibility of extradition to the United States, or re-arrest,
investigation and punishment by Columbian authorities
on the same drug trafficking charges he would have faced
in the United States under its original extradition request.

incentive to disappear after they are released from prison,
an event which theoretically may occur at any time after
December 2014, although neither party is able to identify
the respective release dates with any certitude.
The Court next weighs plaintiffs’ demonstrated good
cause for the taking of the paramilitary witness
depositions against any prejudice to the defendants
occasioned by the taking of the depositions at this
juncture in the proceedings. On this issue, defendants
assert that allowing the depositions to proceed during the
pleading stage of the litigation places an undue financial
burden on them, theorizing that the cost of preparing for
and taking the depositions will be wasted if the court
ultimately grants the defendants’ newly-filed motions to
dismiss. In a related vein, defendants question the
legitimacy of representing to Columbian authorities that
the testimony of these witnesses is “required” in a
proceeding which has not progressed beyond the motion
to dismiss phase.

*5 Finally, as to Mangones Lugo, identified as the
commander of the William Rivas Front of the AUC in
Cienaga, a banana-growing region where a number of the
alleged murders occurred, and who previously testified in
Columbian judicial proceedings regarding his direct
knowledge and participation in financial payments for
security services provided to Chiquita, plaintiffs show he
was a fugitive from justice when he was captured in 2004
on charges of murder, money laundering and document
falsification.

Finally, defendants argue that it is unfair to allow the
taking of potential trial testimony from the paramilitary
witnesses at this juncture, before defendants have had an
opportunity to conduct general discovery on plaintiffs’
claims or to investigate the possibility that the witnesses
may have been recipients of a witness-payment scheme,
in light of allegations which recently surfaced in ATS
litigation pending in Alabama against Attorney Terrence
Collingsworth, lead counsel for one the plaintiff ATS
groups in this proceeding. Specifically, in a defamation
case pending in the Northern District of Alabama,
Drummond
Co.
v.
Collingsworth,
No.
11-CV-3695-RDP-TMP (N.D. Ala. 2011), Attorney
Collingsworth is charged with making unlawful payments
to Colombian paramilitary witnesses who were allegedly
involved in numerous murders in Columbia in complicity
with Drummond Company, an Alabama-based coal
company which retained the AUC to provide security in
coal mines operated by a Colombian subsidiary.

With this background, plaintiff demonstrates a reasonable
basis to infer that the paramilitary witnesses are likely to
become process-averse upon their release from
Columbian prison, and the court finds a legitimate
urgency to the plaintiff’s request to serve compulsory
process and immediately depose the witnesses while they
are still in the custody of Columbian government and
prison authorities. Plaintiffs adequately demonstrate that
all three of the proposed deponents have material
knowledge regarding the core allegations of the plaintiffs’
complaints, and that all three, simply by virtue of their
roles as prior AUC commanders—combined with the
individual trigger factors identified above—have a strong

Defendants do not present any competent evidence
linking any of plaintiffs’ counsel in this case to any
(non-expert) witness payment activity. However, they do
present a redacted memorandum from “T. Collingsworth”
to “Chiquita ATS Plaintiffs’ Counsel,” produced in
supplementary discovery proceedings before this division,
Drummond Co. v Collingsworth, Case No. 14-MC-81189
(S.D. Fla. 2014), [DE 696 Ex. A], entitled “CHIQUITA:
Ethics of Paying Witness’s Legal Fees.” Defendants also
supply the affidavit of Attorney Paul Wolf, one of the
plaintiffs’ attorneys in this proceeding, who avers that he
has personally participated in meetings with ATS
plaintiffs’ counsel in this case during which payments to
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paramilitary witnesses were discussed [DE 662-4; ¶¶
19-21, 23-24]
*6 Citing extensively to discovery regarding Mr.
Collingsworth’s financial entwinement with Columbian
paramilitary members which has surfaced in the matter of
Drummond Co. v Collingsworth, No. 11-CV-3695 (N.D.
Ala. 2014), defendants express a concern that members of
the prosecution teams for the plaintiffs’ groups in the
instant litigation may have participated in meetings at
which Mr. Collingsworth was present and have been
privy to discussions on the ethics of making payments to
influence witness testimony in this case. In light of
Attorney
Collingsworth’s
embroilment
in
a
witness-for-hire controversy in the Alabama ATS
litigation, defendants contend there is a reasonable basis
for investigating the possibility of a payment scheme in
this case, before preservation deposition testimony is
taken from Colombian witnesses who may have been the
beneficiary of such a scheme.
In response, Plaintiffs’ liaison counsel, John Scarola, has
filed an affidavit stating that neither he nor any of his
co-counsel in these consolidated ATS proceedings have
ever paid money or given anything of value to any
witness or potential witness in this case. While Mr.
Scarola acknowledges that the subject of paying potential
witnesses was discussed at a Chiquita MDL meeting at
which Attorney Paul Wolf was present, he avers that
neither he nor any other counsel representing a plaintiff
group in this MDL proceeding ever agreed that payments
or anything else of value should be paid to any witnesses,
or that payments to any fact witness (as opposed to expert
witnesses) would ever be appropriate under any
circumstances [DE 216].
Given Mr. Collingsworth’s participation as ATS counsel
in both cases, and in light of uncontested evidence that the
issue was at least discussed at a meeting of ATS counsel
in this MDL proceeding, along with circulation of the
“Chiquita: Ethics of Paying Witness’s Legal Fees”
memorandum authored by Mr. Collingsworth, the Court
agrees that the defendants should be allowed an
opportunity to conduct discovery on the witness payment
issue, under an accelerated schedule, before the
paramilitary witnesses are deposed in this case.
Specifically, the Court shall allow the defendants an
opportunity to issue limited written discovery requests
(interrogatories and requests to produce) addressing the
issue of (non-expert) witness payments, gifts or benefits
of any kind or nature in this case, and shall impose an
abbreviated briefing schedule for any legal objections that
might be lodged to the discovery to permit expedited

resolution of the matter well in advance of the scheduled
deposition dates. This order shall further be without
prejudice for either party to seek leave of court to take a
supplemental (second) deposition of any of these
witnesses, through voluntary or compulsory process, at a
later stage of the litigation, upon motion filed and good
cause shown. With this preliminary discovery schedule in
place, the defendants will not be unfairly prejudiced by
allowing the expedited preservation depositions of the
paramilitary witnesses to proceed at this juncture.
In summary, given the limited number of proposed
deponents, the potential importance of testimony likely
offered by the proposed deponents, and the possibility
that plaintiffs might permanently lose the ability to take
the testimony of these witnesses if their appearance is not
compelled while they are still in custody of Colombian
governmental and security authorities, the court finds
“good cause” to support the plaintiffs’ request for
expedited discovery. At the same time, the court does not
find any undue financial burden on the defendants posed
by the proposed discovery, nor does it find undue
prejudice to defendants’ ability to prepare adequately for
the depositions.
With regard to the plaintiffs’ additional request for the
preservation deposition of Cyrus Freidheim, based on his
advanced age, the court agrees that the age of a proposed
deponent is a highly relevant factor in determining
whether there is a sufficient reason to perpetuate
testimony, whether the preservation request is made
pre-suit under Rule 27, or in conjunction with a
post-filing request for expedited discovery under Rule 26
(d). Regardless of specific ailments or physical
vulnerabilities, advanced age carries an increased risk that
a witness will be unavailable at the time of trial; for this
reason, a witness of advanced age may be an appropriate
subject for preservation testimony. See Penn Mutual Life
Ins. Co v. United States, 68 F.3d 1371 (D.C. Cir. 1995)
(allowing Rule 27(a) deposition to perpetuate testimony
of 80-year old witness whose age “present[ed] a
significant risk that he will be unavailable to testify by the
time of trial.”); Texaco Inc. v. Borda, 383 F.2d 607 (3d
Cir. 1967) (granting writ of mandamus directing district
court to allow Rule 27(a) deposition where “[t] would be
ignoring facts of life to say that a 71-year old witness will
be available, to give his deposition or testimony, at an
undeterminable future date”).
*7 In this case, the court views Mr. Freidheim’s advanced
age (79 years) against the backdrop of this MDL litigation
which has been pending since 2008 and—assuming it
ultimately progresses beyond the motion to dismiss and
summary judgment stages—is not likely to advance to
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trial until calendar year 2017 at the earliest. By that time,
the witness will be 81 years old and it would be unduly
risky to assume that no limitation of age or intervening
infirmity might impede the ability of plaintiff’s to take
Mr. Freidheim’s deposition testimony in the ordinary
course before trial.
Thus, in the context of this specific case, the court agrees
that the advanced age of Mr. Freidheim is a sufficient
basis to support the taking of expedited deposition
testimony from him, and shall accordingly grant the
plaintiffs’ request to take expedited preservation
testimony from Mr. Freidheim. Again, the order allowing
preservation testimony of Mr. Freidheim, now a
party-witness, shall be without prejudice for either party
to request a supplemental deposition of the witness in the
ordinary course of Rule 26 discovery, upon motion filed
and good cause shown.

B. Requests for Judicial Assistance
The plaintiffs have also applied for issuance of Letters of
Request for the Examination of Witnesses in Columbia
pursuant to the Hague Convention of 18 March 1970 on
the Taking of Evidence Abroad in Civil or Commercial
Matters (the “Hague Evidence Convention”), pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 1781 (b) (2) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 28 (b) (1) (A)
and (B). Plaintiffs contend that resort to Hague
Convention procedures is necessary to procure and
preserve the testimony of these witnesses in light of the
substantial risk that the witnesses will disappear and
become permanently unavailable to testify after they are
released from prison, an event which may occur at any
time without notice to the plaintiffs.
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 28 (b), governing the
taking of depositions in a foreign country, provides that a
foreign deposition may be taken “under a letter of
request,” which the court may issue “on appropriate terms
after an application and notice of it.” A letter of request is
simply a “request by a domestic court to a foreign court to
take evidence from a certain witness.” Intel Corp. v.
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 542 U.S. 241, 247 n. 1,
124 S. Ct. 2466, 159 L.Ed.2d 355 (2004).
The Hague Evidence Convention, of which both the
United States and the Republic of Columbia are
signatories, provides the mechanism for gathering
evidence abroad through the issuance of a letter of
request. The Hague Convention is not, however, the

exclusive avenue for obtaining discovery in a foreign
country. Societe Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale v.
United States District Court for the Southern District of
Iowa, 482 U.S. 522, 539-40, 107 S. Ct. 242, 96 L.Ed. 2d
461 (1987), nor is it necessarily even the means of first
resort. Id., 482 U.S. at 541-42. Rather, courts must
consider the facts of each particular case in determining
whether it is more appropriate to take discovery abroad
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure or the Hague
Evidence Convention. Mandanes v. Mandanes, 199
F.R.D. 135, 140 (S.D. N.Y. 2001).
A party seeking application of the Hague Evidence
Convention procedures, rather than the Federal Rules,
bears the burden of persuading the court of the necessity
of proceeding pursuant to the Hague Evidence
Convention based on the specific facts and sovereign
interests involved. In re: Automotive Refinishing Paint
Antitrust Litigation, 358 F.3d 288, 300 (3d Cir. 2004). In
determining whether to employ Hague Evidence
Convention means or to allow other procedures, a court
must look to considerations of comity, the relative
interests of the parties, including the interest in avoiding
abusive discovery, and the ease and efficiency of
alternative formats for discovery. Mandanes, citing
Aerospatiale, 482 U.S. at 545-46.
*8 Where discovery is sought from a foreign party, over
whom a federal court has in personam jurisdiction, there
is no rule of first resort requiring the discovery party to
use the procedures of the Hague Convention before
resorting to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
Schindler Elevator Corp. v. Otis Elevator Co., 657 F.
Supp. 2d 525 (D. N.J. 2009), citing In re Automotive
Refinishing Paint Antitrust Litigation, 358 F.3d 288, 299
(3d Cir. 2004). In this instance, the Federal Rules remain
the “normal method[ ] for federal litigation involving
foreign national parties,” unless the facts of a given case
indicate “the ‘optional’ or ‘supplemental’ convention
procedures prove to be conducive to discovery.” Id at
300, quoting Societe Nationale, 482 U.S. at 36, 107 S. Ct.
2542.
On the other hand, resort to the Hague Evidence
Convention is particularly appropriate where, as here, a
litigant seeks to depose a foreign non-party who is not
subject to the court’s in personam jurisdiction. In re
Urethane Antitrust Litigation, 267 F.R.D. 361 (D. Kan.
2010), citing Newmarkets Partners, LLC v. Oppenheim
Jr. & Cie. S.C.A., 2009 WL 1447504 at *1 (S.D.N.Y.
2009); Abbott Labs v. Impax Labs, Inc., 2004 WL
1622223 at *2 (D. Del. 2004);
In this case, plaintiffs have made a sufficient showing that
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the three paramilitary witnesses possess knowledge
relevant to the plaintiffs’ claims in these cases, and that
they reside in Columbia beyond the in personam
jurisdiction of this court. Defendants argue, however, that
it is premature to issue a request for judicial assistance to
the Republic of Columbia at this stage, during the
pendency of a second round of motions to dismiss,
because “the potential for dismissal makes it impossible
for this Court to faithfully represent to a foreign
government, as required by the Hague Evidence
Convention and requested in plaintiff’s motion, that the
testimony of the paramilitary witnesses is required for
purposes of this proceeding.” [DE 696, p. 15].
Defendants cite no authority for the proposition that a
party seeking foreign assistance under the Hague
Convention is required to show its claims have survived
legal challenge at the motion to dismiss (or summary
judgment) stage of the proceedings. The Court finds
imposition of such a stringent limitation on use of the
Hague Convention procedures to be at odds with the
“liberal discovery permitted under the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure,” and accordingly declines defendants’
invitation to adopt it.
Plaintiffs have shown that Messrs. Perez, Lugo and
Herrera likely have knowledge that goes to the heart of
the claims in this litigation; that they may be subject to
release from prison at any time without notice to the
litigants in this case, and that they have strong motive to
abscond once they are released. Thus, resort to
compulsory process, available only under the Hague
Convention, is appropriate to compel their attendance at
depositions to preserve their testimony. At the same time,
defendants fail to show good reason why the application
for the issuance of letters of request should be denied.
Accordingly, the Court shall issue the requested letters.
With regard to the content of the letters, the Court
approves the proposed forms submitted by plaintiffs, with
certain modifications on the procedural requests sections
of the letters drafted by plaintiffs. First, with regard to the
section outlining specific written questions on which each
witnesses’ response is requested, plaintiffs are directed to
confer with defense counsel to incorporate any additional
written questions which the defendants wish to propose to
the witnesses (not to exceed twenty-five questions per
witness). Second, the procedural request section shall
include a request to allow oral interrogation of the
witnesses on additional questions following the witnesses’
responses to the written, pre-set questions. Third, to the
extent an oral examination is allowed, the procedural
requests shall include a request for a single direct
examination by a designated liaison counsel for plaintiffs’

groups, and a single cross-examination by a designated
liaison counsel for all defendants. Fourth, to the extent an
oral examination is allowed, the procedural request
section shall include a request to allow the presentation of
designated documents to the witness for identification and
questioning. Any counsel wishing to present documents to
the witness for identification or discussion shall identity
the documents in the procedural request section and attach
a copy of the document to the request which is clearly
labelled; in addition, any counsel wishing to present
documents to the witness shall create a corresponding
exhibit list and make arrangements for exchanging copies
of the documents with opposing counsel at least twenty
(20) days prior to the scheduled deposition date. Finally,
in the event that the Columbian judicial authority decides
to limit the oral examinations, either by the amount of
time, or by specific number of questions permitted, the
letters shall request that the examination be divided
equally between plaintiffs’ questions and defendants’
questions.

III. Decretal Provisions
*9 Based on the foregoing, it is ORDERED AND
ADJUDGED:
1. Plaintiffs’ motion for issuance of letters of request
to the Central Authority for the Hague Convention of
the Republic of Columbia [DE 688] in connection
with the depositions of the paramilitary witnesses is
GRANTED.
2. Plaintiff’s motions for expedited discovery by way
of preservation testimony from the paramilitary
witnesses designated above [DE 688] and the
testimony of Cyrus Freidheim [DE 687] are
GRANTED.
3. Plaintiffs shall confer in good faith with
defendants and prepare final versions of the letters of
request that incorporate the rulings made in this
order. Plaintiffs shall further submit revised letters of
request to the court, within TEN (10) DAYS from
the date of entry of this order, which will then be
issued by the Court and returned to plaintiff’s
counsel for delivery to the proper authorities.
4. The depositions of the paramilitary witnesses shall
be scheduled to commence on a date no earlier than
sixty (60) days from the date of entry of this order. In
the interim, the defendants are granted leave to issue
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limited written discovery requests to plaintiffs on the
witness-payment issue identified above, by way of
interrogatories and requests to produce ( not to
exceed twenty-five interrogatories and corresponding
requests to produce) by no later than TEN (10)
DAYS from the date of entry of this order. Plaintiffs
shall have FIVE (5) DAYS to respond to the
requests, or to file objections; if objections are filed,
they shall be accompanied by a supporting
memorandum of law not to exceed three (3) pages;
the defendants shall then file its response, if any, to
the objections within TRHEE (3) DAYS of service,
not to exceed three pages in length. No further
submissions shall be entertained unless specifically
invited by the Court, which shall rule on any
disputed discovery item on the basis of the written

submissions.
5. The defendant’s motion for leave to file surreply
[to DE 708] is DENIED and the plaintiff’s request
for leave to file a “sur-sureply” [DE 711] is
DENIED as MOOT.
DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at West Palm
Beach, Florida this 7th day of April, 2015.
All Citations
Not Reported in Fed. Supp., 2015 WL 12601043

Footnotes
1

Specifically, Plaintiffs alleged claims under what is known as the Alien Tort Statute (ATS) or Alien Tort Claims Act (ATCA), 28 U.S.C.
§ 1350 and the Torture Victim Protection Act (TVPA), 28 U.S.C. § 1350 note, 28 U.S.C. § 1350. They also alleged tort claims under
the state laws of New Jersey, Ohio, Florida and the District of Columbia, as well as the foreign law of Colombia, for assault and
battery, wrongful death, intentional infliction of emotional distress, negligent infliction of emotional distress, negligence,
negligent hiring, negligence per se and loss of consortium.

2

Cyrus Fredheim was chairman of the Board of Directors of Chiquita from March 2002 through May 2004 and the CEO of Chiquita
from March 2002 until January 2004.

3

Roderick Hills, former Chiquita director, passed away at age 82 in October, 2014.

4

The Valencia, Montes, and Carrizosa complaints [Case Nos. 08-80508; 10-60573; 07-60821 respectively] name only two individual
defendants, Cyrus Fredheim and Keith Linder, asserting claims against these individuals under the ATS, TVPA state common law
and Columbian law. The Does 1-11 complaint [Case 08-80421] asserts claims under the ATS, TVPA, state common law and
Columbian law against six of these individuals (Fredheim, Hills, Keiser, Kistinger, Olson and Tsacalis). The Does 1-144 complaint
[Case No. 08-80465] asserts claims under the ATS, TVPA, state tort law and Colombian law against eight of these individuals
(Aguirre, Fredheim, Hills, Keiser, Kistinger, Olson, Tsacalis and Warshaw).
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